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Executive Summary
Introduction
Mental illness is becoming an increasingly common phenomenon in the United Kingdom, and the number
of people affected is projected to increase by 14% by 2036. There is overwhelming evidence that social
and economic inequalities have a substantial impact on health outcomes. This inequality is a significant
cause of stress in itself and also exacerbates the stress of coping with material deprivation. Hackney is the
second most deprived borough in England and the health inequalities in Hackney are stark and have been
entrenched for many years. It has an estimated population of 246,300 and is continuing to grow with a
large annual population turnover.
Mental health problems have placed a huge financial burden on our economy whereby there is an urgent
need for practical preventative steps in order to reduce the prevalence of mental health problems and
promote mental wellbeing. The announcement of the Health and Social Act 2012 has recently seen the
referral of public health responsibilities including the allocating and accounting for NHS resources to local
authorities.
Financial pressures for citizens and services mean policy makers need to enhance their understanding of
the barriers to better health and to accessing support. Hands Inc and Hackney Community and Voluntary
Services and the Health and Social Care Forum have worked together to develop this research to look into
opinions (across different age groups, genders, ethnicities and sexual orientations) on how stress, anxiety
and depression affects all communities in Hackney, specifically:
1. What support people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
2. How stress, anxiety and depression affects people’s health choices and behaviours?
3. How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression within individuals?
This type is research is particularly important, as it offers citizens and communities a platform to which
they can voice their opinions and potentially influence and challenge how health and social care services
are provided and designed locally, which is one of the ways by which the sustainable commission strategy
for City and Hackney aim to improve the health and wellbeing of the local people.
The data will be analysed using both qualitative and quantitative methodologies for this report. This
information will be used in a number of ways:


To inform and influence the Public Health Commissioning Strategy for 2014/15, which sets out
how the Public Health Budget will be spent



To inform the City & Hackney Wellbeing Profile – a document that outlines the health needs of
Hackney and will be used by commissioners across health, social care, housing and children’s
services to inform their commissioning plans



To inform Healthwatch Hackney, an organisation set up to ensure the patient and users voice is
influencing and challenging the way health and social services are working in Hackney
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Design
A mixed methods design was used in this study, utilising both quantitative data from questionnaires and
qualitative ﬁndings from focus groups.
Results
What support do people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
 GPs were the most commonly accessed and useful of the professional service utilised by the
sample population to help them deal with emotional issues or life stresses.
 Professional service (mainstream public health services) use was significantly related to higher
levels of anxiety.
 A larger number of people used complementary therapies or self-help techniques than
professional services in the last 12months
 Data from the questionnaires indicated that exercise and movement therapy, relaxation and
meditation techniques and massage therapy were the top three forms of complementary
therapies or self-help techniques used by the sample population, to which exercise and
movement therapies were rated most useful. Information from the focus groups indicated that
Acupuncture was also a preferential complementary therapy people accessed for emotional
issues and life stresses.
 A greater percentage of people who used complementary therapies or self-help techniques than
the professional service users indicated that they were either satisfied or very satisfied with the
service provided.
 A topic concerning costs and preferences of treatment arose in all eight focus groups. Notably,
participants expressed that they would like to access more non-medical services, yet cost was
reported as a factor that prevents them.
 The use of complementary therapies or self-help techniques were significantly related to higher
levels of depression
 Statements related to ‘feelings of self-reliance’ and ‘mental well-being as an uncontrollable
factor’ were two of the most common reasons why people delayed seeking help for symptoms of
stress, depression and anxiety.
 A third of participants sited lack of awareness of services as a reason for delaying seeking help
 Physical activity, social support, leisure activities and relaxation or meditation techniques were
the most frequently mentioned strategies used to cope with emotional issues or life stresses.
How stress, anxiety and depression affects people’s health choices and behaviours?




Significant correlations were found between the severity of anxiety and the number of units of
alcohol consumed and the number of days taken off work.
Depression severity was also found to be significantly related to units of alcohol consumed and
was additionally related to the amount of tobacco smoked in one week.
Data from focus groups suggests that there is a strong relational between emotional and physical
well-being. Whereby high levels of stress, anxiety and depression were found to have health
consequences such as; sleeping problems, changes in appetite or weight loss and impaired
cognitive abilities.
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How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression within individuals?






The number of illnesses and disabilities experienced by individuals was found to be the strongest
predictor of participant’s scores on the stress, depression and anxiety measures, respectively.
Feelings of inclusiveness, geographical location and participation in community activities were the
main themes observed outlining the aspects that make one feel part or not part of a community.
Support offered by the community and interaction with community members were said to
improve one’s social skills and mood where the two key themes evidencing the impact
communities have on one’s wellbeing.
Parks or green spaces, cafés, bars and/or pubs and people within the community were the most
commonly reported community assets.

Conclusion
GPs were the most commonly accessed and useful of the professional service utilised by the sample
population to help them deal with emotional issues or life stresses. However, a larger number of people
used complementary therapies or self-help techniques than professional services in the last 12months.
This illustrates the desire amongst the sample population to have a more holistic approach to their wellbeing.
Developing and building upon social prescribing models, an integrative approach to health and adult care
service provision; sustained partnership working with the third sector that equitably remunerates the
value of its community reach and knowledge; making more effective use and learning from commonly
used community assets and socialisation models, will help to raise and increase awareness about
community health resilience for all stakeholders in the borough, both professionals and citizens.
Recommendations


Further research should :
o Assess levels of depression, anxiety and stress through clinical interviews
o Use a longitudinal research method incorporating one-on-one interviews to assess how
changes in mental health affects one’s health choices and behaviours
o Explore the benefits of healthy dietary behaviour on one's mental wellbeing and explore
unhealthy dietary behaviour as a maladaptive coping mechanism used to help one deal
with emotional issues or life stressors.



Develop services that use a holistic and integrative approach to health and wellbeing as
exemplified by Bromley By Bow Centre and builds partnership working with the third sector



Develop a Stress Awareness promotional campaign directed at those most at risk of stress,
anxiety and depression targeting places the sample population described as commonly used
including parks, GP surgeries and community groups. This campaign could also promote
awareness of Hackney i-Care as a universal resource for services



We recommend this becomes an annual way of engaging and empowering all citizens to take an
active role in local community, civic and democratic life in the borough
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1. Introduction: There Is No Health Without Mental
Health
1.1 The Growing Burden and Costs of Mental Illness
Mental illness is becoming an increasingly common phenomenon in the United Kingdom. It is estimated
that 17.6% of the adult population suffer from common mental health problems, including anxiety and
depression (JCPMH, 2012). This figure is alarming; as mental illness is associated with significant long-term
disability, which often manifests in decreased psychosocial and physical functioning (MIND, 2013). Poor
mental health can be a central cause of poverty in a community; studies have found that people with
mental illness face an increased risk of poverty; paradoxically people who experience social hardship and
poverty are at an increased risk of mental illness (Friedli, 2009). Over the next fifteen years the number of
people with a mental illness is expected to increase by 14%, from 8.65 million in 2007 to 9.88 million in
2036 (McCrone et al., 2008).
The above considerations demonstrate that there is an urgent need for practical preventative steps in
order to reduce the prevalence of mental health problems and promote mental wellbeing, which in turn
can improve resilience and ability to cope with adversity (JCPMH, 2012). Preventative strategies for other
long-term causes of disability such as cancer and heart disease are commonly utilised in primary health
care (MIND, 2013). However, mental health still remains a hidden health issue. It receives relatively little
public attention and is underfunded in both the public and private sectors (Friedli, 2009). In April 2013, the
responsibility for public health funding was transferred to local authorities; before this point, less than
0.1% of the yearly NHS mental health budget had been spent on the promotion of good mental health and
the prevention of mental health disorders (Knapp et al., 2011). This was despite the fact that mental
health disorders constituted 23% of the total burden of disease in the developing world, as opposed to the
16% of global burden which heart disease and cancer contributed, respectively (WHO, 1999). Recent
analysis has estimated the total cost of mental ill health in England at about £105.2 billion (CMH, 2010).
This includes £21.3 billion expenditure for health and social care costs, £30.3 billion in lost economic
output and £53.6 billion in personal and family suffering (CMH, 2010). Thus, It is important to monitor and
investigate the levels of mental health in order to target and improve mental health services at a local
level.
1.2 Socio-economic Inequalities and Health Outcomes
There is overwhelming evidence that social and economic inequalities have a substantial impact on health
inequalities and result in poorer health outcomes. This inequality is a significant cause of stress in itself
and also exacerbates the stress of coping with material deprivation. Key inequalities in outcomes have
been related to behaviour, health, illness and chronic disease outcomes and access to services, including
uptake and treatment (e.g. patterns of concordance) (Friedli, 2009; Whitehead & Dahlgren, 2006). In
England, people living in the most deprived socio-demographical areas will, on average, die seven years
earlier than people in more affluent areas (Marmot, 2010), and are more likely to engage in risky health
behaviours that contribute to increases in physical illness and reduce life expectancy by up to 20 years
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(Campion et al., 2013) e.g. For example, smoking is the single largest cause of preventable death in the
United Kingdom (NHS City and Hackney Commissioning Group, 2013), and the 20% - 25% of people who
continue to smoke or are obese are concentrated among the 26% of the population living in poverty
(WHO, 2009). This is also the population with the highest prevalence of anxiety and depression (Friedli,
2009), 42% of adult tobacco consumption in England is by people with mental disorders (Campion et al.,
2013).
Hackney is the second most deprived borough in England (NHS City and Hackney Commissioning Group,
2013). The health inequalities in Hackney are stark and have been entrenched for many years, the life
expectancy for males in the area is 3.1 years lower than the UK national average (NHS City and Hackney
Commissioning Group, 2013). However, within the inner divisions of the borough there are considerable
variations in the level of deprivation experienced, with the Portsoken area classified within the 20 per cent
most deprived of wards in the UK (NHS City and Hackney Commissioning Group, 2013). This socioeconomic discrepancy can also be observed in relation to the life expectancy of women within Hackney
whereby although the life expectancy for women in Hackney overall is higher than the national average,
there is a 4.6 years age gap when comparing the most and least deprived wards within the borough (NHS
City and Hackney Commissioning Group, 2013). These socio-economic trends appear to have a strong link
to mental health problems in the area whereby the recorded prevalence of severe mental health
conditions and depression in Hackney general practices and emergency hospital admissions remain among
the highest in London (SCS, 2008). Collectively these social inequalities and their resultant impact on both
physical and mental health were described by the Department of Health as a ‘shameful inequality’ (DOH,
2013). The Marmot review of strategies for reducing health stated "Health inequalities result from social
inequalities. Action on health inequalities requires action across all the social determinants of health"
(Marmot, 2010). Poor mental health contributes centrally to poorer outcomes in many areas of life, often
reinforcing inequalities, because those who are most deprived are most likely to experience mental illness
and poorer mental wellbeing (Friedli, 2009). A household survey conducted by McManus et al. (2009) on
adult psychiatric morbidity in England revealed that people living below the 20% lower limit of household
incomes were twice as likely to develop common mental health problems such as depression, anxiety and
obsessive compulsive disorder than those on the highest incomes. Interventions to improve and prevent
mental health problems are highly cost effective and can deliver social, as well as economic, returns and
contribute to reducing inequalities (Friedli, 2009).
1.3 Hackney’s Changing Demographic Profile
The borough of Hackney has an estimated population of 246,300 and is continuing to grow (NHS City and
Hackney Commissioning Group, 2013). The population has a large annual population turnover, what this
effectively means is that each year, existing members of the community leave the borough whilst new
residents from outside the borough simultaneously enter the community (NHS City and Hackney
Commissioning Group, 2013). A recent commissioned study of the borough’s population by Hackney
council showed that the population of Hackney grew by 6.5% from 223,171 to 237,646 over a 34-month
period (Mayhew et al., 2011). These changes are linked to the wider trends of growth and modification in
Hackney’s population. For example the new entrants into certain areas of Hackney such as Shoreditch and
Dalston, are wealthier in comparison to those exiting the community. There has also been a growth of
single adult households and the private rental sector has expanded by 67% between 2003 and 2008 and
this growth is still robust today (Review of the Sustainable Community Strategy, 2012).
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The influx of more affluent residents has significant implications on the further development of health and
well-being policies in the community; as although it may appear that the social and economic issues in the
borough are improving, the average (median) level of household income (£17,846; Hackney Borough
Profile, 2010) in the borough is still below the UK national average (£26,550; ONS, 2012). In addition, a
disproportionately large number of local people still continue to face persistent inequality, and are
disproportionately affected by child poverty, unemployment and welfare dependency. Whereby, the most
deprived wards in Hackney have seen relatively small improvements in their deprivation scores compared
to the least deprived wards (Review of the Sustainable Community Strategy, 2012). Consequently, there is
now a bigger difference in the deprivation scores of the least and most deprived (i.e. an increase in
inequality)(Review of the Sustainable Community Strategy, 2012). The combination of these factors
creates an economic polarisation within the community; which is a great risk to community cohesion in
Hackney. It is therefore crucial to reduce the gap of the health inequalities between the wealthy and most
deprived residents in Hackney, which has been included as one of the strategic focuses for the borough by
the Sustainable Commissioning Strategy (2008).
1.4 Socio-demographic risk factors for Mental Disorders
Mental health problems are associated with poor health outcomes and wider social inequalities, which
paradoxically underpins many of the risk factors for mental disorders (Friedli, 2009). Table 1. Depicts the
community groups most at risk for mental adversity and are consistent with Hackney’s Health and Well
Being Profile (2012).
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Table 1: Risk for Mental Adversity
Community
Group

Risk for Mental Adversity

Over 65s

It is estimated that 10% of the population is now aged 65 and over. Ten thousand and five
hundred over 65’s in Hackney are currently estimated to suffer from one or more limiting
long-term illness, and this population is projected to increase by up to a third over the next 20
years. Older age is the single most important predictor for decline in cognitive functioning and
the development of dementia. There is also a high and rising prevalence of depression among
older people). Older adults are also particularly at risk of social isolation (they are more
susceptible to chronic disease which may deprive them of their mobility, independence and
cognitive skills) and social deprivation (due to their withdrawal from the labour market, which
may deprive them of a steady income) (Health and Well Being Profile 2012). The elderly are
also vulnerable to physical neglect and abuse, either by formal or informal carers, and this has
obvious negative implications for their state of well-being (Health and Well Being Profile
2012).
Lesbian, Gay, Research has estimated that as high as 22% of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual individuals have a
Bisexual and common mental disorder to which 9% have attempted suicide, 1% have probable psychosis
Transgender and 10% have alcohol dependence. Rates of mental disorder and attempted suicide are higher
(LGBT)
for transgender people (JCPMH, 2013). The 2012 Health and Wellbeing Profile for elderly
Community members of the LGBT community identified that they often experience a lack of
understanding and sometimes discrimination on the part of paid care workers (Health and
Well Being Profile 2012).
Black and
The rate of emergency mental health hospital admissions for mental illness within Hackney
Minority
and the prevalence of serious mental illness (such as schizophrenia, bipolar and major
Ethnicity
depressive disorder) is highest amongst black men (NHS City and Hackney Commissioning
groups
Group, 2013). Different ethnic groups have different rates and experiences of mental health
problems, reflecting their different cultural and socio-economic contexts and access to
culturally appropriate treatments. In general, people from black and minority ethnic groups
living in the UK are more likely to: be diagnosed with one or more mental health disorders,
although the prevalence of psychotic disorders is significantly higher among black men than
men from other ethnic groups; experience a poor outcome from treatment and to disengage
from mainstream mental health services, leading to social exclusion and a deterioration in
their mental health. (The Mental Health Foundation, 2013)
Adults with Individuals with learning difficulties are twice as likely to suffer from depression, and threelearning
times more likely to suffer from schizophrenia (Smiley, 2005). There is also an increase in
difficulty
comorbidity of Dementia in people aged 60-69 years old, where research has found that 55%
of 60-69 year olds with a learning disability develop dementia (Knapp & Prince, 2007).
Individuals Mental health and substance misuse problems are a major concern of both the public health
with Alcohol or and social sectors. Research suggests that substance use; intoxication, withdrawal and
Drug use
dependence may lead to or exacerbate a number of psychological symptoms and mental
disorder
disorders (Crome, 2006). This in turn can result in social isolation, stigmatisation and social
exclusion of these individuals (McCrone et al., 2000).
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The Marmot strategic review of health inequalities (2010) stated:
‘For specific groups who face particular disadvantage and exclusion, additional efforts and
investments and diversified provisions will be needed to reach them and to try to reduce the multiple
disadvantages they experience’
Therefore if we are to truly improve mental health outcomes, we will first of all need to develop
strategies that will enable us to address and prevent health and social inequalities relevant to people
who are most at risk for developing mental health disorders. Community insight projects whereby
local authorities work in conjunction with organisations in the Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS)
are therefore extremely important (NHS England, 2013). The VCS often work with the most
disadvantaged communities who experience the greatest amount of inequalities (NHS England,
2013). This provides an excellent route for community engagement and targeted recruitment,
especially with members of the population who are often underrepresented in research (NHS
England, 2013). However, we must also remember that due to the wide range of mental health
effects, responses to them need to be multi-layered and multi-sectoral (Friedli, 2009), therefore it is
unlikely that one size would fit all - If research is solely focussed on the most disadvantaged, health
inequalities will not be sufficiently reduced within communities (SCS, 2008). For example, the needs
of the new influx of more affluent citizens to the area as a result of regeneration in Hackney are likely
to differ considerably from the groups stated above. It is therefore necessary that the needs of the
new wealthier demographic cohort, such as the creative professionals, are also represented in
research if the gap in mental wellbeing between the most and least deprived areas in the borough is
to be narrowed. The scale and intensity at which interventions are delivered should be proportionate
to the level of disadvantage, which can help to reduce the social gradient in health (Marmot, 2010).
This process was described in the Marmot review (2010) as ‘proportionate universalism’.

1.5 Linking medical and community services through social prescribing
A large proportion (up to 90%) of common mental health problems, such as depression and anxiety, are
diagnosed and treated in the primary care setting (NICE, 2011). However, in more recent years there has
been growing public concern regarding the potential overuse of pharmaceutical treatments for common
mental health conditions, and new evidence is emerging in support of the benefits of psycho-social
interventions in promoting recovery across the spectrum of mental health problems (Friedli et al., 2009).
Social prescribing (also known as community referral) aims to expand the options available in a primary
care consultation by providing a mechanism for connecting patients with non-medical sources of support
within their community to improve mental health and well-being. The joining up of existing service
provision provided by the third sector, this includes community, voluntary and local authority services,
may also benefit the economy through reductions to the long-term cost of mental health conditions
provided by early intervention and more appropriate use of medication and referral to specialist mental
health services (Friedli et al., 2009).
Research has found that recent efforts to incorporate social prescribing into medical practice has shown
positive outcomes for individuals including enhanced confidence, increased self-esteem, greater
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opportunities for social contact, better mood and increased self-efficacy beliefs (Friedli et al., 2008;
Brandling et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2000; Huxley, 1997; Matarasso, 1997).
The Tower Hamlet CCG recently commissioned a six month pilot research to examine the outcomes of
social prescribing of 5 GP practices in Mile End East and Bromley by Bow wards of Tower Hamlet. As part
of the evaluation of the referral scheme patients were asked about their experiences of being referred
and the benefits to their health and wellbeing to which:

72% of patients said that they would not have accessed the service if they hadn’t been referred by their
GP/Nurse/Health Care Assistant
78% of patients said their issues were resolved either successfully or were partially successful with a
satisfied outcome
82% stated that the service had made either a significant or some improvement to their life overall.
67% felt healthier since joining the service they were referred to
57% felt that their anxiety and depression had decreased
This expansion of services that have been made available for mental health conditions, such as that
observed in the Tower of Hamlet GP practices can help to improve health outcomes by:




Providing patients with a more holistic approach to mental health problems
Improving access to holistic care services, which may have otherwise been unreachable due to
financial restrictions
Motivating and empowering patients to self-manage conditions and make better health choices

The themes listed above are themes running throughout current national health and social care policy. In
2008, the Department of Health conducted a review of the NHS ‘’High Quality Care for all’’ led by Lord
Darzi (DoH, 2008), which highlighted Social Prescribing and information prescriptions specifically as
mechanisms by which improvement to health outcomes can made . There is a great potential for social
prescribing to influence public mental health through its links between healthcare providers and the third
sector services.
1.6 The Current Study
The announcement of the Health and Social Act 2012 has brought about significant structural
changes to the public health system, which in April 2013 saw the referral of public health
responsibilities to local authorities through the cession of Primary Care Trusts and the establishment
of Health and Well-Being Boards, bringing together Hackney Council, GP consortia and other key
partners. The Health and Well-Being boards are now responsible for allocating and accounting for
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NHS resources, and have allocated new arrangements to allow for public and patient involvement,
and are responsible for bringing together Hackney Council, GP consortia and their key partners.
Financial pressures, for citizens and services, mean policy makers need to better understand the
barriers to better health and to accessing support. The 2012 mandate from the Government to the
NHS Commissioning Board, which sets out the objectives for the NHS and highlights the areas of
health and care where the Government expects to see improvements, stated:
‘By focusing on the things that people tell us matter most, we will make sure the NHS responds
decisively and stays ahead of the game’
Thus, the creation of Health and Well-Being boards presents a significant opportunity for the local
authority to work in conjunction with the public to improve and protect the health and well-being of
Hackney residents and work towards fulfilling health needs of the public and the agenda set out by
Hackney’s 2008-2018 Sustainable Community Strategy of reducing health inequalities across the
borough. Hands Inc and the Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social
Care Forum have worked together to develop this research to look into opinions (across different age
groups, genders, ethnicities and sexual orientations) on how stress, anxiety and depression affects all
communities in Hackney, specifically:
4. What support people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
5. How stress, anxiety and depression affects people’s health choices and behaviours?
6. How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression within individuals?
This type is research is particularly important, as it offers citizens and communities a platform to
which they can voice their opinions and potentially influence and challenge how health and social
care services are provided and designed locally, which is one of the ways by which the sustainable
commission strategy for City and Hackney aim to improve the health and wellbeing of the local
people.
The data will be analysed using both qualitative and quantitative methodologies for this report. This
information will be used in a number of ways:


To inform and influence the Public Health Commissioning Strategy for 2014/15, which sets
out how the Public Health Budget will be spent



To inform the City & Hackney Wellbeing Profile – a document that outlines the health needs
of Hackney and will be used by commissioners across health, social care, housing and
children’s services to inform their commissioning plans



To inform Healthwatch Hackney, an organisation set up to ensure the patient and users voice
is influencing and challenging the way health and social services are working in Hackney
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2.0 Method
2.1 Design
A mixed methods design was used in this study, utilising both quantitative data from questionnaires
and qualitative ﬁndings from focus groups. Questionnaires were used to assess quantitative
information, as it is an effective way of reaching a wider audience and enables the collection of large
volumes of data. Additionally, it allows exploration of sensitive topics such as mental health issues
that participants may have felt uncomfortable discussing in focus groups. The purpose of this design
was to take advantage of different but complementary data that address the same research problem
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). In a statement regarding the value of mixing quantitative–qualitative
methods in developmental science, Yoshikawa et al., (2008) stated that “integrating these
approaches can bring us closer to understanding a developmental process than either set of methods
can on its own’’. In particular, the reason for collecting both quantitative and qualitative data in this
study was to corroborate and expand quantitative results with qualitative ﬁndings that elicits
information about the participant’s subjective experiences of mental health problems and the
meanings people attach to their experiences and their interpretation of events.
2.2 Participants
Overall 151 members of the public were accessed through field research (N=110) and focus groups
(N=41). To be eligible for this study, participants needed to either live or work in the London Borough
of Hackney and be of a sufficient cognitive ability to give informed consent to complete the
questionnaire or/and participate in the focus group discussion.
Field Research
Participants for field research were recruited by means of cross-sectional convenience sampling from
five libraries located within the London Borough of Hackney (Hackney Central Library, Homerton
Library, Stamford Hill Library, Dalston CLR James Library and Stoke Newington Library), the Hackney
Service Centre, Bootstrap Company building and the social space of London Fields Park. Potential
participants had the opportunity to discuss the study with a member of the research team prior to
deciding whether to take part, and if interested were issued with a research pack containing a hard
copy of the questionnaire (appendices 1-5), the participant information sheet (appendix 6), the
consent form (appendix 7) and contact details reply form for possible participation in the focus group
(appendix 8). Three hundred and nine people were approached to which two hundred and eighteen
people (68%) expressed interest in participating. Seventy-one people were not eligible at screening
(sixty-eight were excluded as they did not live or work in the borough and three were found to be
severely cognitively impaired).
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Focus Groups
Participants for focus groups were recruited by publicising the study either through specialist services
or approaching members of the general public, generating a convenience sample of people both with
and without stress, anxiety and/or depression drawn from a wide range of communities based within
London Borough of Hackney. The focus group participants were inclusive of groups at risk of mental
health disorders due to their socio-demographic makeup. The research team used a wide range of
recruitment techniques including: liaising with established Hands Inc contacts and networks, contact
with specialist mental wellbeing bodies, telephone calls and e-mails to non-profit organisations
based within London Borough of Hackney and distribution of posters to local organisations.
Eight focus groups were conducted in total (Table 2). Individual characteristics of each participant can
be found in appendix 13.
Table 2: Focus Group Session Details
Focus Group

Number of
participants
5

Date

Place

15 August, 2013

3

19 August, 2013

Bootstrap Company building, 18 Ashwin
Street, London E8 3DL
John Scott Health Centre, 220 Green
Lanes, London N4 2NU

7

2 September, 2013

10

5 September, 2013

People with Learning
and Physical
Disabilities
Turkish/Kurdish
Women
Older People

7

10 September, 2013

3

10 September, 2013

3

19

LGBT Community

3

23

Creative Industries
Professionals
People with Stress
Awareness
Intervention
Black Men with
Experience of Mental
Health Services
Drug and Alcohol
Users

th

th

nd

AKABA’s office at Stamford Hill Library,
120 Stamford Hill, London N16 6QT

th

Lifeline Hackney Community Drug
Services, 18 - 20 Tudor Grove, London,
E9 7QL
Peter Bedford Housing Association
building, Gillett Street, London N16 8JH

th

th

th

September, 2013

rd

September, 2013

Bootstrap Company building, 18 Ashwin
Street, London E8 3DL
The Sharp End, 30 Holly Street, London
E8 3XW
Bootstrap Company building, 18 Ashwin
Street, London E8 3DL

2.3 Materials
Socio-Demographic measures
Participants completed a demographic questionnaire to obtain background information of the
sample population and to identify their objective life circumstances such as gender, age, ethnicity,
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highest level of education, religious background, household number, household income, income
composition, benefit reductions, and relationship, accommodation, employment and carer status.
The health status of participants was also assessed by this measure by questioning individuals about
illnesses and disabilities and their perceived physical and mental health. Research has identified that
socio-demographic characteristics such as age, ethnicity, gender and disability status, may result in
people being at increased risk of developing mental health problems or experiencing greater
difficulties accessing the support they need (MIND, 2013). Therefore these variables were explored
as possible mediators of stress, anxiety and depression scores as rated by DASS-21, in order to
highlight the populates within the borough most at risk of suffering from mental health problems.
The form used to gather this information can be seen in appendix 1.
The Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21)
The DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) (appendix 2) is a well validated screening tool designed to
identify, differentiate and assess the negative emotional states: stress, anxiety and depression, in
both clinical and non-clinical populations. It is based on Lovibond and Lovibond’s (1995) Depression,
Anxiety, Stress scale (DASS), and measures the extent to which each state has been experienced over
the past week using a four-point Likert response scale, ranging from 0 (did not apply to me at all) to 3
(applied to me very much, or most of the time). The questionnaire consists of twenty-one selfreported items with three seven-item subscales: depression, anxiety, and stress. In order to yield
equivalent scores to the full DASS 42, the total score for each subscale is multiplied by two. Higher
scores indicate more severe levels of depression, anxiety, and stress. The reliability of the stress,
anxiety and depression subscales and total DASS scale in this sample is excellent (α = .88, .86, .88 and
.95 respectively).
Service Use Questionnaire
Service Use was defined in this questionnaire as any contact within the past 12 months with formal
or holistic care for mental health or wellbeing services. Self – management techniques along with
involvement in clubs, societies and other activities were also assessed in this questionnaire.
Participants were asked whether they had sought help for emotional issues or life stresses in the past
12 months, from either professional service providers (e.g. GP, Psychiatrist, Psychotherapist, Mental
Health nurse) or through use of holistic approaches (including complementary therapies and
self‐help techniques), and to rate their satisfaction with their experience of service provided on a 5point Likert scale ranging from ‘Very Satisfied’ to ‘Very Dissatisfied’. Reasons why people delayed
seeking help for symptoms of stress, depression and anxiety were also explored in the Service Use
Questionnaire. The form used to gather this information can be seen in appendix 3.
Health and Lifestyle Questionnaire
The health and lifestyle questionnaire included questions regarding factors known to influence
health and well-being. These included tobacco and alcohol use, exercise and diet. Participants were
asked to indicate statements that best described their health choices and behaviours. Additionally
they were asked to indicate whether or how important it was to make lifestyle and behaviour
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changes, what are the reasons for not making those changes and what kind of support would help
them make those changes. The form used to gather this information can be seen in appendix 4.
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS)
The MSPSS (Zimet et al., 1988) (appendix 5) is a 12-item self-reported inventory, which measures
respondent’s perceived availability of support. Zimet et al. operationalised sources of social support
into three fundamental components: family, friends and special person, which each constituent 4
item subscales in the MSPSS. Respondents rate the extent to which they agree to each item on a
seven-point Likert scale (1 = “definitely no”, 7 = “definitely yes”). The sum of 4-items under each subscale gives the sub-scale score, while the sum of all sub-scale scores gives a global score of perceived
support. The lowest score in sub-scales is 4, and the highest is 28. The lowest overall scale score is 12,
and the highest is 84. MSPSS has proven to be psychometrically sound in diverse samples and to have
good internal reliability and test-retest reliability, and robust factorial validity (Cecil, Stanley, Carrion,
& Swann, 1995; Zimet et al., 1988). Cronbach α’s in this sample demonstrated excellent reliability for
the friends, family and special person subscales and the total MSPSS scale (α = .94, .92, .93 and .95
respectively). Furthermore, the test-retest reliability over a two to three-month period produces
strong correlations ranging from .72 to .85 (Zimet et al., 1988).
Focus Group Interview Questions
A semi-structured interview schedule was developed to look at: personal definitions of health and
mental wellbeing, personal experiences on how stress, anxiety and/or depression impacts on health,
coping techniques used, service use in relation to stress, anxiety and/or depression, personal opinion
on what should be prioritised in London borough of Hackney to improve health and well-being,
personal experiences of being part/not part of a community and how it affects their well-being and
use of community assets. The questions used to gather this information can be seen in appendix 9.
The focus group interview schedule was initially piloted using four participants to test the logistics of
the question structuring, and was refined in light of these findings. Only slight changes to the
wording of some questions were made. Pilot version of focus group interview questions can be seen
in appendix 10.
2.4 Ethical considerations and approval
The procedures for handling, processing, storing and destroying participant’s data are compliant with
the Data Protection Act 1998. The information sheet included in the research pack was written in
clear user friendly language (see appendices 6 and 11), and mentioned important points relating to
their rights as research participants, including: that they were under no obligation to participate and
that they could stop at any time without explanation, that they could ask for any data given to be
destroyed, and that they have the right to omit or refuse to answer to any question that was asked of
them. The information sheet also provided the contact details for the Principal Investigators, so that
they could be contacted if participants required any assistance with completing the questionnaires,
had any questions regarding the research or were interested in seeking help for any emotional
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problems brought about from the completion of the questionnaire. Participants who expressed
concerns in regards to their well-being or wished to learn more about the available mental health
and well-being services in the area were given a booklet containing the information and contact
details of all relevant mental health and well-being services based within the London borough of
Hackney that they could access.
Approval was given for this research to take place by Hackney Community and Voluntary Services
and the Health & Social Care Forum.
2.4 Procedure
Field research
Data gathered from the questionnaires was used for quantitative analysis and was collected through
completion of a hard copy of the questionnaires. Participants provided written informed consent
prior to completing the questionnaires, which lasted approximately 15 - 20 minutes. All participants’
data included in the quantitative phase of this study were assigned to a unique identification
number, which was entered into a password protected data file for statistical analysis. Participation
in this study was voluntary and all participants were entered into a prize draw as an incentive for
their time.
Focus groups
Prior to the focus group session participants were asked to read the participant information sheet
(appendix 10) and were further given a hard copy of the questionnaire used in the field research,
which took approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete. They were also asked to sign the consent
forms for the questionnaire and the focus group (appendix 12).
Participants were introduced to aims and objectives of the study prior to starting and were assured
that all expressed views would be anonymous and kept confidential. Focus group discussions lasted
for approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour and were audiotape – recorded. The recorded material was
fully transcribed and used for the qualitative analysis (appendices 14-21)
2.5 Analysis
Quantitative data
Preliminary exploration of the data was conducted with the use of descriptive statistics, Pearson
correlation, independent t-tests and ANOVA. Data analyses were conducted using SPSS version 21.0.
To assess the relationship between Service use and DASS – Stress, Anxiety and Depression scores an
independent sample t-test was used. Pearson correlations, and independent sample t-tests were
used to determine the extent to which levels of Stress, Depression and Anxiety influence people’s
health choices and behaviours. Lastly multiple regressions were conducted using DASS – Anxiety,
Stress and Depression as separate dependent variables. Socio-demographic factors found to share a
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significant correlation with any of the three dependent variables were controlled for and entered on
the first step to compare the predictive value of the socio-demographic factors in relation to DASS –
Anxiety, Stress and Depression scores, which also allows for the strongest socio-demographic
correlate of the DASS – 21 subscales to be revealed. The level of significance was set at the
conventional criteria of a minimum of 0.05 for all analyses (Field, 2009). As directionality could not be
informed from the design two-tailed tests were used in all analysis.
Treatment of Missing Values
Seven respondents failed to answer the MSPSS entirely (it was the last questionnaire); four
respondents also failed to answer the DASS-21 entirely, and so were excluded from the analysis of
the MSPSS and DASS-21 scales, respectively. For the remaining participants, if they had missing
items, simple mean imputations were calculated for the corresponding subscale, which involves
replacing missing values with the mean of the available items on that subscale for the given
respondent (Chavance, 2004). This technique is recommended as being appropriate as long as the
percentage of data points missing for the scale or subscale is low, i.e. less than 20 per cent (Downey
& King, 1998). This resulted in the further exclusion of two and four participant’s responses from the
DASS – 21 and MSPSS scales analyses, respectively.
Outliers

An outlier is an observation that is numerically distant from the rest of the data set. Outliers were
detected and replaced using Hoaglin and colleagues (1986) outlier labelling rule (Please see appendix 22
for further information).
Qualitative data
Qualitative data analysis software QDA Miner Lite was used to aid the analysis process. The
transcribed data from the focus group interviews were analysed by sorting of verbatim material into
emergent themes using the thematic analysis method described by Guest, MacQueen and Namey
(2012). This involved detailed coding of transcript material leading to the identification of core
categories that can be employed as a conceptual framework for understanding the views and
experiences of research participants. The first phase involved physically organising and subdividing
data into meaningful segments by cutting and pasting material into categorical collections and also
coding unclear data that was further analysed using the context. The second phase involved
determining criteria for organising data into themes (coding the data) and a subsequent search for
patterns within themes to draw meaningful conclusions. The initial set of codes corresponded to
each question in the focus group schedule. Other topics arose spontaneously in the discussion and
these were assigned separate codes. In addition, the reliability of the analysis was ensured as the
initial assessments of themes were independently made by two members of the research team who
then systematically reviewed the data to reach a consensual agreement for the final themes. The
findings were summarised under themes along with verbatim quotes to illustrate the theme being
described and their frequencies.
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3. Results
Key for abbreviations
N = Number of participants
SD = Standard Deviation
SE = Standard Error

Key for understanding significance values
P refers to the probability that the result from the study occurred due to chance alone.
If:
P ≥ .05

–

findings were due to chance more than 5% of the time. Due to the large margin
of error (that this finding may be random), strong conclusions that there is a
statistically significant relationship between the groups cannot be drawn.

P ≤ .05

–

findings were due to chance less than 5% of the time

P ≤ .01

–

findings were due to chance less than 1% of the time

P ≤ .001 –

findings were due to chance less than .1% of the time

Participants
Among the 147 participants surveyed, 56.2% were female and 43.4% were of Black or Black British
ethnic origin. About 72.8% of the participants were 25–64 years old and 56.5% of them were
single/never married at the time of participation. The majority of participants had some postsecondary education (75.5%) and 28.6% were employed in full or part-time work. More than half of
participants lived in rented accommodation and approximately 40% of the participants lived with
annual household income of less than the UK national average (£26,550; ONS, 2012). Despite the
recent changes to the benefit system, the majority (81%) of those had not experienced any
reductions to benefits. 47.6% of those surveyed admitted to suffering from two or more medical
illnesses or disabilities, despite this 70.6% of participants classified themselves as being in ‘good’ or
‘very good’ physical health.
3.1 Exploratory Analysis
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics were calculated to give the mean, standard deviations (SD) and skewness for
participant’s response to the DASS - Depression, DASS – Stress and DASS – Anxiety subscales and the
MSPSS scale as shown below in Table 3. The mean and standard deviation measures the central
tendency and dispersion of the scores in the sample population respectively (Field, 2009). Skewness
provides an indicator of the distribution of the data collected for each scale; this was looked at in
conjunction with a box plot to determine whether there were any outliers for this sample. However,
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from the skewness values alone it was unclear whether the assumption of normality had been met
for all four of the scales. Participants reported on average mild levels of stress and depression;
however the mean level of stress for this sample was in the normal range.

Table 3: Demographic statistics for Questionnaires and the continuous variables
Skewness
Scale

N

M

SD

Statistics

SE

DASS – Stress

141

9.7

9.9

.8

.20

DASS – Anxiety

141

8.3

9.4

1.2

.20

DASS - Depression

141

13.1

11.6

1.0

.20

MSPSS - Total

136

59.2

20.3

- .8

.21

Normality
All techniques employed in the exploratory and preliminary analysis (e.g. Pearson correlations,
independent sample t-tests, ANOVA) require data to be normally distributed. This was investigated
for four scales (DASS-Anxiety, DASS-Depression, DASS-Stress and MSPSS-Total) and the continuous
socio-demographic variables (household number, number of illness and disabilities, and ratings of
mental and physical well-being) (Please refer to appendix 23 for a detailed breakdown of this
process). All variables were found to satisfy the assumption of normality.
All continuous variables in this study met the assumptions, necessary for calculating Pearson
Correlation coefficient: (1) Data should be interval (2) All variables should be normally distributed.
This is also believed to be true for the assumptions of the independent t-test and analysis of
variance, which in addition to the above two assumptions also requires that all categorical variables
are independent of one another and should have equal variances (p was found to be greater than .05
for all variables using the Levene’s test).
3.2 Research Questions
The study’s research questions were systematically assessed, and the results of this are shown
below.
Research Question 1: What support do people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
Quantitative data
This research question was assessed using simple frequency analysis and independent t-tests to
distinguish the extent of the relationship between service use and stress, anxiety and depression.
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Professional Service Use
Graph 1 illustrates the breakdown of professional services assessed by the sampled population, over
the past 12 months. 34.3% of those surveyed have accessed one or more providers of professional
services in the last 12 months. Frequency analysis revealed that General Practioners were the most
frequently sought professional service for problems involving mental health and well-being, amongst
our sample population over the past twelve months. 64% of participants who assessed professional
services indicated GP services as one of them, to which 32.6% rated GPs as the most useful service
accessed. When asked about their overall satisfaction with their experience with the professional
services provided 80.8% indicated that they were either ‘satisifed’ or ‘very satisifed.

Independent t-tests were used to determine whether or not there was a statistically significant
relationship between DASS-Stress, DASS-Anxiety and DASS-Depression scores and professional
services utilised. Those who had accessed professional services were found to have scored higher on
the measure of Stress, Anxiety and Depression. However, only anxiety scores were found to have a
statistically significant relationship with professional service use. Whereby individuals who assessed
professional services had a statistically significant higher anxiety score (M = 12.83, SD = 10.64) than
those who did not (M = 6.10, SD = 7.83) (t(139) = - 4.24; P < .001), although the magnitude of the
difference was small (eta squared = .11).
Complementary Therapies/ Self - Techniques
Graph 2 illustrates the breakdown of complementary therapies/self–help techniques assessed by the
sampled population. 50.3% of those surveyed have accessed one or more forms of complementary
therapies/self–help techniques in the last 12 months. Frequency analysis revealed Exercise and
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Movement therapy, Relaxation or Meditation Techniques and Massage Therapy (N = 30, 29 and 27,
respectively), were the most commonly used complementary therapies and self-help techniques for
problems involving mental health and well-being, amongst our sample population over the past
twelve months. The majority of participants surveyed became aware of the holisitic services through
recommendation of an existing or past service user. When asked which of the services accessed was
most useful 18.9% of participants rated exercise or movement therapy as the most useful service
accessed. 91% of participants indicated that they were either ‘satisifed’ or ‘very satisifed’ with their
overall experience with the complementary therapies/ self–help techniques.

Independent t-tests were used to determine whether or not there was a statistically significant
relationship between DASS-Stress, DASS-Anxiety and DASS-Depression scores and the use of
complementary therapies. Those who had accessed complementary therapies and used self-help
techniques were found to have scored higher on the Stress, Anxiety and Depression measures.
However, only Depression scores were found to have a statistically significant relationship with
whether or not complementary services and self-help techniques had been used. Individuals who
assessed professional services had a statistically significant higher depression score (M = 12.49, SD =
10.54) than those who did not (M = 7.24, SD = 8.43) (t(137) = -3.24; P < .01), although the magnitude
of the difference was very small (eta squared= .07).
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Delays in Help-Seeking
The results for this subheading are summarised in Table 3. For this section of the questionnaire
participants were asked to select as many of the preformed statements, which they felt related to
some of the reasons why they may delay seeking help for problems concerning mental health or
wellbeing. Fifty-seven survey participants (38.8%) did not assess any sources for professional or
complementary therapies, or use self-technique to help them deal with emotional issues or life
stresses in the past 12 months. Statements relating to feelings of self-reliance’ (defined as reliance on
one's own abilities) were the most popular reasoning behind why individuals would delay seeking
help, a large proportion of the sample (68.4%) agreed upon the statement ‘I wanted to handle the
problem on my own’, the second most agreed (60.6%) upon statement was that ‘the emotional
problems did not bother me enough to seek professional help’. Another largely prominent reason to
emerge from this sample why people did not seek help involved beliefs of ‘mental well-being as an
uncontrollable factor’, to which 80 participants delayed seeking help based on beliefs that ‘the
problem would get better by itself’, 31.30% of participants also delayed seeking help due to the belief
that they ‘didn’t think treatment would work’.
Table 4: Frequency table of most common reasons why individuals delay seeking help
Commonly used explanations for delays in help-seeking
‘I thought the problem would get better by itself’
‘The emotional problems did not bother me enough to seek professional help’
‘I wanted to handle the problem on my own’
‘I didn’t think treatment would work’
‘I received treatment before and it didn’t work’
‘I was concerned about how much money it would cost for the prescription’
‘I was concerned about what people would think if they found out I was in treatment’
‘I had problems with things like transportation or scheduling that made it hard to get to
treatment’
‘I was unsure about where to go or who to see’
‘I thought it would take too much time or be inconvenient’
‘I could not get an appointment’

Frequency of
response
80
80
91
41
25
35
39
25
48
36
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Participation in Clubs, Societies, Community Groups and other social activities
39.8% of those surveyed have participated or consider themselves to be involved in one or more
club, societies or other social acitivities over the last 12 months, to which 89.1% rated the
importance of their involvement in their respective clubs, societies, community groups or activities at
least 7 out of 10 (1 = Not Important at all; 10 = Very Important). Despite this promising finding,
statistical analysis using independent t-tests did not reveal any statistical significant relationships (p
value > .05, therefore there is a greater than 5% probability that this finding was due to chance)
between participation in Clubs, Societies, Community Groups and other social activities and scores of
Depression, Anxiety and Stress.
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Key for Table 5
Asterisks (*) were placed next to values of the health and lifestyle factors found to have a statistically
significant relationship with stress, anxiety and depression scores:
*

= P ≤ .05

–

findings were due to chance less than 5% of the time

** = P ≤ .01

–

findings were due to chance less than 1% of the time

*** = P ≤ .001

–

findings were due to chance less than .1% of the time

Table 5: Relationships between health and lifestyle choices and DASS – Stress, Anxiety and
Depression scores
DASS - Stress
DASS - Anxiety
DASS - Depression
Health and lifestyle factors
BMI
Quantity of Tobacco Use
Units of alcohol consumed
Duration of physical exercise
Fast food consumption
Number of days taken off work
Number of visits to the GP
* p < .05; **p< .01; ***p<.001

F (3, 109) = .95
r = .19
F (5, 74) = 1.83
F (4, 131) = .68
F (6, 131) = .87
r = .18
r = .02

F (3, 109) = 2.49
r =.22
F (5, 74) = 5.35***
F (4, 131) = .48
F (6, 131) = .69
r = .23*
r = .14

F (3, 109) = 1.04
r=.42**
F (5, 74) = 3.22**
F (4, 131) = .85
F (6, 131) = .69
r = .13
r = .07

Qualitative data
Participants were asked to name support that they have accessed to help them cope with feeling of
stress, anxiety and/or depression. General practitioner was mentioned by the highest number of
participants (26.5%) (e.g.: “I go to my GP you know he gives me advice on um medications and that sort
of thing.” Male, 30-34 from the ‘Black men with experience of mental health services’ focus group) and
acupuncture was the second to follow (17.6%) (e.g.: “I was having acupuncture last year, when I was
leaving my job it was quite stressful and I got some low-cost acupuncture which was really helpful.”
Female, 30-34 from the ‘Creative industries professionals’ focus group).
A topic concerning costs and preferences of treatment arose in all eight focus groups. Notably, five
participants expressed that they would like to have massage therapy, yet cost prevents them from
accessing it: “I Found having massage really really helpful. […] but I can't afford to do that very much
cause it’s thirty pounds but that was very helpful.” (Female, 45-49 from the ‘Stress awareness
intervention’ focus group). Also, seven participants expressed that they would like to have counselling,
yet they found it difficult to get to: “About a year ago I actually said ‘I don’t have to feel like this any
longer, I’m going to the doctor and I’m gonna ask […] I want some sort of counselling.’ She completely
just brought me out a prescription and gave me a prescription for amitriptyline […] and I haven’t been to
the doctor since and I don’t want to honestly, a GP. It sort of got into my head now ‘they couldn’t care
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less’. They know what I’ve been through all my life with my husband [has manic depression] and my son
[has autism]. Ah, she just gives me a prescription for medication and all I wanted was to sort of talk to
somebody […] so many things happened over the years to sort of just have somebody listen to me. And
that’s it really, so I have in my mind now I don’t ever want to see a GP again.” (Female, 55-59 from the
‘Older people’ focus group).
Coping strategies used to deal with stress, anxiety and/or depression
When asked what helps them cope with stress, anxiety and/or depression physical activity was reported
by 23.6 % of participants (e.g.: “Just being active, because that keeps your mind occupied and away from
your own problems.” Female, 65 or older from the ‘Older people’ focus group), social support was
reported by 20% (e.g.: “I spend time with my son that really helps me you know - relax. I got family here,
my friends, I – before I wasn't this social, but now when I am upset with something I talk with my friends
or my family.” Female, 40-44 from the ‘Turkish/Kurdish women’ focus group), 18.2% reported leisure
activities (e.g.: “I write and I dance and I sing […] I think that is one the best thing ever for me that is,
because I can get it all out on paper, I can get my stuff together, I can express some of the things I'm
feeling with my music and also with my dance as well. It's such a good way to relieve all those pressures.”
Female, 30-34 from the ‘People with learning and physical disabilities’ focus group) and 16.4% reported
relaxation or meditation techniques (e.g.: “I started doing yoga the past year so that at least gives you
two or three hours after you finish - calm and then it starts again.” Male, 30-34 from the ‘Creative
industries professionals’ focus group).

Research Question 2: How does stress, anxiety and depression affect peoples health choices and
behaviours?
Quantitative data
This research objective was assessed quantitatively by examining relationships between scores on
the DASS-Depression, DASS-Anxiety and DASS-Stress subscales and the health and lifestyle variables;
tobacco and alcohol use, exercise, diet, number of days off work due to stress anxiety and depression
and number of visits to the GP. This was done through the means of bivariate Pearson correlation
and ANOVA. A summary of the results can be found in Table 4. Anxiety severity was revealed to be
significantly related to the number of units of alcohol consumed (the higher the levels of anxiety the
more units of alcohol people were likely to drink; p < .001) and significantly positively correlated with
the number of days taken off work (e.g. The higher the levels of anxiety experienced by an individual
the greater the number of days taken off work; p < .05). Depression severity was also found to be
significantly related to units of alcohol consumed (the higher the average of depression the more
units of alcohol people were likely to drink; p < .05) and significantly positively related to the amount
of tobacco smoked in one week (e.g. the more the depressed an individual is the more cigarettes
they will smoked; p < .01).
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Qualitative Data
Participants were asked whether stress, anxiety and/or depression affect their health and asked to
specify what aspects of their health were affected. Sleeping problems were named by 27.3% (e.g.: “I
don't sleep well, I sleep less well than usual [when I am stressed]” Female, 45-49 from the ‘People
with stress awareness intervention’ focus group), following changes in appetite and/or weight loss
reported by 13.6% (e.g.: “It [stress] affects my eating as well 'cause I can go for days without eating
properly. So I don't drink as much water as I'm supposed to, I can basically survive on Red Bull and
crisps-that's my diet.” Female, 50-54 from the ‘Creative industries professionals’ focus group) and
impaired cognitive abilities reported by 12.1% (e.g.: “I can't seem to focus. So I watch the news, the
one minute or five minute anything longer and I get so stressed I feel it and I think I can’t take all of
that.” Female, 50-54 from the ‘People with stress awareness intervention’ focus group).

Research Question 3: How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression
within individuals?
Quantitative data
This research question was quantitatively examined by carrying out statistical analysis to ascertain
whether any of the key socio-demographic variables were related to stress, anxiety or depression.
There is strong evidence to support the need for targeted services to support people at increased risk
of poor mental health due to particular life circumstances, and although strategies should not focus
solely on the most disadvantaged as this will not reduce health inequalities sufficiently (The Marmot
Review, 2010). It is important to identify this population so that strategies are developed with a scale
and intensity that is proportionate to the level of disadvantage, which will allow for targeted
solutions to building individual and community resilience particularly for people at risk of poor
mental wellbeing (The Marmot Review, 2010). All statistically significant variables were entered into
a multiple regression model for each of the relevant three subscales, in order to determine the most
important socio-demographic predictor for each of the subscales. For the socio-demographic
variables represented with interval data ‘number of illnesses and disabilities’, ‘household number’
and ‘perceived social support’ (as assessed using the MSPSS), bivariate Pearson correlations were
used to assess their relationship to stress, anxiety and depression. The remaining demographic
variables (i.e. age, gender, ethnicity and religious background) were represented as categorical
variables, therefore their relationship with scores on the DASS-Stress, Anxiety and Depression
subscales were investigated with independent samples t-tests and ANOVA. DASS-Stress scores were
significantly related to household number, benefit reductions, family burden and significantly
positively correlated number of illnesses and disabilities (e.g. the greater the number of illness and
disabilities the higher the scores of stress). DASS-Anxiety scores were statistically significantly related
to benefit reductions, accommodation status, family burden and positively correlated number of
illnesses and disabilities. DASS-Depression scores were statistically significantly related to family
burden and positively correlated to number of illnesses and disabilities, although perceived social
support was also found to reach marginal significance (p = .54), and was negatively correlated with
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Depression scores. The socio-demographic variables that were found to reach statistically
significance (i.e. p < .05) were entered into the multiple regression analysis.
All assumptions of the multiple regression analysis were met and can be seen in appendix 25. The
results of the regression analysis for each of the three subscales are summarised in Table 5. Family
Burden, Benefit Reductions, Household Number and number of Illnesses and Disabilities were
entered on step one during the multiple regression analysis for DASS-Stress. Collectively these
variables accounted for a 23% variance in Stress scores: F (4, 109) = 8.12, P < .001. Examination of β
weights suggested that the strongest correlates of Stress (according to the DASS-Stress subscale)
were the number of illnesses and disabilities experienced by the individual and family burden. This
same process was repeated for DASS-Anxiety whereby the socio-demographic variables; benefit
reductions, accommodation status, family burden and number of illnesses and disabilities were
entered onto step one instead, which were found to account for 29% of the variance in Anxiety
scores: F (4, 111) = 11.35, P < .001. Examination of β weights suggested that the strongest correlate
of Anxiety (according to the DASS-Anxiety subscale) were number of illnesses and disabilities
experienced by the individual. This process was repeated once-again for the DASS-Depression
whereby the socio-demographic variables; family burden and number of illnesses and disabilities
were entered onto step one, which were found to account for 19.4% of the variance in Stress scores:
F (2, 116) = 13.94, P < .001. Examination of β weights suggested that the strongest correlate of stress
(according to the DASS-Stress subscale) were number of illnesses and disabilities experienced by the
individual.
The results from the regression analysis suggests that the intervention strategies aimed at reducing
stress, anxiety and depression should pay particular interest to targeting people who currently live
with one or medical conditions, as it was found to be the strongest correlate of DASS scores across all
three subscales.

Key for Table 6
Asterisks (*) were placed next to the values of the socio-demographic factors found to have a statistically
significant relationship with the stress, anxiety and depression scores.
*

=

P ≤ .05

–

findings were due to chance less than 5% of the time

** =

P ≤ .01

–

findings were due to chance less than 1% of the time

*** =

P ≤ .001 –

findings were due to chance less than .1% of the time

Beta weight (β) –

This tells you the relative importance of a variable in predicting a criterion, which
in this case will either be the DASS - Depression, Anxiety or Stress scores.
Amongst those beta weights marked as significant the highest positive or
negative value is taken to be the strongest predictor variable. E.g. If three
predictor variables had the following beta weights, .51, .29 and – .97, the
predictor variable with the beta weight of - .97 would be taken as the strongest
predictor variable.
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Table 6: Multiple regression of the socio-demographic variables, and the DASS – Stress, Anxiety
and Depression
Subscale

Predictors

B

SE

β

Constant

17.23

5.021

Family burden

-2.32

0.966

-0.218*

Household
Number

-9.12

0.596

-0.134

Number of
illnesses and
Disabilities

1.38

0.446

0.288**

Benefit
Reductions

1.79

2.863

0.055

Stress

Model 1

2

R = .23; F (4, 109) = 1.84; P <.001

Anxiety

Model 1
(Constant)
Benefit
Reductions
Accommodation
Status
No. of Illnesses
and Disabilities

3.686

3.47

1.936

2.158

0.075

0.477

0.114

0.334

0.419***

0.724

-0.164

0.656
1.596

1.375
2
R = .29; F (4, 111) = 11.35; P <.001
Family Burden

Depression

Model 1
(Constant)

10.53

2.686

No. of Illnesses
and Disabilities

1.481

0.359

0.365***

Family Burden

1.357

0.79

-0.152

2

R = .19; F (2, 116) = 13.94; P <.001
* p < .05; **p< .01; ***p<.001
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Qualitative Data
Use of Community Assets
When asked to name the key assets in their community participants reported parks or green spaces
(24.1%) (e.g.: “The park […] I walk through that park and I think 'My God, I live here' I still you know I
still feel like 'Wow, I live here!' […] I mean I don't want to move because of that park really, it's just
that to me it’s gold dust really and we are lucky in Hackney, we have loads of beautiful parks”
Female, 50-54 from the ‘LGBT Community’ focus group), cafés, bars and/or pubs (18.5%) (e.g.: “Pubs
is a very important part of Hackney and the area because you can socialise in pubs […]” Male, 45-49
from the ‘Drug and alcohol users’ focus group) and people in the community (13%) (e.g.: “People.
People who are willing to have the time to be supportive.” Female, 45-49 from the ‘People with
stress awareness intervention’ focus group).
Features That Make One Feel Part or Not Part of Community
Participants were asked to describe what makes them feel part or not part of a community. The
themes were data-driven and selected after a detailed code analysis and categorisation. Thematic
analysis yielded three major themes:
-Inclusiveness (N=16; 47.1%). The theme includes participants’ responses indicating that belonging
to community groups which welcome individuals who share similar characteristics that unites them
and makes them feel part of that community. Conversely, a number of responses indicated that
interaction amongst various community groups or individuals that do not share common
characteristics such as similar socio-economic status gives them a sense of belonging to a wider
community.
-Location (N=9; 26.5%). The theme consists of responses describing feelings of being part or not part
of a community in terms of geographically living or working in the area where the community is
based. The number of years lived in the same area were said to strengthen the feeling of belonging
to a community as one familiarises with the locals and the location.
-Participation (N=8; 23.5%). The theme includes participants’ statements in which they discuss the
degree to which they are able to participate in and benefit from the community’s activities. Most
participants expressed that the degree to which they felt part or not part of a community depended
upon the frequency of participation in community activities, events or gatherings. Additionally, the
capacity to influence and contribute to community’s wellbeing were said to give the individuals sense
of empowerment and joy which in turn strengthened their desire to act in the community and
establish stronger connection with the community members.
Example quotes for each theme can be seen in table 7.
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Table 7: Themes of Features That Make One Feel Part or Not Part of Community
Theme

Sample Quote

Focus Group

Inclusiveness

What makes one feel not part of a community: “[…] so I feel l’m aware
that it is a community but at the same time it's quite isolating. Not
supporting in a way, I feel that a lot of my issues I can't share with them
because they're in a really different stage of their life […]”(Female, 55-59)
What makes one feel part of a community: “I've found Hackney to be
very inclusive in that sense, inclusive socially as well as culturally and it's
the first time I have felt part of a community in London actually is in
Hackney. It would be a real shame if some of the gentrification and other
sites that are happening in Hackney were to affect that.” (Female, 25-29)

Creative
industries
professionals

“I think a lot of my ideas about community stem from growing up in a
village. I kind of yearned for that sort of geographical community but as a
member of the gay community I must try to accept that it's that people,
some of my best friends in this community, live five miles away or and we
have to meet in Soho or something like that […] [my apartment is on] a
hill and that hill creates a sense of community and identity in the area.”
(Male, 35-39)
“I do feel I'm part of creative community and I try to organise [pause] I
love to see people coming together and from different age groups and
but I don't think that happens enough”(Female, 34-34)

LGBT
Community

Location

Participation

Drug and
alcohol users

Creative
industries
professionals

How Being Part of a Community Influences one’s Well-being
Participants were asked whether being part or not part of a community have an effect on their
wellbeing and were further asked to explain how it affects them. The themes observed were datadriven and selected after a detailed code analysis and categorisation. Thematic analysis yielded two
major themes:
-Communities offer support for the individual (N= 10; 58.8%). The theme is described in terms of
the support one receives from their community members. The support indicated varied from
practical support such as watering the plants when one is way, to emotional support which was
described as being able to share one’s struggles with members of the community which in turn
would offer them help and advice.
-Being part of a community improves ones social skills/lifts mood (N=5; 29.4%). The theme includes
responses indicating that social interaction with community members improves one’s social skills and
subsequently improves one’s confidence. The theme also includes responses indicating that being
part of a community and interacting with its members can improve one’s mood as it can help to
disengage from the emotional issues or life stresses one is experiencing.
Example quotes for each theme can be seen in table 8.
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Table 8: Themes Describing How Being Part of a Community Influences One’s Well-being
Theme
Communities
offer support for
the individual

Being part of a
community
improves ones
social skills/lifts
mood

Sample Quote
“It’s just knowing that you're not living in isolation that you may have
some common issues that other people can relate to. It's about when
whether it's good or bad there will be a coming together um
something that everyone contribute to and participate in. So you
know knowing that, then that gives you a sense of belonging a sense
of well-being.” (Female, 45-49)
“It kind of gives you hope that if he can still be strong - I could. It kind
of gives you hope that if he can still be strong - I could […] it's a good
feeling to be a part of a group, it might be whatever group you are it
might be church, it might be brotherhood whatever, just be part of
them to learn to have hope and to have a strong mind.”(Male, 30-34)

Focus group
LGBT
community

Black men with
experience of
mental health
services

Additional Findings
Personal Definitions of Health
The themes were selected from a research study carried out by Blaxter (1990) prior the analysis and
imposed upon the data. Thematic analysis of interview transcripts yielded four major themes
describing participants’ personal view on health:
-Health defined as psychosocial well-being (N=17; 36.2%). This theme includes responses of
participants who defined health in terms of person’s mental state and social functioning. Participants
described health as mental wellbeing in terms of the abstinence of mental health problems or ability
to cope with life stressors or emotional issues. Also it includes responses where participants describe
health as being well-adjusted socially.
-Health defined as behaviour (N=11; 23.4%). The theme includes responses in which health is
described in terms of looking after one’s body. This includes responses suggesting that one has to
have a balanced diet and do exercise in order to be healthy.
-Health defined as function (N=7; 14.9%). The responses for this theme describe health as an ability
to perform ones duties i.e. being able to do what the person wants, when he/she wants, without
being handicapped in any way by ill health or physical limitation.
-Health defined as not ill (N=5; 10.6%). The theme includes responses of health defined as
abstinence of ill health symptoms or disabilities.
Example quotes for each theme can be seen in table 9.
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Table 9: Themes of personal definitions of health
Theme

Sample Quote

Focus Group

Health defined
as psychosocial
well-being
Health defined
as behaviour

“[health is] when you [are] enough for yourself and your family.”
(Female, 40-44)

Turkish/Kurdish
women

“[being healthy means] doing things that keep me feeling well, so
eating well and getting enough exercise.” (Female, 55-59)

Health defined
as function
Health defined
as not ill

“[being healthy means] being independent and able to take care of
myself and to function in the world” (male, 35-39)
“[health means] not being ill, sometimes I don't realise how healthy I
am until I get ill and then I think 'Oh my God, I'm really quite well'
because now I feel so sick [laughs]”(Female, 45-49)

Creative
industries
professionals
LGBT
community
LGBT
community

Personal Definitions of Mental Wellbeing
The themes were data-driven and selected after a detailed code analysis and categorisation.
Thematic analysis yielded four major themes describing participants’ personal view of mental wellbeing:
-Mental wellbeing as an ability to cope (N=18; 62.1%). The theme includes participants’ responses
describing mental well-being in terms of an ability to deal with life challenges and not being
overwhelmed by it. It also includes descriptions of having the mental capacity to control one’s
perceptions of self and the external surroundings, for example, being able to see positive outcomes
from a negative situation.
-Mental wellbeing as being psychologically fit (N=6; 20.7%). This theme includes responses
describing mental well-being as one having relatively low tendencies towards any mental health
condition and that one is considered to be mentally stable. This was commonly expressed as being in
a state of peace or contentment.
-Mental wellbeing as functional capacity (N=4; 13.8%) The theme includes participants responses in
which mental well-being is described as the ability to perform one's duties without being limited by
one’s mental state.
Example quotes for each theme can be seen in table 10.
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Table 10: Themes of personal definitions of mental wellbeing
Theme
Mental wellbeing
as an ability to
cope

Mental wellbeing
as being
psychologically
fit

Mental wellbeing
as functional
capacity

Sample Quote
“It [mental wellbeing] means being able to deal with stress, being able
to deal with problems that arise without overreacting and being able to
kind of engage with difficult things but then switch off from them. So
not feeling overwhelmed by the difficult bits of life I guess.” (Female,
55-59)
“You always gonna have problems in life it's always something you can
do but if your emotional state your mind is at peace even if something
negative comes to you know how to manage.’(Female, 30-34 from Black
men with experience of mental health services focus group); ‘Mental
wellbeing to me means a place of contentment where you just free and
out of worries just sort to say and um you are comfortable in life and
you got nothing to worry.”(Male, unknown age)
“[to me mental wellbeing means] not being chained by my thoughts.”
(Female, 50-54)

Focus group
Creative
industries
professionals

Black men with
experience of
mental health
services

LGBT
community

Participants’ Personal Opinion on What Should be Prioritised in London Borough of Hackney to
Improve Health and Well-being
The themes were data-driven and selected after a detailed code analysis and categorisation.
Thematic analysis yielded three major themes of participants’ personal opinion on what should be
prioritised in London Borough of Hackney to improve health and well-being:
-Improving accessibility to health and well-being services (N=14; 28.9%). This theme includes
participants’ suggestions of raising awareness about health and mental well-being services available
for the public as they expressed their concerns about the lack of information the public has about
non-medical services. Also they would focus on making the services more easily accessible. A number
of participants discussed their experience with professional services, and suggested encouraging
developing more one-to-one or group counselling services that could be available to the public
without needing their GPs referral.
-Increasing the number and improving community facilities and organising community events
(N=11; 24.4%). The theme includes participants’ responses where they have expressed the need of
increasing the number of community spaces and events to serve a purpose of gathering people
together (either people who share a particular characteristic in common, e.g.: people with mental
health issues, or people from different backgrounds in order to create an inclusive environment).
-Promoting healthy lifestyle (N=9; 20%). The theme includes responses that raise the issue of the
necessity for healthy lifestyle promotion with a particular focus on healthy diet and exercise.
Participants indicated the need to inform the public about nutrition and how it facilitates health and
mental wellbeing and have also voiced the need of promoting exercise.
Example quotes for each theme can be seen in table 11.
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Table 11: Themes of Participants’ Personal Opinion on What Should be Prioritised in London Borough
of Hackney to Improve Health and Well-being
Theme
Improving
accessibility to
health and wellbeing services

Increasing the
number and
improving
community
spaces/organising
community
events
Promoting
healthy lifestyle

Quotes
“[it is about] giving people choice and it's about not using the budget
completely on orthodox medicine, because it doesn't work for
everyone […] social prescribing is something that really a lot more of
the budget needs to go towards making it a real choice where people
can choose to go off and maybe do a six week course 'cause it will help
them rather than having to take medication that they can keep going
back and back and back to their GP for because they still have the
same problem.” (Female, 50-54)

Focus Group
LGBT
community

“Well first, those services [non-mainstream] have to be in place, then
they can be advertised and marketed say if those projects and
professional help is available. I'm sure they can market it in a cost
effective way maybe use the libraries, GPs, you know leaflets all those
things that people are exposed to, I think that would be really
good.”(Male, 30-34)
“[I would prioritise] making places, these community places that are
not intimidating for people […] your average Joe that used to go to the
market he's not gonna go in there and sit down not feel that they
don't belong there. So just making places that are more inclusive
rather than clearly branded.” (Female, 34-34)

Black men
with
experience of
mental
health
services
Creative
industries
professionals

“I would raise public awareness about nutrition, food and nutrition. I
think if you can understand what your nutritional needs are, I think it
helps people in their decisions […] incorporating this knowledge about
food, nutrition and exercise but not gym exercise just everyday things
that you can do just to exercise and have fun. That would be my top
priority.” (Female, 50-54)

People with
stress
awareness
intervention
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4.0 Discussion
4.1 Main Findings
Summary of the Main Quantitative findings
Results of the present study indicated that GPs were the most commonly accessed and useful of the
professional service utilised by the sample population to help them deal with emotional issues or life
stresses in the past 12 months. Professional service use was significantly related to higher levels of
anxiety. A larger number of people used complementary therapies or self-help techniques than
professional services in the last 12 months. Exercise and movement therapy, relaxation and
meditation techniques and massage therapy emerged as the top three forms of complementary
therapies or self-help techniques used by the sample population to which exercise and movement
therapies were rated most useful. In terms of overall satisfaction with service use a greater
percentage of people who used complementary therapies or self-help techniques than the
professional service users indicated that they were either satisfied or very satisfied with the service
provided. The use of complementary therapies or self-help techniques was significantly related to
higher levels of depression. Statements related to ‘feelings of self-reliance’ and ‘mental well-being as
an uncontrollable factor’ were the two most common reasons why people delayed seeking help for
symptoms of stress, depression and anxiety. Participation in clubs, societies, community groups and
other social activities were rated highly in terms of importance amongst the participants who were
involved, although levels of stress, anxiety and depression did not account for a significant difference
in whether or not people became involved in clubs, societies or community groups. In regards to the
effects of stress, anxiety and depression on health choices and behaviours, significant correlations
were found between the severity of anxiety and the number of units of alcohol consumed and the
number of days taken off work. Depression levels were also found to be significantly related to units
of alcohol consumed and was additionally related to the amount of tobacco smoked in one week.
When all of the socio-demographic variables, found to have significant correlations with stress,
anxiety and depression severity, were simultaneously analysed the number of illness and disabilities
experienced by individuals was found to be the strongest predictor of participant’s scores on the
stress, depression and anxiety measures, respectively.
Summary of the Main Qualitative Findings
Results indicated that GPs were the most commonly accessed professional service while acupuncture
was the most commonly accessed complementary service utilised by the sample population to help
them deal with emotional issues or life stresses. A topic concerning costs and preferences of
treatment arose in all eight focus groups. Notably, participants expressed that they would like to
access more non-medical services, yet cost was reported as a factor that prevents them. Additionally,
they voiced a preference for counselling services which they found to be difficult to get access to.
Physical activity, social support, leisure activities and relaxation or meditation techniques were the
most frequently mentioned strategies used to cope with emotional issues or life stresses. In regards
to the effects of stress, anxiety and depression on health, sleeping problems, changes in appetite or
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weight loss and impaired cognitive abilities were the most commonly reported outcomes. Feelings of
inclusiveness, geographical location and participation in community were the main themes observed
outlining the aspects that make one feel part or not part of a community. Support offered by the
community and interaction with community members which was said to improves one’s social skills
and mood where the two key themes evidencing the impact communities have on one’s wellbeing.
Parks or green spaces, cafés, bars and/or pubs and people within the community were the most
commonly reported community assets. When asked to give a personal definition of health, health as
psychosocial wellbeing, health as behaviour, health as a function and health as not ill were the key
definitions yielded by thematic analysis. Additionally, when asked to give a personal definition of
mental wellbeing, mental wellbeing as an ability to cope, mental well-being as being psychologically
fit and mental wellbeing as functional capacity were the three main themes yielded by the analysis.
When asked what they would prioritise to improve health and wellbeing participants responses
yielded three major themes which were improving accessibility to health and wellbeing services,
increasing the number and improving community spaces and organising community events, and
promoting healthy lifestyle.

4.2 Summary of the Overall Findings in Relation to Each Research Question
Research Question 1: What support do people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
Both quantitative and qualitative data indicated general practitioners as most accessed service.
Seemingly, a general practitioner is typically the first person people see for an assessment of one’s
mental health which may make a diagnosis and may offer medication and/or refer one to a specialist
such as a counsellor for further assessment. Qualitative data results presented acupuncture as being
most commonly accessed complementary therapy. Anxiety and depression were listed as conditions
for which acupuncture has been proven through controlled trials to be an effective treatment (WHO,
2003). Yet, quantitative results suggested that exercise or movement therapy and massage therapy
were the most accessed complementary therapies. The use of mixed design served as an advantage
in this instance as the questionnaires which the quantitative results are derived from were filled in by
both field and focus group participants, indicating that veritably exercise or movement therapy and
massage therapy were the most accessed complementary services by the overall sample population
accessed in this research. Relaxation and meditation techniques were the most frequently reported
self-help technique in the questionnaire which is supported by focus group interview data exhibiting
same result. Additionally, focus group participants mentioned physical activity, social support and
leisure activities as coping strategies used to help them deal with emotional issues or life stressors
which enriches the study’s findings as it adds to and covers a wider spectrum of support available
which was not assessed in the study’s questionnaire. How local authority could aid these coping
strategies will be further discussed in Research Question 3 section when talking about ways that
community assets could be used to promote health and wellbeing.
One third of the sample population engaged in this research reported accessing professional services
while half of the sample reported accessing complementary therapies or using self-help techniques
which indicate that more people are choosing a holistic approach to health. Additionally, participants
reported a slightly greater satisfaction with complementary or self-help techniques than with
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professional services. This difference might be due to the difference in approach between main
stream health provision and complementary therapy provision that makes people find it more
satisfactory. Complementary therapy practitioners take a holistic approach to their clients' health,
and spend more time developing patient profiles and listening to their concerns. Clients’
relationships with the practitioners are an important factor in improving their wellbeing and
encouraging them to be more proactive in looking after their health. Additionally, individuals may
feel empowered using holistic services since it gives them more choice in how they support their
wellbeing and also have a choice in selecting their practitioner as opposed to being allocated one as
is the case in main stream provision.
It was found that DASS-stress scores were not significantly related with professional services or nonmedical services use. This finding suggests that people who do experience stress often do not seek
support. Notably, one fifth of the participants who did not access any services were reported as
having high levels of stress, anxiety and/or depression. The reasons for not accessing services were
investigated in the current study’s questionnaire. It was found that participants’ feelings of selfreliance were the most often reported reason for delaying seeking help. In addition, participants
reported that the emotional problems did not bother them enough to seek professional help and
that they felt that the problem would get better by itself. This can be related to qualitative findings
on participants’ personal definition of health as abstinence of ill health symptoms. If one perceives
good health as the abstinence of aches and pains and neglects the psychological aspect of health,
one may delay seeking help (Galdas, 2003). A female (55-59) participant from the ‘Older people’
focus group shared that delaying seeking help was heavily influenced by her experience of growing
up in a household where mental health problems were overlooked since they do not visibly manifest
on one’s physical health. She went on to share her thoughts on why her husband, who has manic
depression, never sought help saying that mental illness felt like shame to him and therefore was
concealed and not dealt with. Seeing her husbands’ struggles she decided that she had to “learn
some way of calming down” on her own as opposed to accessing professional services since she had
a bad experience with her GP the first and only time she sought professional help – the treatment
suggested to her did not work (she was prescribed with antidepressants) and had a negative
outcome on her health. The belief that the treatment would not work was reported by almost a third
of all participants. Notably, over a third of participants indicated that not knowing where to go or
who to see was one of the reasons for delaying seeking help. This issue of awareness of available
services was raised by participants when asked what they would prioritise to improve health and
wellbeing in the borough and will be further discussed in section 4.3.
Finally, the use of complementary therapies or self-help techniques was significantly related to
higher levels of depression. This might be because complementary therapies provide people with
additional means in which to cope with depression, anxiety, stress, and pain and help people help
themselves to live more healthy lifestyles (Berman, 2003). Furthermore, higher levels of anxiety were
found to be significantly related to the use of professional services. This finding is interesting since
recognition of anxiety disorders has been particularly poor in primary care and only a small minority
of people experiencing anxiety disorders ever received treatment (NICE, 2011).
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Research Question 2: How does stress, anxiety and depression affect people’s health choices and
behaviours?
Although nearly half of the participants admitted to suffering from one or more medical illnesses or
disabilities, 70.6 per cent classified themselves as being in ‘good’ or ‘very good’ physical health. Yet,
this is a considerable decline compared to 82.9 per cent which was reported in 2011 (Office of
National Statistics, 2013).
Results from the quantitative data have shown a significant correlation between alcohol
consumption and increased anxiety and depression levels which is partially in line with Caldwell et al.
(2002) longitudinal studies’ findings which suggested that excessive alcohol consumption was not
associated with the onset of anxiety and depression but abstinence was associated with a lower risk.
Also, it was found that amount of tobacco smoked increases when the levels of depression increase
which is consistent with Argondizo dos Santos et al. (2010) findings and also is in line with Campion
et al. (2013) findings that suggest 42 per cent of adult tobacco consumption in England is by people
with mental disorders.
Additionally, two participants (female, 25-29 and male, 45-49) from the ‘Drug and alcohol users’
focus group shared that stress, anxiety and depression is/was linked to their substance misuse
behaviour. The male participant went on to say that substance misuse is the cause for depression as
one spends all the money on drugs and “get depressed and then you don’t eat properly and you
don’t think properly for two three days until you get a bit of money again.” Drug and alcohol use has
been reported to be significantly linked with issues of levels of deprivation (Marmot, 1997) and since
Hackney has been reported as the second most deprived borough in England (SCS, 2010) this could
be a potential variable influencing both substance misuse and increased levels of depression.
One fifth of focus group participants’ reported that stress, anxiety and/or depression affect their
dietary behaviours. This is in line with Oliver, Wardle and Gibson (2000) laboratory study’s findings
which suggested that stress may increase cravings for more high-fat foods and a more energy-dense
meals as the current studies participants reported that they consume more ‘junk-food’ when they
are stressed. Conversely to quantitative results which suggest correlation, results from qualitative
data suggest causation as participants were asked to report how mental health problems
investigated in this research affect their health. Yet, the degree of validity of these findings was not
empirically measured, thus this could potentially be addressed in future research.

Research Question 3: How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression
within individuals?
From the literature in the community resilience area three key factors that affect individuals’
resilience are: activities that promote wellbeing, developing psychological coping strategies and
building social capital (MIND, 2013). Relationships developed amongst community members are a
key component of social capital and findings from the current study suggest that they are a major
factor in promoting wellbeing. Support that community groups offer was mentioned as one of the
key aspects of being part of a community that influences one’s well-being. Additionally, it was
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reported that being part of communities improves one’s mood and social skills and that social
support was one of the key things helping participants cope with emotional issues or life stressors.
Hackney has a vibrant community and voluntary sector and our results show the value placed on
them by our sample participants. Supporting the voluntary and community sector to do what they do
best, will have a significant impact on building social connectors When male (65 or over) participant
from the ‘Older people’ focus group was asked whether he is part of any community he said that he
is only a member of old age pensioners group, yet further along the discussion he added that he is a
member of The Sharp End community as he participates in the group activities and socialises with
other members that are of similar age which makes him feel included. These are two out of three
aspect observed in this study that account for community group features which make one feel part
or not part of community. The third key aspect observed in this study was the location of community
as participants associated it with a feeling of being a part or not part of a community. A female (3034) participant from the ‘People with learning and physical disabilities’ focus group voiced her
concern about the current gentrification as she felt that corporate people who used to live outside
London are moving back in and are pushing people from lower socio-economic groups out, and that
to her, is “destroying community spirit as neighbours one had for years are moving out”. Participants
have also named people within the communities as one of their key assets illustrating the need to
promote social connections as they can improve one’s well-being. Effective strategies could include
targeting interventions that encourage social connections between people with similar experiences
to provide peer support (MIND, 2013). In addition, parks and green spaces were reported as one of
the main key assets in participants’ communities. Since they are free and accessible to all regardless
of socio-economic communities, they could potentially facilitate activities that promote health and
wellbeing. In particular physical activity could potentially be promoted as it was reported to be one
of the key coping strategies used by participants when experiencing feelings of stress, anxiety and or
depression. Also, participants named coffee shops, pubs and bars as their key assets. A male (45-49)
participant from the “Drug and alcohol users” focus group said that pubs are important to him as he
goes there to socialise. Thus, since these spaces were reported as key to a number of people in this
study, the social aspect that pubs have could be used to model and develop new alcohol free
community spaces in parks and green spaces that are economically and culturally inclusive of all
communities. The current consultation and redevelopment of the White House in Springfield Park
could give an opportunity to create a community led space inclusive of a holistic wellbeing aspect
(see section 4.3, Research Question 3 for further discussion).
Resilience should be central focus to any public mental health strategy, yet it is only one aspect that
needs to be tackled to improve health and well-being. It is essential to pay attention to structural
inequalities such as access to affordable housing as it massively influences health and well-being. A
male participant from the ‘Black men with experience of mental health services’ focus group
expressed that he sees people who are homeless as the most vulnerable to getting mentally ill.
Mental Health Network (2012) reported that there is a strong link between homelessness and poor
mental health, with high rates of mental health problems and substance misuse among the homeless
population. Additionally, quantitative data results showed that the number of illness and disabilities
experienced by individuals was the strongest predictor of participant’s high levels of stress,
depression and anxiety which is in line with the findings presented in the Marmot Report (2010). This
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demonstrates the need to tackle stress at its earliest onset to help reduce the impact of poor health
outcomes amongst those most deprived in the community.

4.3 Summary of Specified Qualitative Themes - Improve Health and Wellbeing
Focus group participants were asked what they would prioritise in the London Borough of Hackney
that would improve health and wellbeing. Three main themes were observed which were: improving
accessibility to health and wellbeing services, increasing the number and improving community
spaces and organising community events and promoting healthy lifestyle. These specified identified
qualitative themes supported with quantitative findings will be discussed separately in terms of the
research questions.
Research Question 1: What support do people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression?
Participants expressed the need to improve accessibility to health and wellbeing services. Firstly,
participants indicated the need to improve accessibility to professional services, particularly ease and
increase access to counselling services. A number of participants communicated their preference for
seeing a counsellor, yet found it to be difficult to get access to. A female (45-49) participant from the
‘People with stress awareness intervention’ focus group suggested creating more support facilities
that would offer one-to-one or group counselling in the community which one could access without
their GP referral.
Secondly, a number of participants expressed their wish to access more complementary therapies,
yet they found them to be too expensive. Investing more into low-cost complementary therapies was
one of the suggestions thought to be beneficial to promoting and improving health and wellbeing.
Also an issue on lack of information about non-medical services available to the public was raised.
Data from the questionnaires indicated that most people who have accessed non-medical services
learned about them through a recommendation of an existing or past service user. A female (45-49)
from the ‘LGBT community’ focus group shared her bewilderment about how she was not aware of
the services available until she was referred to one by her GP, especially as they were available as
self-referral and in some instances – free. Without accessible and well promoted information
individuals are often unable to access support and professionals struggle to signpost people on to
different services therefore developing a good information service is essential in making every
individuals preferences and needs count, as well as acknowledging smaller community services that
contribute to promoting wellbeing and resilience. Participants suggested producing leaflets about
existing health and wellbeing services and distributing them in places where people are exposed to
them such as libraries and GP surgeries and also informing GP about the local services so they could
pass on the information to their clients. Information gathered from the Tower Hamlets CCG Social
Prescribing Pilot (2013) reported that 72 per cent of patients would not have accessed the health and
wellbeing services if they had not been referred by their GP/Nurse/Health Care Assistant and 78 per
cent expressed that their issues were resolved either successfully or were partially successful with a
satisfied outcome with more than a half reporting decrease in anxiety and depression symptoms. The
findings suggest improvement of the quality of overall care as it enables clinicians to treat patients
holistically by referring them to non-clinical services. It also improves the patient experience as it
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improves access and creates a necessary link between health and social care. In addition, the local
authority has been developing Hackney i-Care which is an online service promoting and signposting
public, private and third sector health and adult social care services in Hackney. There is huge
potential for this resource being used to connect and inform service users, main stream professional
with the third sector and holistic health therapies.
Research Question 2: How does stress, anxiety and depression affect people’s health choices and
behaviours?
Participants expressed the need to promote healthy lifestyle, with a particular focus on healthy diet
and exercise. Firstly, participants indicated the need to inform the public about nutrition. Female (3034) from the ‘People with learning and physical disabilities’ focus group talked about feeling
astonished when she saw how many people with mental health problems had an unbalanced diet at
the Peter Bedford Housing Association where she started her work as a volunteer. She later got
involved in the healthy eating programme and saw the major improvements it had on people with
mental illness. The link between nutrition and mental health has been investigated in several
research studies, for example Tanskanen et al. (2001) have found that a higher intake of fish can
decrease the risk of depression.
Secondly, participants raised the need to promote exercise. Male (65 or over) from the ‘Older
people’ focus group said that he sees exercise as key to staying healthy. Male (35-39) from the ‘Drug
and alcohol users’ focus group suggested creating facilities for exercise that people are free to access
and are there permanently as he personally would have liked to access the gym more but he could
not afford it. He went on to say that if these facilities existed, people who have the desire to exercise
would have no excuse not to. Potentially, parks could be used to facilitate outdoor exercise. For
instance, outdoor gym apparatus as featured in parks in Haringey are proving to be popular amongst
community members thus this could potentially be considered for development in Hackney green
spaces.
Research Question 3: How communities can develop resilience to stress, anxiety and depression
within individuals?
Finally, participants expressed the need to increase the number and improve community spaces.
Firstly, an issue of inclusiveness was raised by several participants. Female (30-34) from the ‘Creative
industries professionals’ focus group suggested increasing community spaces that are not
intimidating to people. The participant was referring to the new creative affluent communities
coming into the area when she went on to discuss that a number of community spaces are branded
as for a particular group of people, thus there is a need to increase the number of places that are
more inclusive. Dalston Curve Garden was mentioned as one of the spaces that could be used as an
example for developing inclusive community spaces, since it has an “old school community base
feeling to it” that is inclusive of all people. The Garden is at threat of closure as part of the Dalston
Shopping Centre redevelopment and it is the only open green space in the recent Dalston
regeneration. The issue of funding cuts was raised in the ‘Older people’ focus group discussion. A
male (65 or older) raised his concerns about the upcoming funding and that the community group
facility (The Sharp End) he is using might be facing the cut. He finds this service beneficial to his
health and he also sees himself as a member of The Sharp End community. The UK voluntary and
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community sector (VCS) will lose around £911 million in public funding a year by 2015-16. The VCS
plays an essential role in preventative services. When investment is cut in this area, what appear to
be monetary savings often have considerable real costs in social and economic terms. Cuts to
preventative services now are storing up considerable challenges for the future (NCVO, 2011).
Additionally participants suggested organising more community events that are free of charge and
are available to all communities in the borough. Female (25-29) from the ‘Drug and alcohol users’
focus group suggested organising free film screenings or cultural things involving music as it “makes
people feel better” yet not everyone can access it due to high costs that people with lower income
cannot afford. Furthermore, female (30-34) participant from the ‘Creative industries professionals’
focus group expressed the wish of seeing people from different communities coming together. She
herself organises events that aim to gather people from different backgrounds as she feels that there
are groups of people who stay within their smaller communities (she was referring to the smaller
community groups based at her work place) and that they should be encouraged to interact with a
wider range of people from various backgrounds. There are a number of creative industry hubs that
have established in Hackney as part of the new communities that have come to live and work in the
borough. The recent Hackney Unites Festival that took place over the summer started to try to work
towards bringing these new and old communities together to celebrate the things that Hackney
values most, its diversity and creative flair. There is an opportunity at present whilst Hackney is in
transition to ensure that these new communities do not remain polarised and insular and that a
'them and us' attitude doesn't fragment the community. It's worth exploring how a network for the
creative community hubs might be developed and engaged with the third sector, which do excellent
work engaging across Hackneys diverse communities and at all socio-economical levels. As well as
creating opportunities for these new creative communities to interact directly with more established
communities.
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5.0 Limitations
There were several limitations related to the present study. Firstly, this study used the crosssectional design which meant that the direction of causality among variables cannot be discerned
from the current research (Field, 2009). Longitudinal studies would assist in making predictive
inferences and expand these findings. Furthermore, the inclusion of process measures in
intervention studies examining changes in DASS – Stress, Anxiety and Depression scores as
mechanisms of the treatment effect, would also add weight to the argument that these variables
play a causal role in adjustment outcomes (MacKinnon & Fairchild, 2009).
Secondly, the current research relied exclusively on self-report measures to assess levels of
psychological distress (stress, anxiety and depression) and although the measures used had good
reliability and validity, they are self-reported measures, thus bias can be a possible factor (Adams,
Soumerai, Lomas & Ross-Degnan, 1999). The reliability of these findings may have benefited from a
formal method of assessment. For example, levels of psychological distress should ideally be
assessed through a clinical interview, such as the Structural Clinical Interview for Axis 1 disorders
(First et al., 1996), based on diagnostic criteria of the fourth version of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994), but due to practical constraints of the
research this was beyond the scope of the study. Future research can address this limitation by
including a formal assessment.
Finally, due to the sensitive nature of the research topic, focus group participants’ might have felt
uncomfortable discussing issues concerning their mental or physical health in focus groups. Thus,
further research might benefit in conducting one-on-one interviews which would allow gathering
data which is more in-depth.
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6.0 Recommendations
More research should be carried out on this topic and ideally future participants’ levels of
depression, anxiety and stress should be assessed through clinical interview to determine the extent
of these psychological problems. Additionally, future researchers should use a longitudinal research
method incorporating one-on-one interviews to assess how improvement or deterioration of
individuals’ mental health affects one’s health choices and behaviours.
Health centres should adopt an integrative and holistic approach to the way that primary care
services are delivered to help build awareness of the ranges of ways of looking after one’s health and
wellbeing, increase patient choice and encourage independent lifestyles as exemplified in the
Bromley-by-Bow Health Centre and The Sir Ludwig Guttmann Health and Wellbeing Centre, (a health
centre which is part of the Olympic legacy). These centres are seen as beacons for their integrative
approach to health and wellbeing and partnership working with the third sector. A Stress Awareness
Campaign could be a useful way to reach socio economical groups most at risk of stress anxiety and
depression, targeting places reported in the research as commonly used by the community including
parks, GP surgeries and community groups. This campaign could also promote awareness of Hackney
i-Care as a universal resource for services.
Nutrition was discussed a lot during the research as having bi-directional causation link with mental
well-being. Further research into this area could explore where the threshold lies between using food
as an adaptive or maladaptive strategy to make one feel better when coping with stress.
The NHS, national and local governments have a mandate to increase choice in healthcare option
and to promote patient participation in how services are designed and developed. This community
insight research into stress makes an in road to making this happen. We recommend this becomes
an annual way of engaging and empowering all citizens to take an active role in local community,
civic and democratic life in the borough. We also recommend that future research of this nature is
carried out over a longer period of time and is carried out at a time of the year that allows reach of
Hackney's diverse communities.
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Definitions
This section sets out the definitions that are used within this report.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Is a statistical method used to test differences between two or more
means. The reason for doing an ANOVA is to see if there is any difference between groups on some
variable. Inferences about means are made by analyzing variance.
Bivariate correlation
This is a correlation between two variables
Collinearity
Collinearity refers to an exact or approximate linear relationship between two independent variables
Community Resilience
Community resilience is a measure of the sustained ability of a community to utilise available resources to
respond to, withstand, and recover from adverse situations.
Continuous variable
This is a variable that can assume different values between each point. Height, for example, is a
continuous variable as there is no limit on how finely it could be measured
Dependent variables
A variable whose values we are trying to predict from one of more predictor variables
Descriptive statistics
These are used to simply describe the basic features of the data in a study. Data sets can commonly be
described as measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode) and measures of dispersion and
variability (range, standard deviation)
Directionality
This refers to whether or not the relationship between two variables are positively correlated; as one
goes up and the other one goes up or negative correlated; as one goes up the other goes down.
Durbin Watson statistic
This is a number that tests for autocorrelation (a relationship between values separated from each other
by a given time lag) in the residuals (prediction errors) from a regression analysis. This statistic can vary
between 0 and 4: a value of 2 means there is no autocorrelation; values approaching 0 indicate a positive
autocorrelation whereas those towards 4 are indicative of negative autocorrelation.
Exploratory Analysis
Exploratory analysis aims to find patterns in the data that aren’t predicted by the experimenter’s current
knowledge or pre-conceptions. Some typical goals are to identify patterns across samples that are closely
related; or to find unknown subgroups among samples. A useful first step in all analyses is to identify
outliers among samples – those that appear suspiciously far from others in their group.
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Family burden
Family burden refers to the care giving, psychosocial, and financial burden associated with a family
member's medical condition. Many physical and mental conditions make significant demands on care
givers' resources, and these requirements can result in care providers becoming depressed, socially
isolated, and physically ill (Schulz & Beach, 1999).
Focus Group
A focus group is a form of qualitative research in which a group of people are asked about their
perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and attitudes towards a product, service, concept, advertisement, idea, or
packaging. Questions are asked in an interactive group setting where participants are free to talk with
other group members.
Homoscedasticity
Homoscedasticity is an assumption in regression analysis required to make valid statistical inferences
about population relationships. It requires that the standard deviation and variance of the error terms are
constant for all predictor variables, and that the error terms be drawn from the same population. This will
be indicative of uniform dispersion of data points about the regression line.
Independent Sample T test
The Independent-Samples T Test procedure compares means for two groups of cases. A t-test helps you
compare whether two groups have different average values (for example, whether men and women have
different average heights).
Kurtosis
statistical measure used to describe the distribution of observed data around the mean.

A

Linear multiple regression
Linear multiple regression attempts to model the relationship between two or more predictor variables
and an outcome variable by fitting a linear equation to observed data
Lower bound
This is the name given to scores that fall below the 25 % value in a set of data.
Mean
The mean is the average where you add up all the numbers and then divide by the number of data scores.

Median
The median is the middle value in a set of ordered observations.
Mode
The mode is the most frequently occurring value in a set of data.
Multicollinearity
This is a situation where two or more variables are very closely linearly related.
Negatively correlated
A relationship between two variables in which one increases as the other one decreases, and vice versa.
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Non-zero variance
As variance is a measure of how spread out a set of number is, a non-zero variance indicates that all the
values are identical and it is always positive.
Outliers
An outlier is an observation that is numerically distant from the rest of the data set.
Pearson Correlation
This is a type of correlation coefficient that represents the relationship between two variables that are
measured on the same interval or ratio scale.
Positively correlated
A positive correlation exists when as one variable increases, the other variable one also increases, and
vice versa.
Predictor variable
A variable that is manipulated by the experimenter, meaning its value does not depend on other
variables.
Preliminary analysis
Preliminary Analysis is the activity necessary to determine if the information received warrants further
examination, or lacks the credibility to merit additional action.
Regression analysis
This is a statistical test that estimates relationships between variables; and aids one in understanding how
the outcome variable changes when any one of the predictor variables is varied whilst keeping the other
predictor variables fixed.
Scatter plots
A mathematical graph that plots values of one variable against the corresponding value of another
variable, in a set of data.
SPSS
This is a widely used software programme for statistical analysis.
Simple mean imputations
The mean of the participant’s score across that scale or subscale, which is then used to replace any
missing values
Skewness
Describe asymmetry from the normal distribution in a set of statistical data. Skewness can come in the
form of "negative skewness" or "positive skewness", depending on whether data points are skewed to
the left (negative skew) or to the right (positive skew) of the data average.
Standard Deviation
This is a measure of the dispersion of a set of data from its mean. The more spread apart the data, the
higher the deviation. Standard deviation is calculated as the square root of variance.
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Statistically Significant
A mathematical technique to measure whether the results of a study are likely to be true. Statistical
significance is calculated as the probability that an effect observed in a research study is occurring
because of chance. Statistical significance is usually expressed as a P-value. The smaller the P-value, the
less likely it is that the results are due to chance (and more likely that the results are true). Researchers
generally believe the results are probably true if the statistical significance is a P-value less than 0.05
(p<.05).
Subscales
A subscale is a subdivision of a scale.
Two-tailed tests
A test of non-directional hypothesis.
Upperbound
This is the name given to scores that fall above the range of the 75 % value in a set of data.
VIF (variance inflation factor)
VIF is a measure of multicolinearity. It indicates if a predictor variable has a strong linear relationship with
the other predictors.
Windsoring techniques
A way of detecting and trimming (altering the outlier) data points found to +/- 1.96 times the mean
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Appendix 1: Socio-Demographic Measures

1.

What is your age? Please tick the box appropriate
☐ Under 18

☐ 18-24

☐ 45-49

2.

☐ 50-54

☐ 30-34

☐ 55-59

☐ 35-39

☐ 60-64

☐ 40-44

☐ 65 or older

What is your Gender?
☐ Male

☐ Female

White
British
Irish
Traveller of Irish heritage
Gypsy Roma
Turkish/ Cypriot/Kurdish
Other Kurdish
Greek/Greek Cypriot
White Eastern European
White Other European
Jewish
Charedi (Orthodox Jewish)
Other White Background
3.

☐ 25-29

☐ Prefer not say

Mixed
White & Black Caribbean
White & Black African
White & Asian
Other Mixed Background
Asian or Asian British
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Other Asian Background
Black/Black British
African
Caribbean

Black/Black British
Other black background
Chinese /SE Asian /SE Asian British
Chinese
Vietnamese
Other SE Asian

How would you describe your ethnic origin? Please tick one category

☐

Single/ Never married and never registered in a same-sex civil partnership

☐

Cohabiting with partner

☐ Married

☐

In a registered same-sex civil partnership

☐ Separated, but still legally

☐

Separated but still legally in a same-sex civil partnership

☐

Formerly in a same-sex civil partnership which is now legally

married
☐ Divorced

lllllllldissolved
☐ Widowed

☐

Surviving partner from a same-sex civil partnership
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☐ Prefer not to say
4.

What is your marital or same-sex civil partnership status?

5.

Do you consider yourself to be:
☐ Heterosexual or straight

6.

☐ Gay or lesbian

☐ Bisexual

☐ Prefers not to say

What is your highest level of education?
☐ Primary

☐ Secondary (GCSEs or equivalent)

☐ University – Undergraduate

☐ Further (‘A’ levels or equivalent)

☐ University – Postgraduate

☐ Prefers not to say

Other: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.

How would you describe your religious background?
☐ No religion
☐ Christian (including Catholic, Church of England, Protestant, and other Christian
denominations)
☐ Buddhist
☐ Hindu
☐ Jewish
☐ Muslim
☐ Sikh
☐ Any other religion, Please state . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

8.

Which of the following statements best describes your current accommodation status? Tick one
box only
☐ Homeowner with no outstanding mortgage or loan
☐ Homeowner with a mortgage or loan
☐ Part owns home and part rents (shared partnership)
☐ Renting privately
☐ Renting with housing benefit
☐ Lives in home rent free
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9.
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3

a)

Including

yourself, how
many
individuals
currently

Person 4
Person 5
Person 6

occupy your
household? . . .
........
b) Please

Person 7
Person 8
Person 9

state their
relation to
you in the
space

Person 10

provided
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10 + (Please specify relations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.............................................................
.............................................................

10.

How many members of your family are financially dependent on you? Please include family
members not living at home and those abroad if applicable.
☐1
☐2
☐3
☐ 4 or more
☐ No financial dependent family members

10.

a) Which of the following BEST describes your current employment or work status? Please tick
ONE box only
☐ Employed (Full-time/Part-time)
☐ Self-employed
☐ Volunteering
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☐ Apprenticeship/ Internship
☐Temporarily laid off work
☐ Looking for work; Unemployed
☐ Retired
☐ Homemaker
☐ Student
☐ Maternity leave
☐ Illness/sickness leave
☐Permanently sick/Disabled/ Unable to work
☐ Other (please specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

b) If you are in employment, which of the following job sectors are currently working under?
Please tick one category. If you are not currently in employment please proceed to Question 11.
Accountancy, banking and
finance
Charities and Voluntary work
Engineering and
manufacturing
Hospitality, tourism and sport
Marketing, advertising and PR

Armed forces and
emergency services
Creative arts and culture
Environment and
agriculture
IT and information
services
Media and publishing

Public sector
Science and pharmaceuticals

Recruitment and HR
Teaching and education

Business, consulting and
management
Energy and utilities
Health and Social care
Law
Property and
construction
Retail and sales
Transport and logistics

Other: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11.

What is your gross household income from all sources over the last 12 months? If not in regular
income then please select approximate amount per year.

Per week

Per Year
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Gross income

Less than £100

☐

less than £5,200

meaning the

combined total

£100 to £199

☐

£5,200 to £10,399

income of

£200 to £299

☐

£10,400 to £15,599

£300 to £499

☐

£15,600 to £25,999

£500 to £699

☐

£26,000 to £36,999

£700 to £949

☐

£36,400 to £49,399

£950 to £1,199

☐

£49,4000 to £62,399

£1,200 to £1,499

☐

£62,4000 to £77,999

£1,500 or more

☐

Do not know

☐

everyone in the

household before

any deductions
example Tax,
etc.)

12.

are made (for
National Insurance

£78,000 or more

Does your household income comprise of any of the following?

Paid Employment

Employment and Support Allowance

Pensions

(ESA)/ Incapacity benefit
Income Support

Working/Child’s Tax Credit

Carer’s Allowance

Disability Living

Child Benefit

Jobs seekers

Allowance (DLA)
Housing Benefit

allowance (JSA)
Student Bursaries/ Grants

Do not know

Other: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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13.

a) Have you been affected by any of the recent changes or reductions to the benefit support
system?
☐ NO, Please proceed to Question 14.
☐ YES, (Please specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
................................................................
b) How have these changes affected the following aspects of your life? (Please tick the box

Not at all

Somewhat

Quite a Bit

An Extreme
Amount

Emotional well being
Mental well being
Physical well being
Stress levels
appropriate)

c) Where did you get information or advice on changes to the benefit system? (Please
Specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
............................................................................
............................................................... .............
............................................................

d) Which of the following statements describes your feelings on the support you were given
throughout these changes?
☐ Very satisfied
☐ Dissatisfied

☐ Satisfied

☐ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

☐ Very dissatisfied
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14.

How would you rate your overall physical health in general?
☐ Very good

15.

☐ Fair

☐ Bad

☐ Very Bad

☐ Bad

☐ Very Bad

How would you rate your overall mental health in general?
☐ Very good

16.

☐ Good

☐ Good

☐ Fair

Do you suffer from any of the following illnesses or disabilities? Please tick where appropriate.
You can tick more than one condition. Please give 2 ticks for one health problem which affects
you most:
✓ (Affects you) ✓ ✓ (Affects you most)

Stress

Heart problems

Low Back pain

Breathing problems

COPD (lung diseases including chronic
bronchitis, emphysema and chronic
obstructive airways disease)
Dementia

Neck/Shoulder pain
Osteoarthritis

Digestive problems
Diabetes

Deep Vein Thrombosis
Infectious Condition(s)

Sciatica

Sleeping problems

HIV/AIDS/Other Immune Disorders

Mobility problems
Osteoporosis

Depression/Anxiety
Stroke

Headaches/Migraine

Epilepsy

Dizziness
Blood Pressure

Cancer
Kidney problems

Hepatitis C
Learning difficulties (including
dyslexia, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder and other
learning disorders)
Mental health condition (such as
depression, anxiety etc.)
Not applicable

Other: (Please specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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17.

Do you look after, or give any help or support to family members, friends, neighbours or others
because of either:
 Long-term physical or mental ill health / disability?
 Problems related to old age?


Do not count anything you do as part of your paid employment
☐ No
☐ Yes, 1 - 19 hours a week
☐ Yes, 20 - 49 hours a week
☐ Yes, 50 or more hours a week

18.

Does any one close to you suffer from any of the following health problems? Please tick where
appropriate
Parent

Sibling Child

Spouse/
Partner

Friends/
Neighbours

Cancer?
Serious heart condition?
A serious memory problem, like senility or dementia?
Mental retardation?
A permanent physical disability like blindness or
paralysis?
Any other serious chronic physical illness?
Alcohol or drug problems?
Mental health condition (e.g. schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, depression etc.)
Other: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.

Taking into consideration your time, energy, emotions, finances, and daily activities, how much
has your life been affected by the health problems of those close to you? (Please tick one box)
☐ A lot

☐ Some

☐A little

☐ Not at all
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Appendix 2: The Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21)
We would like to know how some more about your general emotional well-being. Please read each
statement and circle a number 0, 1, 2 or 3 which indicates how much the statement applied to you
over the past week. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any
statement.
The rating scale is as follows:
0
1
2
3

Did not apply to me at all
Applied to me to some degree, or some of the time
Applied to me to a considerable degree, or a good part of time
Applied to me very much, or most of the time
1

I found it hard to wind down

0

1

2

3

2

I was aware of dryness of my mouth

0

1

2

3

3

I couldn't seem to experience any positive feeling at all

0

1

2

3

4

I experienced breathing difficulty (eg, excessively rapid breathing,
breathlessness in the absence of physical exertion)

0

1

2

3

5

I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things

0

1

2

3

6

I tended to over-react to situations

0

1

2

3

7

I experienced trembling (eg, in the hands)

0

1

2

3

8

I felt that I was using a lot of nervous energy

0

1

2

3

9

I was worried about situations in which I might panic and make
a fool of myself

0

1

2

3

10

I felt that I had nothing to look forward to

0

1

2

3

11

I found myself getting agitated

0

1

2

3

12

I found it difficult to relax

0

1

2

3

13

I felt down-hearted and blue

0

1

2

3

14

I was intolerant of anything that kept me from getting on with
what I was doing

0

1

2

3

15

I felt I was close to panic

0

1

2

3

16

I was unable to become enthusiastic about anything

0

1

2

3

17

I felt I wasn't worth much as a person

0

1

2

3

18

I felt that I was rather touchy

0

1

2

3

19

I was aware of the action of my heart in the absence of physical exertion (eg,
sense of heart rate increase, heart missing a beat)

0

1

2

3

20

I felt scared without any good reason

0

1

2

3

21

I felt that life was meaningless

0

1

2

3
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Appendix 3: Service Use Questionnaire
We would like to know about the services that you use to help you deal with day-to-day stresses and
emotional difficulties (such as depression and anxiety).
1.

In the past 12 months have you seen any of the professionals listed below to help you to deal
with emotional issues or life stresses?
☐ NO, Please proceed to Question 4
☐ YES, Please tick where appropriate. You can select more than one professional service
provider.

Psychiatrist
General Practitioner or Family Doctor

Any other Medical Doctor (e.g.
Cardiologist)
Psychologist
Social Worker

2.

Counsellor
Any other Mental Health professional (such
as a Psychotherapist or Mental Health
Nurse)
A Nurse, Occupational Therapist or other
health professional
A Religious or Spiritual Advisor like a
Minister, Priest or Rabbi
Any other Healer (e.g. Herbalist,
Chiropractor or Spiritualist)

Which of the services did you find most useful? (Please explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.........................................................

3.

In general, how satisfied are you with the treatments and services you received from the
selected professional services?
☐ Very satisfied
☐ Dissatisfied

☐ Satisfied

☐ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

☐ Very dissatisfied

Any additional comments

...............................................................................
...............................................................................
...................................................................
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4.

To try to understand why some people may not seek out help for symptoms of stress, depression
and anxiety, listed below are some of the common reasons why people delay seeking care for
problems concerning their emotional well-being. Please take a moment to think back to the last
time you felt stressed, depressed or anxious. Now from the following statements please tick yes
or no to indicate if the statements below accurately portray some of the reasoning behind why
you may delay seeking help.

YES

NO

I thought the problem would get better by itself.

The emotional problems did not bother me enough to seek professional
help.
I wanted to handle the problem on my own.

I didn’t think treatment would work.

I received treatment before and it didn’t work.

I was concerned about how much money it would cost for the
prescription.
I was concerned about what people would think if they found out I was
in treatment.
I had problems with things like transportation or scheduling that made it
hard to get to treatment.
I was unsure about where to go or who to see.
I thought it thought it would take too much time or be inconvenient.

I could not get an appointment.
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5.

Listed below are some of the common complementary therapies/ self-help techniques people use
to reduce stress and alleviate symptoms of depression and anxiety. In the past 12 months have
you used any of these therapies or self-help techniques to assist you in dealing with emotional
issues or life stresses?
☐ NO, Please proceed to Question 9.
☐ YES, Please tick where appropriate. You can select more than one option.

Acupuncture
Chiropractic

Biofeedback
Energy Healing

Exercise or Movement therapy

Herbal Therapy (e.g., St John Wort,
Chamomile)
Homeopathy

Supplements (e.g. Vitamins)
Hypnosis
Massage Therapy
Relaxation or Meditation
Techniques (Including Yoga)
Special Healing by others
Internet forums

Imagery/ Visualisation Techniques
Prayer or other Spiritual Practices
Special Diets
Self-help books
Mindfulness

Any other non-traditional remedy or therapy (Please specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.................................................................................
6. How did you hear about these services? Tick all that apply
☐ GP referral
☐ Search Engine
☐ Recommendation from a family member or friend
☐ Advertising campaign
☐ Other (Please specify) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7.

Which of these services did you find most useful? (Please explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
................................................................
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8.

In general, how satisfied are you with the treatments and services you received from the
selected complementary therapies/ self-help techniques?
☐ Very satisfied

☐ Satisfied

☐ Dissatisfied

☐ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

☐ Very dissatisfied

Any additional comments

...............................................................................
...............................................................................
...................................................................
9.

Do you take part in any clubs, societies, community groups or activities?
☐ NO, Please proceed to the Question 11.
☐ YES, Please specify . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........................................................................
.................................................................
.......................................................................
10.

On a scale of 1 to 10, how important to your general well being is your participation in these
clubs, societies, community groups or activities? (10 = Very Important, 1 = Not Important at all)
1

11.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Now considering all of the services mentioned in Questions 1 to 10, which would you say has
helped you the most with your emotional well-being? (Please explain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..........................................................................
..........................................................................
.............................................................
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Appendix 4: Health and Lifestyle Questionnaire

We would be grateful if you could complete the following questionnaire on health and lifestyle. Please
follow the instructions for each question.
1. Measurements
Height

(centimetres/feet)

Weight

(kilograms/stones)

TOBACCO
2. Which of the following best describes you? (Tick one box only)
 I have never smoked tobacco/have only tried smoking once or twice (Please proceed to Question 6)
 I have given up smoking tobacco
 I smoke tobacco occasionally
 I smoke tobacco
3. How much do you smoke in a week? (Please write the number of cigarettes/cigars OR ounces
of rolled tobacco smoked for each option)
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. Would you like to give up smoking, and if so why?
 Yes
 No
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. If you tried to stop smoking, how important would each of the following be in helping you to do
so? (Tick one box for each option)
Very Important
Important
Not Important
a)Encouragement from family/friends
b)Your own willpower
c)Nicotine patches etc
d)Attending 'stop smoking' group
e)Telephone help & advice line
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6. How often do you spend time in places where there is smoke from other people's tobacco use?
(Tick one box only)
 Usually
 Often
 Seldom
ALCOHOL
7. Which of these best describes you? (Tick one box only)
 I don't drink alcohol (Please proceed to Question 12)
 I drink alcohol less often than once a month
 I drink alcohol more than once a month but not weekly
 I drink alcohol 1-2 days per week
 I drink alcohol 3-5 days per week
 I drink alcohol 6-7 days per week
8. On a day that you have alcoholic drinks, how many units* of alcohol do you usually have?
Please tick one box.
*1 Unit = 8g alcohol. E.g.: 1 small glass of wine, 1 glass of sherry or port, 1 single whisky, gin or brandy, Half a pint of
beer or cider, quarter of a pint or super-strength beer or cider

 1-2
 3-4
 5-6
 5-7
 More than 8
9. Do you think that your present level of alcohol intake is harmful to your health?
 Yes
 No
 Not sure
10. Are you aware of the new daily drinking guidelines incorporating alcohol-free days?
 Yes
 No
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11. On a scale of 1-5 (1=not important, 5=very important), how important is it to you to cut down
on your alcohol intake?
1

2

3

4

5

EXERCISE
12. In a normal day, how do you spend most time? (Tick one box only)
 In a light activity e.g. sitting at a desk
 In a moderate activity e.g. equivalent of brisk walking
 In heavy activity e.g. heavy lifting
13. How many hours in each day do you spend in active pursuits e.g. walking, sports? (Tick one box
only)
 None
 Less than ½ hour
 ½ hour-2 hours
 2-4 hours
 More than 4 hours
14. Would you like to increase the amount of physical exercise you take?
 Yes
 No
15. Would you increase your physical activity for any of the following reasons? (Tick one box for
each option)
Yes
No
a)To have fun
b)To improve your health
c)To improve your appearance
d)To improve your mood
e)To release stress
f)To make you feel fitter
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16. Please use this space to tell us about anything which prevents you from being more physically
active (e.g. lack of facilities, spare time, transport, money, information)
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
FOOD
17. How often in an average week do you have fast food? (E.g.: pizza, hamburgers, chicken and
chips etc.)
 Never
 1-3 times
 3-5 times
 5-7 times
 More than 8 times
18. How many portions* of fruits and vegetables do you usually eat each day?
*One adult portion of fruit or vegetables is 80g (e.g.: 1 medium apple, 1 medium banana, 1 medium tomato)

 0-2
 2-4
 4-6
 More than 6
19. On a scale of 1-5 (1=very healthy, 5=very unhealthy), how healthy would you say your diet was?
1
2
3
4
5

20. How do you rate these outcomes of a healthy diet? (Tick one box for each option)
Very Important
Important
Not Important
Feeling fitter







Looking more attractive







Preventing disease/ ill health
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General health
21. How many days off work have you taken in the past six months due to stress, depression or
anxiety?
__________________________________________________________________________________
22. How many times have you visited your GP in the past six months? Please can you briefly
explain the reason for each visit (e.g. food poisoning, cold/flu, anxiety etc)
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 5: Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS)

We are interested in how you feel about the following statements. Read each statement carefully. Please
circle the relevant number to indicate how you feel about each statement.
Circle the “1” if you Very Strongly Disagree
Circle the “2” if you Strongly Disagree
Circle the “3” if you Mildly Disagree
Circle the “4” if you are Neutral
Circle the “5” if you Mildly Agree
Circle the “6” if you Strongly Agree
Circle the “7” if you Very Strongly Agree
1.

There is a special person who is around when I am in need.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2.

There is a special person with whom I can share my joys and sorrows.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3.

My family really tries to help me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4.

I get the emotional help and support I need from my family.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.

I have a special person who is a real source of comfort to me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6.

My friends really try to help me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7.

I can count on my friends when things go wrong.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8.

I can talk about my problems with my family.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9.

I have friends with whom I can share my joys and sorrows.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10.

There is a special person in my life who cares about my feelings.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11.

My family is willing to help me make decisions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12.

I can talk about my problems with my friends.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Appendix 6: Information Sheet for field Research Participants

Hands Inc.

Company registration: 6956731
Charity number: 1147291
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

Title of Project: Hackney Community Insight Project (Stress, Anxiety and Depression)
Researchers’ names: Julie Hammond Bsc (Hons), Lina Gaidyte Bsc (Hons)
We would like to invite you to participate in this short research into the opinions (across
different age groups, genders, ethnicities and sexual orientations) on how stress, anxiety and
depression affect all communities in Hackney, specifically:


What support people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression



How stress,
behaviours



Working to identify the assets and resources communities have which provide a level of
resilience against stress, anxiety and depression and how we can work with individuals
and communities to build this capacity and resilience.

anxiety

and

depression

affects

peoples

health

choices

and

What is the purpose of this study?
The data collected in this study will be used to produce a qualitative and quantitative report,
which will be used in a number of ways:


To inform and influence the Public Health Commissioning Strategy for 2014/15, which
sets out how the Public Health Budget will be spent.



To inform the City & Hackney Wellbeing Profile – a document that outlines the health
needs of Hackney and will be used by commissioners across health, social care, housing
and children’s services to inform their commissioning plans.



To inform Healthwatch Hackney, an organisation set up to ensure the patient and users
voice is influencing and challenging the way health and social services are working in
Hackney.
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Who are we?
Hands Inc. is a registered Charity and is part of one of several networks in Hackney whose
mission is to inspire health and wellbeing. We do this through the provision of complementary
therapies, healthy lifestyle activities and our Wellbeing@Work programme. Our team is made up
of passionate people who have contributed to the development of an organisation that is
innovative in its approach and desire to increase access to holistic health and wellbeing
activities.
Who has reviewed this study?
Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social Care Forum approved this
study. The Health and Social Care Forum have also funded the project.
What will happen?
In this study, you will be asked to complete a short questionnaire lasting between 15 to 20
minutes. The questions will assess your mood, service use, health behaviours, social support
networks and your socio-economical and family background.
What are your Rights?
 Your participation in this study is voluntary; choosing not to take part will not
disadvantage you in any way.


You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without
explanation.



You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be
withdrawn/destroyed.



You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of
you.



You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless
answering these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome). If you have any
questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask the researcher
before the study begins.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
All participants who complete a questionnaire will be entered into a free prize draw, where you
will have the opportunity of winning a London Thames Evening Cruise with Bubbly & Canapés for
two. Furthermore, by participating in this study you have the opportunity to have your thoughts
and opinions heard by the local authority. We hope that from the information gathered through
the course of this study; we are able to significantly influence how the London Borough of
Hackney allocates its funding, to improve emotional and mental well-being in the local
community.
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What are the possible risks of taking part?
Participation in this study involves completion of some standardised tests such as the Depression
Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21), which can be used as part of a preliminary screening process
for depression, stress and anxiety, and may identify some emotional difficulties, of which you
may not be aware. Scores from these tests would not be a sufficient basis for clinical decisions or
diagnosis, contain substantial margins of error, and are not used for diagnostic purposes in this
study. However if, through taking part in the research, it becomes clear that you are having any
major difficulties (e.g. depression) or you feel that these scores might hint at health problems
which you may want to discuss with an appropriate health professional, please let us know and
we will refer you to further sources of support.
Will my part in this study be kept confidential?
Yes. The procedures for handling, processing, storing and destroying data are compliant with the
Data Protection Act 1998. Your name is not attached to any of your responses. Data about you
will be linked to a number rather than your name in order to maintain anonymity. Information
about you will be stored securely in a password-encrypted file, and will only be made available to
members of the research team. Data from this study will be retained until the report and other
related articles have been written up for publication (no more than 4 years) and subsequently
disposed of securely.
Contact details for further information
If you would like to contact us regarding more information concerning any aspect of the study or
are interested in learning more about the services we provide here at Hands Inc., please free
contact us via:
Email: comptherapy@handsinc.co.uk or Telephone: 0203 051 8626.
Alternatively you may also visit our website at http://www.handsinc.co.uk, to learn more about
the charity.
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Appendix 7: Consent Form for Field Research Participants

Hands Inc.
Company registration: 6956731
Charity number: 1147291

CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: Hackney Community Insight Project (Stress, Anxiety and Depression)
Study approved by Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social Care
Forum
Researchers’ names: Julie Hammond Bsc (Hons), Lina Gaidyte Bsc (Hons)
Please
initial all
boxes
1.

I confirm that I have read and understand the research information sheet
for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider the
information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.

2.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to
withdraw at any time, without giving any reason.

3.

I understand that any data or information used in any publications which
arise from this study will be anonymous.

4.

I understand that all data will be stored securely and is covered by the
data protection act.

5.

I know who to contact if I have any questions after the study

6.

I freely and fully agree to take part in the above study.

Name of Participant

Date

Signature

Researcher Name

Date

Signature
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Appendix 8: Contact Form for Field Research Participants

Hands Inc.
Company registration: 6956731
Charity number: 1147291
Contact form
Study title: Hackney Community Insight Project (Stress, Anxiety and Depression)
Study approved by Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social Care
Forum
Researchers’ names: Julie Hammond Bsc (Hons), Lina Gaidyte Bsc (Hons)
We may like to get in touch regarding participation in our focus group for the purpose of this
study, where you will be entered into a free prize draw. If interested please provide your contact
details.
(Please initial box)
I agree to be contacted for the purposes of this study only ☐

Name:

Phone number:

Best days and times to be contacted:

Email:

Preferred method of contact:

Thank you very much for your interest!
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Appendix 9: Focus Group Interview Questions

1. What does health/being healthy mean to you?
2. What does mental well-being mean to you?
3. How does stress (anxiety/depression) affect your health?
Possible prompts: What makes you think it’s due to stress (anxiety/depression)?
4. What helps you manage stress (anxiety/depression)?
Possible prompts: Do you use any coping techniques?
5. When you are feeling stressed (anxious/depressed) what support do you access to cope with
these feelings?
Possible prompts: Have you sought help from any professionals/complementary therapists?
6. If you were in charge of the borough budget, what would you prioritise to improve health and
well-being?
7. (Community definition) Would you say you belong to a community?
Yes  What makes you feel part of a community?
No  What makes you feel not part of a community?
8. Does being part/not part of a community have an impact on your health and/or well-being?
9.

(Asset definition) What are the key assets in your community?
Possible prompts: Are there any community services/places that you value?
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Appendix 10: First Version of Focus Group Interview Questions
Health questions
1. What does health/being healthy mean to you?
2. What does mental well-being mean to you?
3. How does stress (anxiety/depression) affect your health?
4. What helps you manage stress (anxiety/depression)?
Service use questions
5. When you are feeling stressed (anxious/depressed) what support do you access to cope these
feelings? (Possible prompts: Access support which of the support mentioned previously you
find most effective and why? Does not access support why not?)
6. If all support were equally available to you and you could pick one, what would it be and why?
7.

What prevents you from accessing it now?

8. If you were in charge of the borough budget, what would you prioritize?
Community questions
Community (noun) - A group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in
common.
9. Would you say you belong to a community?
10. What are the key assets in your community? (Asset definition)
11. In your community, what would you say causes the most stress?
12. How does your community currently manage this?
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Appendix 11: Information Sheet for Focus Group Participants

Hands Inc.

Company registration: 6956731
Charity number: 1147291
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

Title of Project: Hackney Community Insight Project (Stress, Anxiety and Depression)
Researchers’ names: Julie Hammond Bsc (Hons), Lina Gaidyte Bsc (Hons)
We would like to invite you to participate in this short research into the opinions (across
different age groups, genders, ethnicities and sexual orientations) on how stress, anxiety and
depression affect all communities in Hackney, specifically:


What support people access to deal with stress, anxiety and depression



How stress,
behaviours



Working to identify the assets and resources communities have which provide a level of
resilience against stress, anxiety and depression and how we can work with individuals
and communities to build this capacity and resilience.

anxiety

and

depression

affects

peoples

health

choices

and

What is the purpose of this study?
The data collected in this study will be used to produce a qualitative and quantitative report,
which will be used in a number of ways:


To inform and influence the Public Health Commissioning Strategy for 2014/15, which
sets out how the Public Health Budget will be spent.



To inform the City & Hackney Wellbeing Profile – a document that outlines the health
needs of Hackney and will be used by commissioners across health, social care, housing
and children’s services to inform their commissioning plans.



To inform Healthwatch Hackney, an organisation set up to ensure the patient and users
voice is influencing and challenging the way health and social services are working in
Hackney.
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Who are we?
Hands Inc, is a registered Charity and is part of one of several networks in Hackney whose
mission is to inspire health and wellbeing. We do this through the provision of complementary
therapies, healthy lifestyle activities and our Wellbeing@Work programme. Our team is made up
of passionate people who have contributed to the development of an organisation that is
innovative in its approach and desire to increase access to holistic health and wellbeing
activities.
Who has reviewed this study?
Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social Care Forum approved this
study. The Health and Social Care Forum have funded the project.
What will happen?
In this study, you will be asked to first of all complete a short questionnaire lasting between 15
to 20 minutes. The questions will assess your mood, service use, health behaviours, social
support networks and your socio-economical and family background. This will then be followed
by a focus group discussion, consisting of between five to ten individuals. The session will be
audiotaped and will last for approximately forty-five minutes to an hour. From the focus group
we aim to delve further into the attitudes and opinions of individuals in Hackney towards the
topic of mental health, the issues concerning assess to mental health services and most
importantly attempt to identify assets in the community, which are considered to be important
in improving mental health and well-being in the Hackney community.
What are your Rights?
 Your participation in this study is voluntary; choosing not to take part will not
disadvantage you in any way.


You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without
explanation.



You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be
withdrawn/destroyed.



You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of
you.



You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless
answering these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome). If you have any
questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask the researcher
before the study begins.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?
All participants who attend a focus group session will be entered into a free prize draw, where
you will have the opportunity of winning one of three prizes: 1) A Luxury Pamper Day at a Health
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Spa for two 2) Segway Rally Adventure Activity for two 3) A free hour long massage by one of our
experienced masseuse here at Hands Inc. Furthermore, by participating in this study you have
the opportunity to have your thoughts and opinions heard by the local authority. We hope that
from the information gathered through the course of this study; we are able to significantly
influence how the London Borough of Hackney allocates its funding, to improve emotional and
mental well-being in the local community.
What are the possible risks of taking part?
Participation in this study involves completion of some standardised tests such as the Depression
Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21), which can be used as part of a preliminary screening process
for depression, stress and anxiety, and may potentially identify some emotional difficulties, of
which you may not be aware. Scores from these tests would not be a sufficient basis for clinical
decisions or diagnosis, contain substantial margins of error, and are not used for diagnostic
purposes in this study. However if, through taking part in the research, it becomes clear that you
are having any major difficulties (e.g. depression) or you feel that these scores might hint at
health problems which you may want to discuss with an appropriate health professional, please
let us know and we will refer you to further sources of support.
Will my part in this study be kept confidential?
Yes. The procedures for handling, processing, storing and destroying data are compliant with the
Data Protection Act 1998. Your name is not attached to any of your responses. Data about you
will be linked to a number rather than your name in order to maintain anonymity. Information
about you will be stored securely in a password-encrypted file, and will only be made available to
members of the research team. Data from this study will be retained until the report and other
related articles have been written up for publication (no more than 4 years) and subsequently
disposed of securely.
Contact details for further information
If you would like to contact us regarding more information concerning any aspect of the study or
are interested in learning more about the services we provide here at Hands Inc, please free
contact us via:
Email: comptherapy@handsinc.co.uk or Telephone: 0203 051 8626.
Alternatively you may also visit our website at http://www.handsinc.co.uk, to learn more about
the charity.
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Appendix 12: Consent Form for Focus Group Participants

Hands Inc.
Company registration: 6956731
Charity number: 1147291
CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: Hackney Community Insight Project (Stress, Anxiety and Depression)
Study approved by Hackney Community and Voluntary Services and the Health and Social Care Forum
Researchers’ names: Lina Gaidyte Bsc (Hons), Julie Hammond Bsc (Hons)
Please initial
all boxes
1.

I confirm that I have read and understand the research information sheet for the above study.
I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these
answered satisfactorily.

2.

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time,
without giving any reason.

3.

I give permission for the interview I take part in to be audio taped

4.

I understand that when the research is published it may include direct quotations from my
interview but that I will not be identified as an individual.

5.

I know who to contact if I have any questions after the study

6.

I understand that all data will be stored securely and is covered by the data protection act.

7.

I freely and fully agree to take part in the above study.

Name of Participant

Date

Signature

Researcher Name

Date

Signature
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Appendix 13: Focus Group Participant Characteristics
Pseudonym names were used to conceal participants’ identities.
Focus Group
Creative industries
professionals

Participant Characteristics
Sophie: Female, 30-34. Has had a stressful experience leaving her job.
Jessica: Female, 34-34. Suffers from stress, anxiety and bouts of insomnia.
Oliver: Male, 30-34. Has a demanding job.
Ella: Female, 55-59. Went to see a psychotherapist after she had a very difficult
relationship breakup a number of years ago.
Lily: Female, 50-54. Expressed that due to her demanding job role she experiences
stressful periods throughout the year. Additionally, every week she attends a
session to sort out her anger.

People with stress
awareness intervention

Nicole: Female, 65 or older. Suffers from dementia. Was misdiagnosed with lupus.
Ruby: Female, 50-54. Suffers from depression and panic attacks. Has been
diagnosed with sleep apnea.
Amanda: Female, 45-49. Has been living with ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis) for
fifteen years. Also, she has depression and is taking antidepressants. Her daughter
is diagnosed with quite severe mental health problems and Amanda is now her
carer.

Black men with
experience of mental
health services

Paul: Male, 30-34. Has experienced a lot of stress monetary and job wise.
Tom: Male, 30-34. Has learning difficulties.
John: Male, 35-39. Has learning difficulties.
Peter: Male, 40-44. Has a speech disorder.
Andrew: Male. Has a mental health disorder.
Michael: Male, 30-34. Employment support practitioner at AKABA.
Natalie: Female, 30-34. Employment support practitioner at AKABA.

Drug and alcohol users

David: Male, 35-39. Lifeline worker.
Don: Male, 40-44. Have ulcers on his stomach due to stress.
George: Male, 40-44.
William: Male, 45-49.
Chris: Male, 35-39. Expressed feelings of social isolation due to his internal
struggles.
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Mathew: Male, 40-44.
Kate: Female, 25-29. Has RSI (repetitive strain injury) due to stress. Has expressed
great satisfaction with support provided at Lifeline.
Charlotte: Female, 30-34. Lifeline worker.
Liam: Male, 30-34. Lifeline worker.
Steven: Male.
People with learning
and physical disabilities

Sarah: Female, 30-34. Does volunteering at Peter Bedford Housing Association.
Emily: Female, 30-34. Has minor depression and has had a substance abuse issue in
the past. Additionally, she has had extensive counseling.
Eva: Female, 40-44. Suffers from paranoid schizophrenia.
Hannah: Female, 60-64. Has a bipolar disorder.
Brad: Male, 55-59. Suffers from paranoid schizophrenia.
Joe: Male, 40-44. Suffers from paranoid schizophrenia.

Turkish/Kurdish women

Mary: Female, 45-49. Has a concentration problem.
Lucy: Female, 55-59.
Stacy: Female, 40-44. Has had depression.

Older People

Anna: Female, 65 or older. Has been working as psychiatric nurse; retired.
Ben: Male, 65 or older. Spent 30 years as a mental health social worker; retired.
Lola: Female, 55-59. Her husband is a manic depressive and has contemplated
suicide a number of times. Additionally, her son has autism. She believes that she
might have depression, yet has not been diagnosed.

LGBT community

Harry: Male, 35-39. Has experienced long periods of depression and anxiety and is
taking mild antidepressants and sees a therapist.
Mia: Female, 45-49. Had had counseling and has had alternative therapy
treatments.
Daisy: Female, 50-54.
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Appendix 14: Transcription for the Creative Industries Professionals Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer 1: Now we would like to hear a bit more about you, what do you do, your age anything you
would like to share.
Interviewer 2: Starting with Lily going clockwise. What do you do?
Lily: what do I do?
Interviewer 2: Yeah
Lily: I work as a community accountant in a voluntary sector all around Hackney. Um, I work with lots of
different community groups. Um, I work with a lot of different community groups: young, old, that sort of
stuff. Still semi part-time, okay. I’m based in this building [Print House]. What else you would like to
know?
Interviewer 2: That’s enough [laughs], it’s just a warm up. Sophie?
Sophie: Hi, my name is Sophie. I’m a graphic designer specialising in book design, but I kind of branched
out into all areas this past year, I used to work for a publisher and I’ve lived in Hackney for six years.
Oliver: Hi, my name is Oliver, I’m a freelance journalist and I work for creative science agency which
means we organize events, publications, field trips and things like that so it’s a lot of juggling a lot of
different clients and a lot of work. We’ve been based in the building for three or four years and I’ve lived
Hackney for about ten.
Interviewer 2: Okay, thank you
Jessica: I’m Jessica, I have a small production company in the building [Print House] and we do video
content and documentaries and I’ve been doing it for seven years.
Interviewer 2: Okay, so to start off we’ll start with something quite general and just easy question, so
first question is: what does health or being healthy mean to you? Lily? [laughs]
Lily: For me it’s just being like um being healthy, being yeah, being healthy, looking after one’s body you
know and just basically exercising and also just exercising the mind not just the body and the mind as well
[unclear] under sort of vegetating in front of TV. So
Interviewer 2: Okay, thank you
Ella: Um, suppose it means feeling well. Um, [whispering] being healthy [pause] feeling well and I suppose
also doing things that keep me feeling well, so eating well and getting enough exercise. And not being too
stressed.
Interviewer 1: Thank you
Sophie: Um yeah, for me it’s being well rested and yeah, if I’m not feeling healthy it’s usually down to not
enough sleep, healthy diet and a bit of physical exercise I think.
Oliver: Yeah, definitely. You know work and exercising I guess both of which can be a challenge at work
and I think living and working in neighbourhood is really nice but that means that I don’t travel very far to
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work so that’s not an inbuilt exercise. And just finding healthy lunch options as well, finding places to eat
that are healthy-that’s a challenge.
Jessica: Um, definitely I do have a [pause] healthy yeah, healthy balance between I guess having a good
diet, sleep is definitely another one [laughs] but I, and I don’t know if that’s the kind of health that you’re
referring to, but I guess for me it’s also to do with anxiety and stress, so try to manage that through
exercise and eating well, but it’s all correlated at least for me so if one suffers then the rest will be likely
to suffer as well.
Interviewer 2: ‘Cause that’s works nicely into our next question: what does being mentally healthy
mean to you, or mental-well-being, what does that mean to you? So Lily again.
Lily: Um... Actually it’s just like exercising and that I’m just conscious that I [unclear] and I have diabetes
and high blood pressure and I know it’s linked to their diet and not looking after themselves properly so
I’m always got make conscious to make sure that I don’t follow same pattern so again it’s just having
healthy eating, exercising that sort of stuff.
Ella: Um, yeah, what does mental well-being mean to me? Um [pause] I suppose it means being able to
deal with stress, being able to deal with problems that arise without overreacting and being able to kind
of engage with difficult things but then switch off from them. So not feeling overwhelmed by the difficult
bits of life I guess.
Sophie: To me it’s having a peaceful mind. And keeping your worries kind of levelled [laughs] if possible. I
go [hand gesture]
Oliver: And keeping things in perspective and not getting too stressed about small things, little things at
work, just trying to stay kind of yeah, calm, not too crazy.
Jessica: [unclear] But I think it’s just um [pause] also knowing when to stop [unclear] connecting to
yourself I think rather than always trying to do what is expected of you, what your job requires or [pause]
but listening to your body and mind I guess.
Interviewer 2: Okay, my next question is: how does stress anxiety and depression affect your health, if
you ever had that experience
Lily: Yeah, it affects my health quite a lot because with the kind of work that I do its peaks and troughs,
because you have stressful periods and then you have stress-free period then you’re back to stress. It’s
mostly stressful being an accountant it doesn’t matter what time of year, there’s always something that
stresses you out. But again it’s just basically coming here, have stress and when I go home I try to have a
stress free environment. And leave work behind.
Sophie: What was the question?
Interviewer 2: Um, sorry, how does stress anxiety and depression affect your health?
Sophie: Um, well I find the more stressed I am, the more I’m more likely I’m gonna be my own immune
system goes down and I’m more susceptible to getting colds, chest infections, ‘cause I generally hold my
stress all here. And I used to smoke a lot so you know it was kind of combined. Um, yeah.
Oliver: You wanna add something?
Lily: Yeah, I was just gonna say ‘cause one thing [unclear] when I’m stressed out I can’t sleep, I have
anxiety I go up and down like a yo-yo [unclear] slow down. So it affects my health, also it affects my
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eating as well ‘cause I can go for days without eating properly. So I don’t drink as much water as I’m
supposed to, so I can basically survive on Red Bull and crisps-that’s my diet [everyone laughs]
Interviewer 2: Oliver?
Oliver: Yeah, definitely sleep is one of the things, when you wake up in the night thinking about, you
know, stupid little things and um yeah getting sick more often when stressed out and probably in the long
term starting up some sort of heart condition you know [everyone laughs][unclear] we’ll wait and see.
Jessica: Yeah, for me it’s been more in last year probably, but it’s bouts of insomnia which is quite strange
but um, there was a point I was gonna make [unclear] but yeah going to bed worry that you haven’t done
enough you wake up thinking ‘I’ve got so much to do today’. And I have read just a few days ago that’s
the worst thing that you can actually do-to just finish on Sunday, which makes sense but I guess you just
so used to thinking that you have to just always keep busy and always be, it’s just the society that we’re
living there’s no stopping that culture of ‘being busy means being productive’ and sometimes it’s not.
Ella: Um, actually I think the one thing that I really notice is if I’m stressed is that I get backache. If I get
my backache it’s usually because I’m stressed rather than, ‘cause I also do quite a lot of lifting at my job,
so sometimes I think that takes toll on my back but actually I think it’s mainly stress. And usually that’s
might be stress related to work, but um, or sometimes if I have difficulties sleeping, but I don’t often, but
you know, sometimes if I’m working really hard and I’m kind of, not necessarily in a negative way, but if
I’m very very engaged with work and I’m kind of thinking a lot of things I have then I have difficulty
sleeping.
Interviewer 2: Okay so now we gonna ask you about how stress affects you, what do you do to manage
your stress? Lily?
Lily: What do I do to manage my stress? Um [unclear]
Sophie: I like going for walks um, when I get when I make time for myself. Um riding my bike and I chant
everyday or most days, not rigidly but yeah that helps.
Oliver: Yeah, so same just a walk at lunch time, just a break from you know the work environment. I
started doing yoga the past year so that at least gives you two or three hours after you finish; calm and
then it starts again.
Jessica: I try every week to go to pilates and I found it helped to shut your brain for an hour [laughs] Oh,
this is gonna stay confidential but I do smoke spliff sometimes if I’m really stressed and during the
weekend I’ll have a spliff yeah to help me sleep.
Ella: Um [Whispering] what helps me manage stress [pause] I think things like actually coming home and
doing nothing. So literally kind of watching telly, spending time with my partner and also having time by
myself kind of time out I think rather than going out and being very busy. But just being able to switch off
and not deal with not deal with all the things that need to be, you know, have a sense when I think ‘right,
I’m not doing any more, I’m just gonna…’ you know, that sort of thing. Yeah, I think so.
Interviewer 1: When you’re feeling stressed or anxious, what support do you access to cope with these
feelings?
Lily: Sorry can you repeat that?
Interviewer 1: When you’re feeling stressed or anxious, what support do you access to cope with these
feelings? Do you go to any facilities for example? Or like alternative therapies?
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Lily: One thing that I’m doing at the moment I go to have a session once every Friday morning to sort out
my anger [unclear] I’ve sort of been told to go and do yoga when I’m stressed to go and free some of my
stress. Um, and one of the things I’ve been taking up piano and the guitar that’s my way to release stress,
boredom. Otherwise I am just all over the place if I don’t deal with my stress.
Sophie: I jog when I have the energy to [laughs]. I kind of go through bouts of I do yoga once a week. I try
and keep to that. Ride my bike, that’s just been stolen so that’s not happening at the moment. So I go
through kind of if I had to stop jogging I do it two weeks of it and then I kind of go from one thing to
another.
Interviewer 1: Do you do yoga at home or do you go somewhere?
Sophie: Go somewhere.
Interviewer 1: Oh, okay.
Sophie: I’ll do stretches every day. A short sequence of stretches, but I’ll go to a class.
Interviewer 1: Okay, thank you, Oliver?
Oliver: In terms of like facilities I think nothing formal but yeah I go to yoga class and a park, I like jogging
and stuff, nothing like holding hands or anything like that.
Jessica: I’ve only thought about it [unclear] I find it really helpful, I’d like to have money to be able to do
more massages and you know like look after my body [unclear] cheapish it’s not something that, which is
silly it’s not something you think of spending money on and um yeah, I talk too much.
Sophie: And I was having acupuncture last year, when I was leaving my job it was quite stressful and I got
some low-cost acupuncture which was really helpful.
Interviewer 1: Which of these things did you find most helpful?
Lily: I mean I’ve never done yoga, I really can’t comment [pause] the only thing, I’ve done acupuncture,
I’ve done reflexology but then that was to release stress and weight. I was going to do yoga here but I
never got round to doing it because I didn’t have time to do that on Tuesday. So yeah, I don’t know
Interviewer 1: Ella, have you access any support to cope with your feelings of stress?
Ella: Not for stress. No. No.
Interviewer 1: Why not?
Ella: Um, I think, I don’t think it’s been that bad. I mean, many years ago when I had a very difficult
relationship breakup I went to see a psychotherapist. But that was privately and um went sort of for a
long time but that wasn’t particularly stressed, it was more like kind of a major life event.
Interviewer 1: ‘Cause we’re also trying to find why people who are feeling stressed they don’t really do
anything about this. [Ella: Yeah] So, this is one of our aims just to find out why people don’t really seek
support when they are stressed. So one of the reasons obviously, is that people think that it isn’t
enough to seek support
Ella: I think it probably hasn’t been enough to seek support or that I think [pause] well, I suppose I would
think if I go to the GP I know that like if things were really you know, I could go and ask to see a counsellor
or I could ask for some antidepressants or some tranquilisers or some sleeping pills but I don’t really think
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I’ve ever felt, I never felt that bad to do those things so [pause] It hasn’t felt like you know [pause] but I
know that those things are potentially there if I needed them, I suppose.
Interviewer 1: Thank you Ella. The next question is: If you were in charge of the borough budget, what
would you prioritise?
Lily: What would I prioritise? In terms of?
Interviewer 1: if you had the budget [Lily: alright] and you could spent it on whatever you want.
Lily: Okay, I think for me it would be doing things that make me feel better.
Interviewer 1: For example?
Lily: So, I’ve never done yoga before so I might give that a go, but I don’t know [unclear] too stressful sort
of stressed out [unclear] and yoga and just exercising like again getting the confidence to go back on the
bicycle again, ride a bike, after a couple of accidents on a bike I have lost all confidence, but I do see that
as a good form of exercising. I do walk to a lot of places and again it deals with my stress and these things
[unclear] I think yoga would be [pause] yeah.
Interviewer 1: Okay, thank you.
Sophie: If I had money I would get a couple of massages [loughs]. Um, I’d probably get a personal
instructor to kind of push me into getting, to get me into the swig of it. God, that’s a hard one, if you had
the money
Interviewer 1: It’s more if you were in charge of the Hackney community’s money where would you
spend it
Sophie: Oh right, I missed that part of the question, sorry.
Interviewer 1: Sorry, it just wasn’t clear enough.
Sophie: I think it would be into more low-cost complementary therapies, I think that’s really beneficial
and um, people are struggling. And I say this form experience, it really helped me.
Oliver: Yeah definitely. I think it’s seen as a luxury instead of a necessity these days, especially in this
country. In other countries massage is very much a part of life and here it’s seen as a kind of luxury spa
thing where you go on weekend and is sort of privilege and exclusive and should be for everyone. Then I
think I would focus on healthy food, throughout the day, being able to access low cost vegetarian food
would be really good for the community as well.
Lily: And also not just like [unclear] but all sorts of things such as reflexology and acupuncture sort of and
linked to sort of health and well-being, making sure you eat the right food, make sure you got your five a
day so the two need to be linked together. And make people more aware of looking after themselves but
cost is a factor for a lot of people in terms of these things.
Jessica: Yeah, I think just raising awareness where it is accessible and what everybody been saying that
it’s not important section of the population but um, stress levels I don’t think levels have been so high in
the last ten years but yet nothing has really been done about it you know. So if you don’t have the
money, think about then there is no way of getting if you have to feed four kids you’re not gonna think
about getting a massage or going to you know acupuncture or [pause] so I guess raising awareness first
and then also helping therapist to make a living, making it more accessible ‘cause it’s not something that
you can do just out of pure kindness you also to run how to say salary.
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Ella: I think certainly kind of low-cost and easily accessible, um, just kind of talking therapy really, sort of
counselling and things that, yes, things that were easy to get to. So I know that people can get counselling
thought their GP but it’s quite difficult to get that and people might think it’s very difficult so more kind of
a [pause] those kind of [pause] I mean are you talking about stress as opposed to those serious mental
health problems?
Interviewer 1: We’re talking about both
Ella: Yeah, sure. I think yes, things like sort of, you know, easily [pause] because one of the things that I
you know, when I was doing a college course a few years ago and I think I was kind of mildly probably
mildly depressed like I was very busy and I kept thinking ‘Oh, I’m not really feeling very good and I would
really like to talk to someone’ and there was a counsellor at college but it was, she was actually there one
day a week and I actually was thinking you know, I couldn’t organize it. And I thought by the time I’ve
organized it I’d probably feel better and you know, it wasn’t a major crisis but I would have, I kept
thinking ‘Oh I really would like to see a counsellor’ just because I know there’s a lot of stuff is going on
and I’m too busy to deal with it. So yes, to know that there was something that, and I mean I know it’s
possibly not realistic, but sort of is there, you think ‘okay I could just go’ and you know if you’re in college
actually that’s a privilege ‘cause I kept thinking ‘this is really privilege I can go and see a counsellor just
like I that, I don’t have to pay, I should go’ you know, but for most of us out in the world that’s not there.
So that would be fantastic I think, more things like that.
Interviewer 2: Okay, so next set of questions are about your community. So first I would like to define a
community so that everyone’s on the same page so the definition of a community is: a group of people
living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in common. Okay, so the first question is,
just generally yes or no: would you say you belong to a community? Lily?
Lily: what did you say?
Interviewer 2: Would you say you belong to a community?
Lily: Yes I do.
Sophie: Yes.
Oliver: Yeah.
Jessica: Yeah [everyone laughs].
Ella: Well, I mean I live, obviously I live in a street and I kind of think the neighbours, I have quite a nice
group of neighbours who, there are probably three or four different sets of neighbours who I think
actually I could call them in the middle of the night, you know that’s anyway, there’s nothing formal, but
that does feels quite special actually. And again I’m [pause] yeah, I do work with a group of people who I
don’t really feel it’s a community. I think it was and has been in the past but it’s not, but at the same time
they are [pause] yeah I feel as a community of people out there who I have worked with or who I might
be looking for now who are a particular kind of, sort of disperse community but we’ve all been involved in
the same sort of thing at one time so I suppose that’s [pause] that’s quite significant in a way. Um [pause]
I suppose those probably are the actual communities.
Interviewer 2: What makes you feel part or not part of a community?
Ella: I think to be quite honest, I [pause] this is all completely confidential, isn’t it? [Interviewer 2: yeah]
It’s just ‘cause it’s all to do with the building. No they used to, ‘cause I’ve been in this workshop for years
and years and years and it used to be five women and it was quite an unusual thing all women carpenter
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makers and you know it was quite a close group even though we had ups and downs but that was, and
now although it’s actually a very good group, we are basically a very good group and they’re all kind of
young guys who are half my age and they’re lovely but there’s, we’ve got less in common and also people
that kind of off doing lots of different things, so I feel aware that it is a community but at the same time
it’s quite isolating. Not you know supporting in a way I feel that a lot of my issues I can’t share with them
because they’re in a really different stage of their life and that blokes so you know, sort of [pause] that’s
kind of changed it quite a lot. So that are women that I used to work with who are still around but they’re
all sort of you know there’s a lot of contact with some of them, but there’s that kind of feeling of that’s
has dissipated a bit. So yeah, sort of is or isn’t.
Lily: I would say I’m not part of a community ‘cause I live in a community every day. Alright, so I mean I
work with different types of community groups people who are [unclear] um I’m a part of community,
different communities.
Interviewer 2: What makes you feel part of the community?
Lily: Well it’s what it is, what society is, we have to get together. It’s not that I can’t say and it is it can be
outside the community ‘cause you know thing to do is within a [unclear] group people. Um, yeah, I don’t
know if I answered that question.
Sophie: Well I’m, I suppose I’m part of the creative community being in this workplace in this kind of
environment. Also I’m a part of a Buddhism practice so it’s a Buddhist community and it is like a lay grass
roots organisation so it’s very much meetings happen within the district. So I’m quite pro-active within
that community. You know I go and see people, people come and see me, we go to meetings.
Oliver: Yeah, definitely. I think um sort of things that people do in communities that makes you feel quite
[unclear] being involved in different activities and at the same time I’m sort of conscious that a lot of
people in this area face kind of challenges that I don’t face and you do feel [unclear]
Jessica: I like to feel more part of community in a sense like a local ‘cause I do feel like people are a bit
divided and I think it’s a shame ‘cause then you end up having people being pushed out. And we were
here before and [pause] and in that sense I don’t feel like I’m part of like you know when the riots were
on, the Turkish community rose and that’s what I feel a community should be. I do feel I’m part of
creative community and I try to organise [pause] yeah, but it’s not kind of organic or people really reach
out to each other or it’s more like ‘we’re creative and we struggle in the same way’ but normally, which is
why we organise the screenings and events and parties just to get people together but not just the
creatives, that we get people [unclear] I love to see people coming together and from different age
groups and but I don’t think that happens enough [Oliver: Yeah] and it just becomes like yeah, a bit too
white, hipster Dalston which I don’t wanna label but I am.
Interviewer 1: And would you say that being part of a community has an impact on your health and
well-being?
Ella: Yeah, definitely.
Interviewer 1: In what way?
Ella: I think because actually [pause] you know you can be quite lonely without, I can be quite lonely
without realizing it. So having community which is people who share things really makes a big difference I
think. That sense of you know you come home you think ‘Oh, there’s the neighbours’ or you know people
that you can just talk to and feel comfortable with. It makes things a lot easier.
Interviewer 2: Lily?
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Lily: No. Um, not really. I remember [unclear] time of isolation, ‘cause I’m one of those people I work with
a lot with people and communities and I got home and [unclear]
Interviewer 1: What about you Sophie?
Sophie: It does affect me. If um, you know I can [unclear] neighbours people yeah, the people that I work
with then you know for example, when the riots were happening or things happen on your door step it
comes as quite of a shock. Whereas if you’re engaged in things you know what the demographic and
what’s actually happening. It’s less of a shock if maybe you’re able to do something about it as opposed
to ‘Oh, this doesn’t happen in Hackney’. Yes it does and it was everywhere.
Oliver: Yeah, I have definitely noticed a difference [unclear] seeing people from the neighbourhood,
people that you know friends that you know, and just walking from Haggerston to here you see like three
or four people it’s amazing. You feel like the whole area is here [unclear]
Sophie: It’s that sense of belonging I think.
Oliver: Absolutely
Jessica: I think every human being needs that, we’re so disconnected and I think we need it as a mean of
survival but also to feel that you’re a part of something bigger, but it’s what you [Oliver] were saying,
anything from the guy, you know, you top up your oyster card in the shop and then he says ‘how are you’
to the people you work with and yeah, I think that sense of not being sort of isolated is really important
and people forget that I think. But the moment you make them feel that by doing an event or anything to
get people together you see something happen which is amazing.
Oliver: Especially nowadays you go through the whole day without actually interacting with a human you
can go for groceries without talking to somebody, you know what I mean? [unclear]
Lily: [unclear] interact with a human being. We do that in January [laughs].
Interviewer 2: So um, next question is: what are the key assets in your community. I’m just gonna give
a brief definition of what we classify as assets; so assets can be described as the collective recourses
which individuals and communities have at their disposal. Which protect against negative health
outcomes and promote health status. So although health assets are a part of every person they’re not
necessarily used purposefully or mindfully [laughs]
Sophie: Oh that was so
[Everyone laughs]
Jessica: can you give an example of an asset?
Interviewer 1: that could be like a park for example, it can be like a community building, a library.
Sophie: So what are the assets in your community?
Interviewer 2: Yeah, so your key recourses. It’s a bit confusing for me as well [laughs]. Lily?
Lily: I need to think about this one.
Sophie: One of my key ones I’m rich I’m very much forwards the Dalston Curve garden. In Dalston there’s
a lack of green spaces and what’s going on is that a lot of people don’t know about it they don’t publicise
it a lot, but I think it’s kind of good in that, it hasn’t got that branded Dalston hipster kind of hangout. It’s
not a place to get wrecked. It’s actually for kids, for adults, for people to read you know, and it’s out in
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the open, it’s not owned by Barret’s home, you know it’s actually feels very much kind of old school
community base, it’s lovely. And that for me last year leaving my job and just adjusting to what I was
gonna do, that was my little haven and actually the people, I was a volunteer gardener there, and the
people that come in daily it’s it’s interesting. You’ve got kids with learning difficulties, you’ve got old,
young and um yeah, I like that for me is very much Hackney.
Oliver: Yeah definitely the Curve Garden, the foam shop and Bootstrap Company I think it’s an amazing
kind of you know, anchor for a lot [unclear] and a lot kind of revolves around this building so I think that’s
definitely a key asset. And also old Turkish supermarkets without it literally we wouldn’t have fresh fruit
and vegetables [laugh] would be a wasteland I think the
Jessica: I didn’t think of a market as a place but it’s quite scary, I’m sorry, they are talking about
renovating/removing taking them all out [Lily: that’s scary] I can’t imagine it being what it used to be
[unclear] But um, the library, I mean I don’t use these facilities [laugh] but the library I guess. [Lily: what,
the new library?] Yeah, I haven’t even been there but I’m guessing its quite nice for kids [unclear] and it
should be accessible you know for kids, don’t know if they use it enough, but I think maybe the fact that I
don’t know much about the initiatives like that around the area. I hope there are more than I know of
than I know of that I don’t know of. Bootstrap I think is a great place but it’s not really utilized in that
sense of a community they do use it as the word ‘community of people’ [unclear] but I do think there’s a
such like you know people from so many different backgrounds doing different things and we’re not
really connecting and it’s yeah [pause] so the potential is there but I think it could be used better.
Ella: Um, I would say, well at work [Print house] we’ve got space which is a fantastic asset and that feels,
because we had it for a long time and it kind of helped a lot of people that feels very special. And just that
sense of the people who, we can help each other with things, we give each other advice, we can help
each other with jobs, so that would be at work. And at home I think it is, well yeah it’s the people it’s the
fact that you know we can call on each other and we sort of like each other and you know if it’s sort of
[unclear] water the plants or feeding the cats or you know all that kind of thing. So it’s a mixture of sort of
help, practical help and advice and you know, just friendship and that sort of thing, really.
Interviewer 2: Back to you Lily.
Lily: Everyone knows that Dalston is the capital of Hackney. I lived long in this little area, Hackney. Um
what you said it’s changing [unclear] this area I mean I’ve been in Hackney since 2005 which is kind of
scary and I saw a lot of changes a lot of changes in this building over the years. And again Dalston is going
through another massive change and I don’t think [unclear] I used to work in west London at Portobello
market [Sophie: Oh, that’s where I grew up] and I see a little bit of that coming into Dalston and I think
that the community ethos is changing and I don’t think I like this new changes [unclear] but I think it’s
important that people in the community have somewhere to go, green spaces, things that they can
access that’s important. Space and I don’t know I don’t like the idea of concrete jungle I do think, it
affects their health greatly cause when they look out of the window and you see these other buildings in
front of you It can be quite depressing I mean my office prior 2012 Olympics I used to have quite a good
view of looking upon the city [unclear] into the financial hub but now I’ve got a concrete jungle outside
and I find it really depressing looking out the window. And I imagine it’s [unclear] like that for a lot of
people who live in isolated in high-rise that’s what their view is. There are not green spots anywhere
[unclear] you’ve got buildings coming up so it’s getting quite depressing looking out. And again, that
affects people’s health.
Interviewer 1: So that was the last question. Do you have any questions for us? Any insights you would
like to share?
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Ella: Um [pause] not that I can think of, other than just you know, that it’s, I mean I feel really aware that
you know, compared to most people in Hackney my life really isn’t hard and there’s a lot of people out
there who you know, anybody that’s been affected by the benefit changes or who has got serious mental
health problems, I think is probably having a really tough time. You know, I think [pause] I feel really that
they are, I mean it’s completely naïve saying that there are two worlds because obviously it’s all a
continuum but you know, I can afford to pay for things which a lot of people couldn’t. So you know I
might not have around to having them, but I could. There’s a lot of things that I could have if I really
needed them, whereas I think for a lot of people you know, they are really struggling and they’re not
getting enough. So that’s just sort of feels like yeah there’s a lot of kind of big issues out there for people.
And I think that you know, mental health, well obviously physical health is hugely important but you
know, I think for the council to prioritise you know, resources for people’s mental health is fantastically
important because if that goes wrong then everything else goes wrong you know. So but also that it is
completely tied up with the economic things like housing and unemployment. So hard to be mentally well
if your house looks dreadful and you haven’t got any money, so yeah.
Jessica: And I think you know making places you know these community places that are not intimidating
for people. You don’t want necessarily to have the best you know, like mint coffee, I mean it’s nice to
have a good coffee, but you know you see all these cafés that open and they all have the same name,
organic, wooden tables and first-they’re all the same so it’s kind of boring. Second, your average Joe that
used to go to the market he’s not gonna go in there and sit down not feel that they don’t belong there. So
just making places that are more inclusive rather than clearly branded.
Sophie: And that’s how I felt about the library, ‘cause I used to use the [unclear] library at the old one and
it was very kind of, I don’t know, if it’s just something form my childhood or, it was very kind of the library
next door. And now they moved it to the square and it’s you know, this concrete massive kind of generic
square with high rise buildings and they put the library there but and you know it’s not as welcoming
[unclear; noise]
Lily: [unclear] community but they don’t involve the community
Sophie: No
Jessica: But they don’t realise [unclear]
Lily: And they say [unclear]
Sophie: No, they consult the [unclear]
Lily: If they did, we would be looking at a different type of Hackney.
Oliver: There’s a Starbucks in there, isn’t it?
Sophie: Yeah, which they try to cover up as not as Starbucks but it’s clearly Starbucks, we’re not fools. Oh,
anyway, don’t get me started [laughs].
Interviewer 1: I think we’re done. Thank you everyone for coming.
Interviewer 2: Thank you very much!
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Appendix 15: Transcript for the People with Stress Awareness Intervention Focus Group

(Introduction)
Amanda: Yeah, I’m [name]. I live with my partner who has a job so I don’t get benefits. I’ve been living
with ME (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis) for about fifteen years now, which is kind of weird affects my health
and there’s nothing that we can do that would work. I’ve got depression few years ago and I had a very
difficult time with the ME and [unclear] and at the same time my daughter has been through very difficult
behavioural problems. She was later diagnosed as having quite severe mental health problems but back
then she was just a teenager. So I’m now a house person I suppose and I sort of carer of my daughter who
is now nearly twenty. She [unclear] and sometimes she needs lots of support, which is stressful. I did see
a psychologist a few years ago. Once that was finished I’ve been on antidepressants since. I recently
mentioned to a doctor that I’d like to see a counsellor and he referred me to someone that turned out to
be a counsellor for people who are living with sexual health infections which didn’t apply to me. My
hobbies are mostly like watching sci-fi, 95s sci-fi. I like do bits of gardening, I look after my daughters
[unclear].That’s about it really.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Nicole: Well, my name is [name] and I’m twenty-four plus plus plus. I was a nurse but unfortunately I had
to come off work some years ago but [pause] I was trying my best to do whatever I could but in the last
couple of years my memory started going down and down and they diagnosed me with lupus so 18
months I was on steroids and I was working in the classes with others but half of the things that was
happening to them wasn’t happening to me and I kept going back and back to the GP because I was
thinking, I don’t know who someone is, I don’t know where I was. Even now still and I sleep very well but
they referred me to another hospital USH and did all the test and everything and they said it wasn’t lupus,
because I have said to the GP that I am not going to take these steroids anymore because it’s not doing
any good, said but you can’t come off it like that because you can go into a crisis. I said well, if I’m going
to die I rather die than to kill myself. And after they said it wasn’t lupus I said to them when they did the
tests make sure you send me out a copy of the report because I just don’t understand what is going on
and they said it wasn’t lupus it was something called Fibromyalgia which affects the muscles. And so far
I’ve been taking they’ve been giving me all these different medications and I didn’t know which ones
were working and which ones wasn’t because sometimes I used to be better and I can’t concentrate. And
I thought to myself I will take some one day and miss out the other day of this and I thought, this is
ridiculous, I don’t know which one is fighting each other [unclear] even worse. So I didn’t go to my GP for
a while. I started taking only ingredients as natural ingredients, I boil them and I drink and I was having I
was feeling a bit better at times, but then I go back to see the GP and they say to me are you taking the
and I say I’m not taking any more [unclear] they say well, what can I say, what can I say. I said well you
said because it’s been going on for a long time and I don’t know what so far whatever we spoken to
before here and now , if you ask me I wouldn’t be able to say, it might come up sometime later but right
now I can’t say what you were talking about. You know and it worries me at times, but then I say there’s
no point in worrying because if I worry it just get worse, so I just have to accept and try to move on. So
when I was going to church so we were going leaving sessions just walk and talk different things like that.
But I went to my daughter's school when they were having a graduation and my daughter have taken up
course. So this is how I got in contact with here because someone asked me, you know filling out forms
and stuff, said oh, I’ll try it. So I came and I enjoyed it. It’s just that the brain is not functioning the way
that it should but I said when you [unclear] failing and I’m not failing, whatever will be will be.
Interviewer 1: Thank you for sharing.
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Ruby: My name is [name]. I currently suffer from depression on and off. I’ve been having panic attacks for
a number of years but that’s subsided when I start taking public transport more. And I have lots of
professions, currently I’m not working. I was on sick benefit for a short period of time. And then my
doctor said the systems change you got to pay for a letter and all sorts she said I went into her and then I
though I’m not fighting for something I know who I am what’s going on so I then I had to apply for JSA
and for the last 11/12 months they have been making a decision. So I have no income but I’m very
meticulous with my cooking and other things so I just keep trying and find ways to keep going. I currently
do poem - writing and performing poetry - since 2008. My depression was stemmed on by a house fire,
my insurance didn’t do their part and so that makes me running around trying to get. I’m still, it’s still not
resolved. And so that’s what triggers it when I sort of look at my home which was lovely and sort of cracks
and everything that’s not done so I’m currently trying to put a case again for an ombudsmen to
intervene, but I've had dodgy solicitors and all sorts. Coming here for me is like a tonic because it really
kind of helped me to because I get a lot of tension in my shoulders and my back and it becomes so hard
and I had to see I’ve been diagnosed with sleep apnea but I have found that over the last proper three
months I’ve seen improvement in my sleeping. Because I literally sleep for three hours I wake up when I
was tried and I wanna sleep but I can’t sleep and its horrible and of course they say you need to prove
that you’re looking for work [laughs]. I say look, I’m going to an interview and happily sleep there if that
what it takes or start a job with those on because this is 71 pound is not money, you know. But at the end
of the day I try to put humour to a lot of my tragedies to help me to just not be dragged down. So I am
doing a mindfulness course and this is week five. And I am just looking at different therapies different
things that could just help me to rebuild and then hopefully get a good ombudsmen to look out for the
implication that my insurance have failed to put my house back how it was before the fire and hopefully
move on from there really.
Interviewer 1: Okay, thank you so much.
Interviewer 2: Thank you for sharing with us. So I’m gonna get started to other questions to do with our
questionnaire. So first question just nice and easy to get us all into it, is what does health or being
healthy mean to you? So still going to start clock wise but I’m going to start with Nicole this time.
Nicole: What does
Interviewer 2: Yes, what does health or being healthy mean to you?
Nicole: Helpful?
Ruby: Healthy.
Interviewer 2: Healthy, yes.
Nicole: Healthy means a lot because [inaudible] do the things that you have to or you should do, but
when you're not healthy it's like you’re up long day and I think it helps to mess your mind up when you
can’t do the things that you custom doing. But [pause] what can I do. I have to try and do whatever I can
in order to keep going because [unclear] and I can’t even go sometimes I feel but I always pray that's
something I do. Because then I have to write everything down that I have to do if not I'll forget it. And I
always say to people if there’s anything that you want me to do or help you with just remind me and I
will. Because sometimes I feel okay and other times I just feel as if I want to sleep but I can't sleep. I want
to sleep but I can’t sleep in the day even if I lay down I cannot sleep and at night I can go to sleep wake up
and that’s it. You know half past one, two o’clock three o’clock that’s it. But I know I wasn’t like this and
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[unclear] so now I try not to worry, I try not to worry because worrying is like [unclear]. Health is the most
important thing, but what can we do.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you.
Ruby: Yeah, being healthy for me is staying alive, it’s that important. It does really help you to make good
choices and have access to lots more things in life overall. And when you’re not healthy or when you have
[unclear] health so for me it’s paramount.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: thank you. And Amanda?
Amanda: I think my personal view of what’s healthy is kind of changed over the years because I have ME
and I get very angry with myself that I can’t do things that I should be able to do. And I already said
[unclear] and just have to remind me that healthy to me is different from [unclear] on some paper. Yeah,
for me it’s just when I sort of feel okay because when I'm feeling like down makes me even more
depressed even more [unclear]. So for me healthy is when I feel positive about how much I'm able to do,
but [pause] not being in pain, being interacting to enjoy reading a book or something like that.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you. Next question is what does being mentally healthy mean to you? So besides
physical health and just speak about mental health, Ruby?
Ruby: It’s being able to make decisions, understand information you read things you hear and make sense
of it to make informed choices. And [pause] just being able to understand your own physical and
emotional needs. That’s very important, because the mind is really what focus you in various areas of the
mind and the body and it's [unclear] by society [unclear].
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you, Amanda?
Amanda: For me mental health is being able to sort of look at things quite clearly, not being so [unclear]
or feeling [unclear] boing down depressed. Accepting that there are things you can’t do you can’t change
[inaudible] I can’t change my health and really change what my partner goes through. It’s about being
able to keep things in proportion I guess, for me to step back and yeah
Interviewer 2: okay, thank you. Nicole?
Nicole: mental health is I don’t know [pause] it makes you feel as if you not getting nowhere but
Interviewer 2: But how would you say good mental well-being, how would you describe that?
Nicole: focus on whatever is taking place you know, not questions to answer, you have to do what you
have to do and it’s important that mental health is on the right stage because without that its [unclear]
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and I believe with all my heart that it’s important to stay [pause] focused on things that we have to do
even though sometimes you don’t makes it.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you. Okay, for the next question it’s about stress so how would you say that stress
anxiety and depression affects you? So let’s start with Amanda please.
Amanda: It varies. When it’s bad I sort of go inside myself and I get things out of proportion. I feel like I
can’t cope with things. But the feeling that other peoples stress and problems are my responsibility. I lose
confidence, I don’t know what’s the right decision to make. [unclear] low self-esteem.
Interviewer 1: but is there like a direct effect on your physical health as well?
Amanda: I think I get more tired. I don’t sleep well, I sleep less well than usual. I can go off food or eat
rubbish. [pause] I probably become more snappy with people that supressed stuffiness you know, sort of
bottle things up.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you, Nicole?
Nicole: is this
Interviewer 1: how does stress anxiety or depression affect your health, your physical health?
Nicole: well, sometimes I try to remember things or do things I can’t remember and my daughter was
saying to me Ma, you know, I’m worried about you cause you weren't like this [hand gesture] and certain
things I wouldn’t answer questions that she asked because [unclear] and so sometimes it’s like I’m going
down the hill but I don’t know. It’s not an easy road. It’s not an easy road but I try my best to do whatever
I can to put right what is taking place and I would get on the bus because I don’t drive like I used to
anymore because directions [unclear] specifics. But the only reason why I’m getting on the bus it’s
because I take the bus going in the direction that I know that I know that I should be going even if it
doesn't look it. And these things tends to bother me sometimes because it’s like saying to you well, you
know I don’t know it’s just I just think of what I was like and I try to put that into place to follow what I
was like but to deal with with what is happening now is very
Interviewer 1: So you’re saying that all this is causing you distress, yeah?
Nicole: Yes
Interviewer 1: so all this like all those feelings of stress is it causing you like physical issues? Do you feel
like tired, more tired than usual?
Nicole: I do feel tired sometimes, I feel like I have no [unclear] to do things. And the days that I have in
mind to do seems to be going like [finger snap gesture]. What that I used to, very tidy but now I think I’m
gonna do this and every day passes and my daughter will say to me mommy why did you put that thing or
something like that and I say [unclear] but it seems as if just, you know I don’t know, it’s just
Interviewer 1: difficult.
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Interviewer 2: Ruby
Ruby: when I get very anxious I get very creative so I crochet and stuff so I make garments. And I find that
i become absorbed in what I'm doing so that is a positive outcome. Or I cook things. So it really helps me
to manage anxiety.
Interviewer 1: but
Nicole: I’m just thinking about the other aspect. But in terms of reading a book I take library books all the
time [unclear] because my mind gets very fussy and I get very overwhelmed. And I get lots of letters
fortunately at the moment I got to a lady I’m going to at the CRB where she’s excellent so I just I get
benefit letters, I can't open them because I can feel I’m anxious so I take things to my appointment and
open it there and she can read it and kind of help me so that again just having that help, deals with that.
In terms with depression it affects me in a same sense sometimes I just [pause] and I’m diabetic as well,
type two or four or different, type one insulin four times a day so sometimes stress push my blood sugar
up and then I just I gotta sleep no matter where I am all I can just do is I gotta get home and hit the bed,
so it affects me in terms of making me very tired. It also affects my breathing I’ve just been given a pump,
because my chest gets tight and there’s a lot of cough and I can’t seem to breath properly which I never
had [pause] so it affects me in that way my shoulder becomes like rigid and rock hard and my back so
again sometimes really hard to ignore [unclear] because I look at things, physically its crippling in a way
and so that’s with depression. And I could be okay one minute and I think, I love to dance I got a rave
about I’ll get ready to go out and then I sit down and I’m not happy with what I’m wearing it’s not, I don’t
feel like and then I think I just lose the momentum and go to my bed. Stress, anxiety and I talked about
stress, so really its debilitating because I’ve always been somebody who study a lot, I got my own
business doing work shops, you know I had a vibrant life, travel and now I’m in a situation where
[unclear] seem to be asking me for documents that I don’t know where to find them so that’s more
pressure more stress and so the days a wake sometimes it takes me two hours to get dressed but I don’t
know what I’ve done from going to the bathroom to the bedroom it’s just like God, look at the time. So
obviously I’m going slower but I’m not aware that I’m moving slower just kind of going around. So I try, I
don’t think I worry myself about it I just see oh I'll just put it back in my diary another day. But like D was
saying I build clutter [unclear] and I think that’s another, because before I know it it’s just back that I
know it’s because of all the things on my mind, so I understand what’s going on. And I work very hard to
focus and manage it but until all the other outstanding issues are resolved, it's an on-going challenge to
have the balance I wanted, have the physical sort of space that I am used to just, I just really think that
I’m becoming unmanaged, but at the end of the day I just say well, if people can’t accept my home when
they come then don’t come back or if I think they won’t then just don't come in, but I live in a way that
I’m comfortable because that is the most important thing I live alone so I don’t have to worry about other
people impinging on me I just do as I please. So I manage it in that way but the inflate it is physically its
debilitating and my mind is very foggy very busy and it’s hard to make decisions. I know what I wanna do I
know I wanna say but I can’t break it down to be able to say I’m gonna do this and this and that, [unclear]
bite size I hear all the theories and I’m like yeah, get in here and tell me about bite size cause as I say
when I’m focused I’m fine but in focus, unless it’s as I say creating something I can’t seem to focus. So I
watch the news, the one minute or five minute anything longer and I get so stressed I feel it and I think I
can’t take all of that.
Interviewer 2: thank you.
Nicole: [unclear] I haven’t got no sense of smell, taste, not so much taste, taste is a little bit but I don’t get
hungry, I eat because I know that I have to eat but if I have to stay all day, I wouldn’t get hungry. And my
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head is not headache, but it’s like you know it gets tight and I find that my eyes are getting a bit blurry
[unclear].
Interviewer 1: okay, we have to am, we’re a bit short on time so if you don’t mind can we go to the
next question? I’m sorry about that. We wanted to ask you are the things that help you manage stress
or depression or anxiety, do you go to any counselling services or support groups or or is it just like just
a healthy lifestyle that helps you with your problems?
Nicole: I go to the reading sessions and I [unclear] but I don’t remember. But I try to write down whatever
I have to [unclear] to help. But I don’t know [pause]. I go walking. I try to go for a walk practically every
day because I find that when I go to walking especially later in the evening that at least I can get an hour
or so much more sleep. Than what I usually get. If I know that there’s so much [unclear] used to I just
listen and then I don’t know.
Interviewer 1: thank you, Ruby?
Ruby: Dancing is my main stress reliever. And when I’m not feeling depressed I do karaoke. And recently
started going to a group where they do African dance salsa, samba and [unclear] now [unclear] ten pound
a month. So I’ve said I’m already in a middle of August so September I'll start that again. So I look for
positive outlet I go to open mic sessions and I go to free gigs or anything free that is positive and socialise
so that how I manage. And there are courses that are self-help stuff.
Amanda: I found having massage really really helpful. I was here [John Scott Health Centre] and Hands
Inc. also do an hour massage, but I can't afford to do that very much cause it’s thirty pounds but that was
very helpful. I find courses really helpful as well. I think I don’t know [unclear] focuses me at the time.
Sometimes I like talking to friends and things like that helps. I just need sort of excepting that the times I
can’t [unclear] physically [unclear] so I try to give myself a bit more permission to if I can’t do things at the
moment to step back sort to say [pause] And I have to go for a brain scan in a couple of weeks because
there was a possibility that I have Multiple Sclerosis, it's not very likely to be that but if it is we’ll cope
with it and sort of just in the back thinking yes I can cope with it, talking to a friend who doesn’t have that
problem. Yeah just their feelings that I can’t cope with it, just talking it through helps to cope with things
[unclear] just be aware of what I can do it’s not the end of the world.
Interviewer 1: There are some activities like social support like family and friends, are there any like
facilities that you go to or just something that is supplied by the government that you can go to expect
some help from it. For example, do you go to a GP, or do you do counselling, what is the support do
you access?
Amanda: I asked my GP about counselling so he referred me to an inappropriate place. I have found out
about counselling from Mind then again I think its income related so for me it’s being too expensive. I am
going to [unclear] that belong to the hackney carers group they do supply counselling which for good, but
the only issue is that I'm supporting my daughter who’s [unclear]
Interviewer 1: And do you find it helpful?
Amanda: I haven’t started that yet so I don’t know, I was just thinking that its actually quite difficult to
access sometimes
Interviewer 1: Oh okay
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Amanda: [unclear] it’s actually quite difficult to access sometimes. I think sometimes when you know
where to go - massage here but yeah. But when access things it’s very helpful but its finding where they
are and that they're not too expensive.
Interviewer 1: okay, thank you. Nicole, have you accessed any support? Like a GP or counselling or
Nicole: well I know that the GP referred me to the [unclear] and I look forward to going and meeting with
the group. But sometimes you know I meet people I recognise the faces, can’t remember their names or
the contact and I remember I lady she came up to me hi, D, how are you and everything and I said to her
you know, I’m okay. And she said we were talking and then I said by the way, what’s your name and she
said I’m not telling you, you don’t remember my name [unclear] I said okay I won't hold it against you I
said I remember your face but I don’t remember the contact and after we talked she said, she told me we
used to work together and I said oh yeah but [pause] it’s difficult.
Interviewer 1: Nicole, the support that you mentioned that you access, did you find it helpful, did it
help you in any way? Did it help you help you with your stress or
Nicole: Well it give me something to think about in terms to be there. But even now when I go like
[unclear] but you know every time they said what’s my name, what’s my name, what’s my name, I can’t
remember I write down. I know their faces but I can’t remember their names. As me your name now
without me looking at you, I can’t tell you.
Interviewer 1: Ruby?
Ruby: I accessed some legal services which were really great, really helpful. I had some counselling and
that was really helpful. Mindfulness course, which is the result of my counselling with NHS provision. My
GP hasn’t been very helpful at all, she’s just, she hasn’t been really been really helpful and a lot of what
had I've had to [unclear] with her [unclear] but I can’t seem to get it. Ask your GP, ask your GP, so yeah
but those things have [unclear] they helped.
Interviewer 1: Okay, thank you. So if you were in charge of the borough budget, what would you
prioritise, where would you spend the money, talking like about health wise?
Ruby: for me I would raise public awareness about nutrition, food and nutrition. I think if you can
understand what your nutritional needs are, I think it helps people in their decisions, forget six packs of
biscuits, you know, this is just carbs and lots of sugar [unclear] uninformed choice. But people don’t
normally know the benefits of food. And I’ve just bought a brilliant book which I bought from Holland and
Barrett, which is about how to stay young longer, but literally in it it’s just pictures of the all the organs
how they work, what they do and for me that’s like a bible because I plan to go back thought it cause if
you know what your body needs which organs need what, they you can shop if you choose to you can
shop knowing how your body’s gonna benefit from what’s in the trolly and just about the stomach you
know get even but really making those decisions what you’re putting in has got to do something. So for
me that would be my top, I'd start [unclear] incorporating this knowledge about food, nutrition and
exercise but not gym exercise just everyday things that you can do just to exercise and have fun. That
would be my top priority.
Interviewer 1: Nicole, what would you prioritise?
Nicole: I’d try to encourage people to eat the right diet. And not to think that it could never happen
something that you want to do even though at times it makes you feel as if it wouldn’t happen but if you
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persevere sometimes I am surprised at certain things that comes up even though, I might forget it. But
[pause] I don’t know, I just have to keep on [unclear] to do things that will help me to stay focused.
Interviewer 1: Okay, thank you.
Amanda: [unclear] preventative treatments in terms of a healthy diet and access to exercise and things. I
think a greater awareness as well as health issues treated quite quickly and would lead to much better
health. And I think also about having access to communities to know where you can get counselling or to
get nutrition advice or whatever, that you don’t have to always go to your GP and he/she if you’re lucky
will refer you and then you go. [unclear] So having I think more community facilities where people
[unclear] more support facilities a bit more preventative as well.
Interviewer 1: And you mentioned that you came to this stress management therapy and you
mentioned that you found it helpful, right?
Amanda: I’m sorry?
Interviewer 1: the stress management awareness treatment you went there and
Amanda: That was helpful.
Interviewer 1: Would you recommend it to other people as well?
Amanda: Yes I would I think it’s good, and maybe it’s not right for everyone because these things never
are, the fact that its stress awareness [unclear] but it does show you methods of dealing with it and being
aware. For me, personal awareness is the best part of it is being aware that I’m getting stressed because
this is happening and all this sort of thing and just stepping back and saying right [unclear].
Interviewer 1: [Ruby] and did you attend stress awareness
Ruby: Yes, I'd definitely recommend it.
Interviewer 1: And why?
Ruby: I recommend it for the reason she said about it sort of focuses you on what’s going on. Some
people react to things and they’re not aware that it’s because they’re stressed that thy have that reaction
and being aware, I mean I’m practicing while I'm on the course, I travel 3 buses to get here so I meet all
kinds of people and by me being aware of what a feeling different times and what going on, I make an
informed choice about how to deal with it. [unclear] slap into me and bash into me I'd be looking at them
but by looking at my reaction it sort of changes the way I manage it. So recommend it for that reason and
just generally it focus you on sort of life challenges that basically adds to your stress levels that people
just say what’s for me, what’s for me, and you realise it’s a society problem it’s not you individually. So I
definitely get people to look at being aware.
Interviewer 1: okay, thank you. Interviewer 2, can you ask the community questions now?
Interviewer 2: Okay so the first question is
Ruby: Oh sorry just before you do that mindfulness, the mindfulness is absolutely brilliant. Brilliant.
There’s so much I’ve learned about my thoughts and my feelings and how to work with that.
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Interviewer 1: okay, thank you.
Interviewer 2: first question, just yes or no question, is just that would you say you belong to a
community? So starting with Amanda, clockwise
Amanda: So when you say community do you mean
Interviewer 2: Okay, the definition what we define as a community is a group of people living in the
same place or having a particular characteristic in common.
Amanda: I probably belong to more than one community in that sense.
Interviewer 2: Nicole, would you say you belong to a community? Do you feel you’re a part of any
groups or
Nicole: Yeah. Because we meet up, we discuss things and the good thing about is if I don’t turn up the
phone does not stop ringing. You know, [unclear] give me a call at any time even my neighbours you
know my neighbours hi, how are you, you look smart today, you’re smiling or something like that.
Interviewer 1: And could you also identify what is the community if you don’t mind
Nicole: Hm?
Interviewer 1: Could you identify like what kind of community is it, is it your neighbourhood, or is there
like another community you belong to.
Nicole: Well, I would say that my church members are very very helpful
Interviewer 1: And the other?
Nicole: And my neighbours
Interviewer 1: And in your [Amanda] case?
Amanda: It’s my meeting [unclear] I think they’re supportive. And I think my friends who live in Leeds
which where I lived before. More individuals really.
Ruby: [unclear] exercise
Interviewer 2: And what would you say makes you feel part of a community, your community?
Ruby: actually tell a lie in Tottenham there's a club that I go to and that I always look forward to, that to
me [unclear] for me actually that the top of my list for communities. I walk in there and I immediately
relax, so for me it's a nice environment and welcoming.
Interviewer 2: Amanda, what would you say makes you feel part of your community?
Amanda: Shared ideas and things [unclear], I think its shared ideas or sharing the appreciation of each
other. Be willing to help somebody if [unclear].
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Interviewer 2: And Nicole, what makes you feel part of your, you mentioned church community?
Nicole: Interacting with each other and I feel part of it because sometimes I think that I’m really ill and
somebody will say to me [unclear] and at times I’m glad that I can give an opinion as encouragement and
sometimes saying things to me.
Interviewer 1: So would you say that being part of a community has an impact on your well-being?
Nicole: [unclear] [pause] you don’t feel as if you’re a part of. So you just feel that you can be. It doesn’t
matter whatever it is will try to help.
Interviewer 1: What about you Ruby, do you think that being part of a community has an impact on
your well-being?
Ruby: Yes because it lifts my mood my spirit. I hear music that I was born into its my culture I feel at
home, I feel energised, I meet interesting people so yes it helps my well-being. Because if I went there
and sat on the side on the bench or sitting on the edges then it wouldn’t have a positive impact but it has
always, always helped
Interviewer 1: okay, and what about you [Amanda]?
Amanda: Yeah, sometimes [unclear] my communities and ended up feeling very alone not a part, so yeah,
it’s the fact I got back into it, it important and I think oh yeah I can help that person [unclear] its
connecting I suppose.
Interviewer 1: The last question is what are the key assets in your community, and could you
[Interviewer 2]
Interviewer 2: When we mean asset we mean key resources or like facilities in your community that
you thought helps your well-being. So, starting with Amanda
Amanda: People. People who are willing to have the time to be supportive [unclear] yeah it’s the people
[unclear]
Interviewer 2: Would you say there are any services, oh, okay. Nicole, what are the key resources in
your community or services that you find very useful?
Nicole: I find that lots of people care for each other, like last week one of my neighbours he came and he
said to me oh I’ve been ringing your bell, did you go away or something like that and I said thank you. and
he said to me, well I’m glad that I’ve seen you because I meant to say something to you, I said okay, he
said to me I got a ring its expensive and I wonder if I could ask you a question, he said would you marry
me, so I said I’ve got my rings on, I was married and I will remain married, so don’t worry about it. But all
the years I was always encouraging him 'cause he was down, encouraging him to keep on going but I
don’t know I still try my best to do whatever I can do.
Interviewer 1: Thank you.
Interviewer 2: Thank you.
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Ruby: For me it’s the community radio that I listen to almost 24 hours a day I call in and text in sometimes
to show my appreciation, second thing is my cultural music 'cause although I go to different types and
clubs and pubs when I hear that music it does a lot more for me than any other. And the third is food, my
cultural food, they’re right back to my roots now invest to my cultural food more. So those are the three
main things that I access which definitely helps my well-being.
Interviewer 1: Also, walking was mentioned, so I was thinking whether like parks and [pause] is there
enough green space like parks here?
Ruby: I think it’s really amazing [unclear] walk. I used to be a part of it, and then I kind of dropped out. I
went to my holiday many years ago and I just couldn't get back in. So although where I live, last year I was
feeding the ducks and the birds and my knee and that was last September so I’ve not been on that park
since because it really was horrible because that was when I realised my neighbours weren’t there people
just, I know that they missed me but nobody came to my aid so I was flat out I had to learn to lift my leg
to get up bed, you know. So where I live by [unclear] common and it’s really green and its absolutely
beautiful in that respect. I trained to do [unclear] so while I was doing cool down exercises with the group
I upset my knee and my ankle so again I had to put that off. But yeah, I am lucky to be in that really nice
space and that is really good.
Interviewer 1: So that was the last question. And do you have anything else to say, anything else you
would like us to
Interviewer 2: Share with us
Interviewer 1: Share with us and just maybe we could share with people.
Ruby: I think the health’s budget [unclear] should really encourage GP’s and health visitors and schools
[unclear] to get on board and give their views and opinions in so that they can really hear across what
people really want. 'Cause you got people in who just do what they want, take what they want, they go
out, next one go in its almost like robin hood and his [unclear]. So I think if they really interested in
knowing what public wants they should do more of this. So they really see what people want and then
make decisions around those outcomes not just gather little pocket and make it seem that’s what all
country is saying if they are really interested get people’s opinions and then look up making the right
changes.
Interviewer 1: thank you so much. Anyone else?
Amanda: I think it’s like making things accessible to everyone, so you don't have to be on income support
or anything like that
Ruby: Yes
Amanda: [unclear] benefit but the whole community is not a millionaire [unclear]
Ruby: absolute.
Interviewer 1: thank you so much. Okay
Ruby: And finally, sorry, make healthy food cheaper and access to leisure centres cheaper. Because then
people can't no excuse so it's either you don't go cause you not interested, but those who [unclear] will
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be able to afford to go I think if they put it that way around then it’s gonna be major financial gain, people
won’t be going to hospitals, doctors so much cause they have those things they can afford and eat.
Amanda: And they have to stop cutting people’s benefits 'cause I know peoples who bedroom tax and
everything have such dire financial situations like putting food on the table [unclear] so they just eat total
rubbish cause that's what they can afford.
Interviewer 1: Okay, that's brilliant thank you so much for coming!
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Appendix 16: Transcription for the Black Men with Experience of Mental health Services Focus group

(Introduction)
Interviewer: Now I will ask you to introduce yourselves! Just tell us something about you.
Michael: Okay, I’ll start. My name is [name]. I did tourism management at university. I enjoy playing
football. I love chicken [peers laugh]. I enjoy running and just socialising with my friends, with our
families, travelling, meeting different people of different backgrounds. And I like to keep myself active.
Interviewer: Thank you Michael. Anyone else?
Paul: My mane is [name]. I’m doing my post-graduate. I’m on holiday now you know and I’m here to visit
a friend, Michael, so we do a lot of things together, we talk about politics, socialise sometimes and we go
out sometimes to have drinks and all that. And I like working out, I go to church every Sunday and I like
visiting friends and family and I like all kinds of things that will make me to be fit. So that’s all about me.
Interviewer: Okay, Anyone else?
Peter: My name is [name] and I like socialising, meeting people and travelling. And I play music at my
spare time. And I go to a church as well. And I’ve been working before at Marks and Spencers and now I
try looking for something else you know at the moment. And that’s it for now.
Interviewer: Okay, thank you, anyone else, John maybe?
John: Hmm [pause] Andrew [peers laugh]
Paul: Andrew just came!
Tom: My name is [name] and I like to meet different people, go to different places although I’m not an
outgoing person. My aim was just looking after my health get in a pattern to work again and enjoy myself,
[laughs] enjoy.
Andrew: I’ll introduce myself anyway regardless. My name is [name] and I am looking to get a career and
get healthy in life and become a good person in the future, that’s my aim, just to have a positive life.
Interviewer: Okay, thank you. John?
John: My name is [name]. I like to meet new girls [laughs].
Interviewer: Hobbies or anything else?
John: I like to socialise.
[Laughter]
Interviewer: And Natalie?
Natalie: My name is [name]. what do I like? I like loads of stuff. I like to keep myself busy. I like to, I like
basketball. I used to play it every single day so I’m trying to get back into that again, so I’m not exercising
anymore. I like to socialise in specific spaces not everywhere though. I’m very active in the community as
well, I organise a lot of events and stuff like that. Keep myself busy.
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Interviewer: Okay, thank you Natalie. Okay so we gonna start with the actual questions and the first
one just nice and easy: what does health or being healthy mean to you?
Tom: Maintaining ability.
Interviewer: Maintaining ability
Tom: To do everything right, if that makes sense.
Interviewer: Okay, yeah.
Natalie: I didn’t hear you properly.
Tom: Maintaining ability.
Natalie: Maintaining ability? What do you mean?
Tom: what she said, what health, make sure you’re able to look after health the best way you can.
Andrew: I’ll use a similar one, having a stable mind and stable physical body. Being stable both physically
and mentally. That’s what health means to me, when you’re both physically and mentally stable.
Interviewer: Anyone else?
Paul: Apart from having a stable health each should have a good fruits to eat, you know good food. And
secondly to have a good sense of mind and have a career you know, because um [pause] I don’t know
how to put this. Um, you know when people have different kind of things that can affect their health
psychologically and [Tom: Mentally] you have a steady mind it can actually build up your health to
become very good, you know.
Tom: Will power.
Peter: In terms of mine is that eat well, sleep well and do exercise, you know?
Tom: That’s what I was gonna say.
Peter: You can go to the gym and then walk, a distance at least sometimes. Yeah, and that’s it. In that way
it gives on good health [laughs]
Interviewer: Michael?
Michael: Yeah, it’s very tough to have a good health because there’s so many things happening, you got
work, you’ve got family you know and money and all that stuff, so for me it’s about managing all these
things, trying how to balance life between working and also socialising, trying eat well, not to eat too late,
sometimes I get home a bit late, eat my cakes so it’s really trying to strike a balance really but I try to take
things into my stride, try to work and keep on a very active life. And trying to have a sporting activity life
with my friends. Spend time with my family, I like spending time with my family, trying to have good
hours of sleep that’s where all the anxieties around because you know, you think about where/ what’s
going to happen in the future, but I try to leave things into God’s hands because I’m very religious myself
so I pray a lot, it keeps me very healthy and active. And basically just see life as you know, you only live
once; try and stay positive, try turn negatives into positives and try and just you know love one another
basically, treat people with respect, they way you want to be treated. If I don’t treat people well, I don’t
feel good with myself; I treat people the way I wanna be treated.
Tom: Treat them accordingly
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Interviewer: Thank you Michael. Anyone else?
Peter: And also, avoid being, avoid anxiety, worry, fear and everything because it can also have an effect
on your health. So as he [Michael] said, changing positives into, changing negatives to positives it is very
very important you know. Being constructive you know, because if just keep seeing things negative side
[Tom: You’ll never be able to see the positive] nothing’s gonna happen, you’re not gonna see the light at
the end of the day or the tunnel and um [pause] and be um [pause] have self-esteem. People try to put
you down but you still stand your ground and know believe in who you are you know. Because if you
listen to what everybody says It’s like you know you feel that they are putting you down and that hurts
you more because it doesn’t mean anything all the time.
Interviewer: Thank you. That is actually very related to the second question, I wanted to ask you: what
does mental well-being mean to you. So I think you’ve [Peter] touched the subject already, what
mental well-being means to you. Anyone else would like to elaborate on that, just what mental wellbeing mean to you?
Tom: Oh, I don’t know what to say [pause]
Peter: Eh?
Interviewer: What does mental well-being mean to you? You mentioned self-esteem and
Peter: Yeah, yeah. Apart from self-esteem right, having a good um, state of the [Tom: mind] mind and the
heart [Tom: Body and soul]. And then um, although I did a bit of psychology right, in uni as well yes so
[laughs] sociology but yeah, state of the mind, having good state of the mind as I say lucky avoid the
worries all the time and they are focused you know, and um having high self-esteem as well, don’t let
anyone put you down you know. Confidence in yourself that to get better you know, even though
nowadays they say tough gets tougher, the tough gets going, you understand? [laughs] If you don’t start
something you’ll never get there. As I say, a journey of a thousand miles starts with a step, that’s why I
see it. You always have this in mind that I think will give you a more you know good health as well you
see, but if you’re afraid, have anxiety, that you’re worried and concerned all the time what people say all
the time, now put their foot up, now puts you down you know as long as one person said it so many
people said it they I don’t you’ll be able to do anything or having good health.
Interviewer: Okay, thank you. And you [Andrew] wanted to mention something as well?
Andrew: Yeah, um what was the question again?
Interviewer: What does mental well-being mean to you?
Andrew: Oh yeah. Um mental well-being to me means a place of contentment where you just free and
out of worries just sort to say and um you are comfortable in life and you got nothing to worry. And how
to bring it about is by establishment [unclear] like me, what I’m thinking is just think of a career into one
of the hospitality and then pick up myself to a place where my career and establishment to a place of
contentment in the future.
Paul: Yeah well um to what you just said if you’re too content in life you know like no worries nothing at
all you know then that person is dead, you know. You know you must have something that’s really
keeping you I mean getting your mind you know to be more[pause] you know just to get some meaning,
get you to do something [Tom: so you can do it] it might be your kids, it might be your job, it might be
your house, anything whatsoever that gets you ‘Oh God, I need to get this done as soon as possible ‘cause
I don’t want to get caught at the middle of the road. You see everything works intertwine with the um
mental health sorry the um what’s it called the first question again they actually work together you know
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John: Now the thing you say it’s good if you put too much in my head you get mental.
Paul: Yes.
John: So take things off your mind.
Peter: So that’s what I was talking about in short: to be worried all the time it has its effects [everyone
talks] causes you too much worries.
Michael: I think that mental well-being is more like peace [several agree] [Tom: Just see it like this no
one’s gonna worry about you except yourself] state of peace. But it’s very difficult to have a peaceful
mind. We’re always facing difficult challenges so I think managing that mental well-being because you
always have challenges so you can never be at peace. If you have money you have less challenges. It’s
about managing your accounts, you know there’s no one out there that don’t have so issues it just about
managing it, some is worse than others
[unclear: multiple people speaking at once]
Peter: [unclear] Don’t over too steam up the brain – over steam up the brain, it gets too hot there It can
spark up to anything [Peter: you can end up in hospital]. Because I know a couple of people that because
that was worry you know so many issues there was worry that everything they don’t look their age, they
look older than their age even.
Paul: You can’t even think about your age you know ‘cause you worry because you thinking of [Tom: so
many things] things being solved by a particular time
Andrew: I think I think if you get these challenges in life yeah, and there kind of calm in a pressurising way
but your approach is positive then your mind will be very content because of your approach, because
your approach is positive.
Natalie: I believe that’s wrong. Because because mental health is the emotional part, the psychological
part. Because problems you always gonna have problems in life it’s always something you can do but if
your emotional state your mind is at peace even if something negative comes to you know how to
manage how to if you know how to manage it you still can be at peace, doesn’t matter what happens if
you’re in peace you are at peace you’re [pause] yeah, so for me it’s about managing and how you
approach things in life. If something negative comes you don’t have to stay negative because that’s when
mental is affected. So if you’re approaching things positively, most likely the outcome’s gonna be positive;
so it still can be peaceful and be content without the negative things that are happening isn’t it?
Interviewer: And this quite related ‘cause you just mentioned that if people worry a lot they look a bit
older and stuff, so do you think stress affects your health, your physical health?
Natalie: Yes, big time
Tom: Yes, and mentally.
Interviewer: Can you just give us some examples?
Peter: the brain cause not to think, analyse and things. Especially when there’s a difficult decision to
make, you know, you really got to think and analyse and at times you, you take a week or two or three to
think properly. And also
Michael: I think a classic example of this is Barack Obama. Before he went to the office he was so young
and [Peter: Exactly he didn’t have grey hair] he said himself he admitted I’ve aged so quickly because of
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the stress and pressure I’m under. But I am willing to go through this stress for the better of the country.
So that’s stress; so much responsibility it takes a lot of thinking, lack of sleep a lot of stress [ Paul: lack of
sleep, yes] [Peter: you can even say it on his face] he’s thinking a lot [unclear]
Natalie: I think a good example is also people who get burned out, like when they work too much, when
they do too much and they take time to relax they get burned out and they get sick. So people can
literally can’t move anymore because they work so hard as well. If I get a backache for example, when I
get stressed, my back starts to hurt. And I didn’t carry anything on my back so I know its stress so it’s just
a sign for me.
Peter: Yes, it’s like all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. See, so
Michael: Jack no worries [laughs]
Interviewer: So talking about play, what helps you manage stress or anxiety or depression, don’t know
if any of you have that.
Peter: For me I think it’s playing and socializing that perhaps to ease it down. People need breaks; you
need to go for breaks. Because if you never go for a break you’re just working, working, working.
Paul: You see, about 6 months ago I had a very big problem, very big one. I didn’t even tell [Michael] I was
going through a lot of stress monetary wise, job wise, everything was going down. I was you know, part of
my back started going back to my country. And I called a friend of mine in the US we had a very long talk
on the phone and what he said, I told him my situation, my stress and all that he told me one good thing
that how to overcome that stress. Yes of course, tell you what yeah, when I started to implementing that
thing he told me I was able to go through all the stress I was actually having that. He said ‘don’t allow that
thing to weight you down. Fine, you need help, you need somebody, you need something but
immediately your mind tells you you can make it, you can make it. I was bit positive in life, it’s a very hard
world out there you know it’s very tough nothing is [pause] I mean um uneasy to combat, but your mind
set have to overcome it’. After you’re weighted down and that’s the only way you can get through all the
stress you’ve been going and when I start doing that thing he told be on the phone I started seeing
positive reply, positive things and you know I was back to where I was before and since then I have not
been using that thing to overcome every stress I go through life because there’s a lot of challenges out
there, a lot of problems comes my way but I’ve been able to overcome because I just tell myself ‘I can do
it’ but some people are easily carried away they easily give up hope. It’s a very hard world, very hard
Michael: I think Paul made a good point, if you’re under stress it good to take your break [Paul: break,
exactly] but sometimes meeting a challenge, that stress if you have a challenge [Paul: Yes, a challenge]
and you stop don’t try to avoid it by going sometimes you need a break but you have to meet it, meet it in
a positive way
Peter: Even though the tough gets tougher right, and the challenge is so hard right, even if there’s time
and there’s no deadline and you just take a small break and rest and think [pause] and play and enjoy
yourself, socialise, and you find that when you tell people, when you socialise and playing and everything
there will be ideas [unclear] to resume again and tackle it you’ll find it more easier you've had clues you
understand me, because you’ve rested, you’ve played, you’ve enjoyed you've met people and you
understand what I’m saying [pause] because sometimes you don’t have the time to think more well but
when you’re actually on the job and think oh when am I going to do this, you can’t really think well but
it’s when you think let me just leave this stress you find that after, ideas start coming you know, because
you've rested or playing yeah.
Michael: one thing I’ve come to accept about life is that some things come with stress. So when you do
something and you feel stressed don’t think that’s oh not meant to happen, take a break and sometimes
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stress is countered by achieving your goal, you have to put your head on and just go for it but at the end
there’s positivity so focus on the positives and look at the end goal. What are you trying to get, to achieve
at the end of it so it can be easier to go through [Peter: yes] but sometimes you have to take your break it
depends on what the situation is but stress is part of achieving your goal. Difficulty is about achieving
your goals. Yes you need to focus and I know that at the end of this you’ll get something from it. I'll go for
a bit of stress but i have to focus on it and get it done.
Interviewer: You [Andrew] wanted to say something?
Andrew: I wanted to say that I think um stress causes disorientation and the way to deal with um the way
to tackle stress, how to cope with stress is by trying to plug this or taking small achievable um tasks and
you get on with them slowly the things that just stressing you out the small achievable tasks and goals,
just have small goals. And slowly you gonna accomplish everything all together.
Interviewer: Also, when you are feeling stressed, because um, I believe that everyone feels stressed
sometimes, but um do you access some sort of support, like a facility to help you deal with stress;
professional help? Could you talk a bit more about that? Do you find it helpful?
Andrew: Yeah, professional help is good because once you correspond them and work with them, then if
you listen to get instructions to professionals and um you follow their instructions and the outcome is
usually positive, because the professionals are trained people [unclear] personal level cause you're trying
to listen to them because they're trained to help people like me when I’m stressed. So if I listen then I
know the outcome will always be positive and I think that’s stress free if I work with them - the
professionals.
Interviewer: Anyone else access some sort of support to deal with stress, anxiety or depression?
Professional support?
Tom: [unclear] they call themselves a real friend or going to a general practitioner, that can help.
Interviewer: So have you been to a GP that referred you
Tom: I talked with my GP is up the road
Interviewer: And did you find it helpful?
Tom: Yeah
Interviewer: You did. Okay, anyone else?
Peter: Yeah, when I go to my GP you know he gives me advice on um medications and that sort of thing
so you know [pause] yeah, GP and um [pause] yeah, that’s it.
Interviewer: And is there any support that you would like to access but at the moment you don’t do
that because there’s something that prevents you or restricts you from doing that? Is there anything
that you would like to try but at the moment you just can’t because of certain [pause] things.
Andrew: Yeah. I’d like to go to college but there’s a lot of implications for this college I wanna join
because they’re talking about funding but when I speak to my friend about the money coming it’s just
waiting for the money to come and take advantage of the money so I'm stuck in between whether you
will actually get the funding or not because I’ve got problems spending, I'm a spender-holic and
sometimes I can get just out of hand with money.
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Interviewer: But is there like a mental health facility that you would like to try? Because for example I
know that when you go to a GP you might wait for 6 months till you get to a psychiatrist or get a CBT
course so for that reason some people just leave it
Andrew: I’ve got something which is pending. I got a position which has been arranged by the
occupational therapist in a Homerton hospital. But I’ve been waiting for the last almost one year and I’m
not even hearing anything but when I choose to talk I still don’t get feedback, I don’t get a reply for
anything so I’m stuck. And I was told that I was taken that I’ve been put on a list of the provision that I’m
supposed to go. So that's just putting me under stress and um [pause] suspense.
Interviewer: And Natalie, what about you? Have you ever accessed some sort of support when you
were feeling stressed? Have you?
Natalie: If I went there?
Interviewer: Yeah, for some sort of help
Natalie: No I didn’t but I know that it is difficult as you were saying before for a GP that it is difficult to get
access for counsellor or stuff like that and obviously to get it privately it costs a lot of money so there’s a
lot of, and I know that the NHS are going to change certain things, sessions as well is gonna be shorter so I
know that’s something that stops people from getting the right support.
Interviewer: Because that is one of the reasons why we are doing these focus groups, just to
understand why people are not accessing certain things and um, are there any other things that you
might think of that might stop you from accessing certain things or just, you think that that might stop
other people from accessing support?
Michael: I think for some of the clients and people maybe knowing what kind of service there are. So
maybe it’s not advertised or marketed properly, you know there are free services, professional services,
that people might not know. So it's a case of making them more available to people to know. I’m sure
there can be professional help that I’m not aware of, just in case it makes it obvious to people when you
advertise it at the libraries you know pass it out to doctors, GPs to speak to their customers to let them
know the help available to them
Tom: And they call it national health service and not providing the service for the people to help problems
Michael: [unclear] as you said, it takes time but there are other bodies available to give support and
advice but if people don’t know, if you don't know you can't go to.
Interviewer: But if you were in charge of the borough budget, where would you spend it, health wise?
What would you prioritise? The first thing that you would focus on?
Natalie: In mental health?
Interviewer: Just physical and mental health wise?
Andrew: I think they say charity begins from home. So I would ensure people are housed first [pause]
because a lot of people who are vulnerable to getting ill or stressed up and they’re homeless. Those are
the most vulnerable. So house them first, and then keep the vulnerable who are home comfortable in
their dwelling because that’s where the challenges begins. Once they’re comfortable they then know that
there’s less stress around them. So that’s where I would put the money on housing.
Tom: If they take [unclear] they would classify me as a vulnerable person as well.
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Andrew: and helping people maintain, yeah I would do that if you [Tom] were homeless [unclear] I was
working for the government I would do that, I would house everybody who’s homeless; that’s where I
would put the money-housing.
Peter: Me, I would be [pause] first would be housing, and then second would be health because most of
the depression and stress is mostly homelessness you know. Yes, mostly that starts from there [unclear]
80% 'cause' when you do have housing or are evicted or something like that, or sleeping rough on the
streets and that's where most of these problems not all they are likely to get depressed you know at a
certain stage you know. Or like somebody who maybe got housing and can feed but don’t have much
money to go to uni or college, you understand me? You see
Michael: I think what the two gentlemen said is very true, housing is very important, also alcohol and
drugs is also a big problem. I was looking for the metro paper today and they said that in Britain it is the
worst has the worst addition rate in the whole of Europe. It on the papers, the whole of Europe, in terms
of drugs and addiction, Britain is number one in [Andrew: what in the world?] no in Europe. So it’s very
concerning, there’s a lot that needs to be done, proper links with homelessness and all those things
[Andrew: It’s all linked] all the factors yeah.
Andrew: Self-medicating to cope with the cold outside and things
Michael: a lot of factors, a lot of factors
Tom: Also people financial problems as well, can’t get work or can’t get benefits and they go on to petty
things like selling crack ‘cause they know they’ll make more money, they never earn that money in the
employment.
Interviewer: And by the way, you mentioned that you thought that people don’t really access certain
things because they are not informed [Michael: Yeah] so would you say that giving more funding to
advertisement, would that help? Or do you think
Michael: yeah, well first those services have to be in place then they can be advertised and marketed say
if those projects and professional help is available. I’m sure they can market it in a cost effective way
maybe use the libraries, GPs, you know leaflets all those things that people are exposed to, I think that
would be really good.
Interviewer: And Natalie, what about you?
Natalie: um, which question, there was so many questions
Interviewer: If you were in charge of the borough budget what would you prioritise?
Natalie: Okay. For me it wouldn’t be a money thing it would be approach thing; because I think that
obviously that costs money as well to I think that the approach that that we have at the moment is not
really focused on helping people, the focus is more on saving money and if you focus on saving money
then the people who actually get the service they don’t actually get the service that they need. So I think I
would focus on changing the approach to that that we have and also looking at people’s problems to
solve it, because a lot of times we look at the suffice of stuff and then maybe you re-house someone but
then the person is handicapped so you give him the wrong house and then after three years or two years
or two months they’re homeless again so it’s like a cycle. And the same with this project with
employment it’s the same thing you need to push people into specific job because they want people to
work but I don’t think how long is he gonna be there so after two months they’re unemployed again
because you pushed them in a wrong direction because they have a specific issue that you don’t wanna
look at. So I think the approach I would change, is the first thing I would do.
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Interviewer: John, what would you prioritise?
John: Same like everybody else.
Tom: Was gonna say the same thing as well [laughs]
Interviewer: A very good answer by the way. um, okay so we gonna move on to community questions.
So before that I’m just gonna give a brief definition of a community; so a community is a group of
people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in common. So would you say you
belong to a community?
Michael: I would say so.
Natalie: Everyone is
Michael: ‘Cause I live in a diverse community Harrington borough, I have a lot of African people living
there so that's like my community, ‘cause we have a lot in common. I love African shops there, similar
beliefs, cultural beliefs, yeah so
Interviewer: I was just asking everyone whether they thing they belong to a community and a
community would be a group of people living in the same area or sharing a particular characteristic in
common. So would you say you belong to a community?
C: Yeah, I belong to one, um, my church community all that yeah, I go to a Baptist church and um I and a
member of the choir because I like singing to the Lord and um [Michael: I don’t know that [laughs]] and I
am engaged in all kinds of activity related to the church like um the youths prayer group and kind of
visiting old people. So we do meetings on Tuesdays and on Thursdays so basically it’s very
Interviewer: We’ll gonna go back to that so maybe let’s just go through everyone [chat] can we just
check, okay so do you think you belong to a community and if so, what kind of community?
Peter: Me? Yeah, I believe I belong to a community. I mean [pause] where I live right most of the groups
are not all that as same as we but we have more of like um big community in south east you know, I go
there at times most of the times and you know I go to church as well. If they have events there as well,
they invite me as well so that’s it.
Interviewer: And John? Do you belong to a community and if so what kind of community?
John: Um [pause] Sorry?
Interviewer: Do you think you belong to a community? Do you feel you belong to a community?
John: No.
Interviewer: What about you, do you think you belong to some sort of community?
Tom: No.
Interviewer: Natalie?
Natalie: I believe that I belong to loads of different communities. You want me to name them?
Interviewer: Yeah just examples
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Natalie: For example, people that I met through basketball, that’s a community because we all like
basketball, for me automatically I’m part of the ethnic community because I was born It’s just something
that just happens automatically because of my profession people so I think there’s loads of the area that I
live in, now I think this is a community automatically, I don’t think there’s only one.
Interviewer: Okay, what about you?
Andrew: I belong to several churches communities several churches as well. I’m usually a guest at few
churches namely two actually I build on the rock universal church [unclear]. Where I participate in a lot of
events, different group meetings mainly Fridays and Tuesdays.
Interviewer: Okay, thank you, and now because some of you mentioned that you do belong to a
community and some mentioned that you do not. So I was wondering what makes you feel part or not
part of a community?
Paul: Um [pause] being part of a community give you like to me it give me um, it give me joy, you know, it
give me a sense of belonging that I’m in between a particular group of people that I could go from time to
time to you know relate to it and we have some interaction and all that and sometimes we have fun you
know, we actually sit down to discuss our past work experience you know good and bad side and all that,
it’s um, to me as a person it give me kind of um a joy anytime I go to meet my group of people it’s a way
of getting me out of stress you know and um it’s been very helpful you know.
Interviewer: Anyone else?
Michael: Community for me as I said where I live I have a lot of African people living there, you know,
African and Caribbean people and I feel really connected to them because for me that’s part of my
normal life, that’s I mean, what I eat, how I speak, you know, how I socialise how I do certain things we
have a lot more in common, but obviously I integrate with everybody where I live particularly they sell my
country food, I'm really connected to that, you know my religion and the people I mean I know they say
religious beliefs are culturally linked to me in many ways but wherever I go I can always mix with
everybody but I feel more connected where I live particularly ‘cause I mean I wasn't born here I was born
in another country, since I’ve been here I feel I feel like I belong here in a way but I feel like I belong more
back home in Africa. ‘Cause my state of mind my thinking my environment around me it makes me more
stronger being at home than being here but I can live anywhere I mean I’ve lived in Scandinavian
countries, I can get on well particularly where I live I feel more connected and stronger because of the
things we share in common. Those foundations, strong foundations.
Interviewer: I would especially would like to hear from John and Tom just why you don’t feel part of
any communities? Can you think of any reasons why you don’t feel like you’re part?
John: It’s like I have a hard time 'cause people invited me to the church but in my mind I just feel tired and
I just stopped it 'cause I have things that are more important, it's like going to church, I need be carrying
my suit to the dry-cleaners and do my hair 'cause I can't keep it like this. They always say come anyway
but I don't like going anywhere like anyway so sometimes belong like with them it’s too much, it take too
much.
Interviewer: But would you like to belong to a community, some sort of community?
John: Yeah
Interviewer: You think that would maybe in some way help you, because, if you listened to other
people’s comments I, I got an impression that a lot of people get something from belonging, that
community sort of helps with your day to day stress and overall I think that some people feel that
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communities can improve somebodies health in some way. Do you think that would be the case for you
if you chose to belong to a community and if you received acceptance would you say that would help
you?
John: Yeah yeah yeah. It's like what the government is doing for us; it's not bad. Each belongs to his
community. He pays us rent and gives us spending money, so we belong to his community.
Paul: Lucky you, not everyone gets that kind of services you know.
Tom: I wouldn’t get that.
Peter: Because I’m not entitled to that.
Michael: I think what he says is very important you made a point if money is available, some things in
place would you feel part of a community and that comes from the spending in Hackney borough you
know. When I go for meetings sometimes you have a Chinese group, they want money for their
community, you get the Turkish people they want money for the Turkish community because their
community they have so many things in common. It's very similar like here like AKABA project for African
and Caribbean men so in a ways, starting towards a community ‘cause he'll will be comfortable being
here, you know, when he goes to church, as he said you're expected to dress in a certain way as he said
he doesn't feel part of them because they want to dress nice you know do your hair [pause] He [John]
dresses nice but it has to be a certain way so that doesn’t make him feel connected or part of them. So
that’s the sort of community that people really want because yeah people are not really mixed as we
might see it, I mean this country is very diverse but people are not so living together as you might see it,
you might see different nationalities but it really not pause [Tom: There's no click], it should click but
sometimes how it is so when I go to [unclear] I see people from different communities, different
nationalities wanting money for their own communities but it’s good to integrate as well, but
communities as you said, if you go to a Chinese community they would be able to help their people more
better, they understand their cultural needs, their religious beliefs, so if they want to help them read
things and do certain things just like here you know afrocentric we tend to understand ourselves because
most of us are African of Caribbean you know our history and culture is similar in many ways. But at the
same time we can also study about people’s culture and community and understand how they work it's
possible you can have [pause] even you could do this job, you could probably learn about African culture
and still work here. So it’s how you look at it really. You can look at it in wider picture that you hold this
country together, as you said you can get money for the government that’s a community, or you can look
at it on a different scale of looking out of people’s identity and cultural history and background. I could
look at it on wide scale, you can see a difference it depends how you see it where they want to be [pause]
that’s that’s how I see it really.
Interviewer: That’s a really good point. And also we started talking how belonging to a community can
affect your health and well-being in general, anyone else would like to elaborate more on that,
whether you feel that belonging to a community actually helps you both mentally and maybe even
physically? Do you feel that?
Paul: Yeah, um, being part of a community really helps your mentality and your spirituality and otherwise
it helps you to grow you know, it can actually guide you on the pathway to go and all that, and give you
some lessons and experiences and all that, but to me um [pause] As a person here I see it as improving
human being you know you need to be in a certain place, kind of a group of people that would actually
contribute immensely to your upbringing; they may not give you money, you know but, giving you some
part of life some step in life um sharing your good and bad with them and you know sitting down and
talking about it and everything it’s actually help in one’s mind I mean you if you're so worried or unstable
you’ve been thinking about what you know, a lot of problem but if you’re in a group of people you know,
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each and every one of them share their experience with you so wow, I though I was the only person who
has problem not knowing other people have it even worse that I do. I'm even better then he do you know
whatever so it kind of um keep you strong you know, keep you going in life
Peter: That you’re not doing bad at least [laughs]
Michael: Sorry, don’t joke off people’s suffering.
[some laugh]
Paul: This world is all about learning
Michael: It’s okay, I’m alright now. No, you see if you think in you, nobody likes you, you’re way out of the
world, everybody hates you, what if you hear somebody's own problems. I thought I was out of the way, I
never knew he was doing even worse than I do. You know it kind of gives you hope that if he can still be
strong I mean I could be stronger than him you know, it keep driving hard that’s the way I see it you know
it's [pause] it’s a good feeling to be a part of a group, it might be whatever group you are it might be
church, it might be brotherhood whatever, just be part of them to learn to have hope and to have a
strong mind.
Peter: Actually, the point he is trying to say is that not that you if somebody else got issue they, then his
own is better, it’s not looking down on the person it’s just that it gives his, person more or like okay, I
thought I was doing bad you know, but I'm not doing all that bad you know, not that he is looking down
on that person no.
Interviewer: It’s just more, just personally I think, it’s just more like ‘I’m not alone’
Peter: Exactly. It’s just like even me I've seen something before where I'm not alone or I'm not doing bad
you know, I'm not looking down on the other person's problem but it's like I’m not you understand me?
We see because if we look at
Michael: 'Cause there's a time when I look at someone he's suffering I'm not doing too bad let me just
stay where I am but it’s good to look we all have challenges I’m not better than him but he’s trying to be
what he can. I’m not alone on this. But some people look at it and say oh, that person is doing worse than
them let me just stay where I am. That’s not good. It’s good to see that ok someone is going through the
same challenges as I am but I’m not better than him but some people are coping with it that’s the best
way to see it, it’s good to be in that frame of mind. That intelligent mind frame not to look down on
anybody. People go through challenges, it’s not that he is worse than am it’s not the case.
Interviewer: And I also wanted to ask you because you mentioned that you belong to a community, do
you think it affects your well-being?
Andrew: Well, personally, when I turn my community in church I've always feel experienced a lot of
stigma. And still at times. But I’ve learned to cope and approach the stigma positively. And at the end of
the day when I’m positive, at the end of the day I feel stronger inside, I feel stronger when I come out and
and I’ve gone through the day people stigmatising me but I’ll be still smiling and you know I’m still good
and just come out positive, I feel stronger and I feel them power by that, but just like that.
Natalie: so, what is good about community then?
Andrew: the good about the community is I learn spiritual stuff which I am uplifted spiritually when I’m
um from the learn from the preacher man himself, the teachings which goes on in church uplift my spirit
and I learn a lot and I get a lot of um biblical knowledge and stuff like that. But I’m talking about the
people that seat around me or talk with them afterwards, after the church um [pause] I find a lot of
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stigma over people it’s like they don’t understand me or something. I just try to cope with it, so my point
is again knowledge from the teachings but the concept that I get stigma and see what that do to my
mental health other issues
Interviewer: Okay, thank you. And Natalie?
Natalie: Um, for me community is about support, support, people who understand you so what you were
saying before sort of similar you know when you have problem when you hear that other people have the
same problem you’re like wow, I can ask a person something and they can give you advice because
they’ve already been through it so you can do better or help them. It’s about helping and understanding
and us feeling outcast as well and building your self-esteem and yep. And I think much more that
community because I think people underestimate the power of unity and um communities as well.
Interviewer: Thank you. We reached the last question and it’s about assets. And I wanted to ask you
what are the key assets in your community and by assets I mean any resources, it can be a park, it can
be a church, it can be a sports bar or anything in particular just a facility in your community that kind of
helps you and just influences your mental or physical well-being.
Andrew: um yeah, my community built on the rock church that I attend they offer certain activities such
as gym, work out on certain days and they offer just group meetings where they focus on intense
teaching to create knowledge but they do a lot of gym work as well, they do it helps when you’re stressed
a lot.
Interviewer: Thank you, anyone else?
John: yeah, these acrobat unit, they don't try close it that [unclear] as well in the community. To find like
jobs and anything you had like to sort out the can just come, I suggested to Natalie and Michael [unclear]
Interviewer: Anyone else? Any resources in your communities that help you?
Peter: [unclear] place has a gym where people go for exercise like basketball and things like that. And
then you know, that alone eases all the stress as well yeah
Michael: to be honest with you I don't really have resources where I live. We have the park it’s a normal
park, there's a lot of betting shops
Interviewer: I don’t want to lead you, but for the previous focus groups people mentioned that like in
their communities there are like um, like certain food, like certain shops you know their cultural shops
so maybe that would be it?
Michael: Yeah we have loads of them, that’s what I talked about earlier. The shops alone, the bars I can
go to [Peter: bars, restaurants] but also the human contact is very important as a resource I see a lot of
my people
Interviewer: So you would say people as a resource?
Michael: yeah, a lot of people and see them just physically see them and interact with them speak in my
language as well. My Ghanian language you know, just socialising with people.
Peter: The main this is the contact of people, it's like when I go to [pause] you know our community is
someone in the southeast where there are majority compared to where I live right it’s more like people I
know very well. Ten twenty years ago, you know it gives you more, you understand me, it gives you more
like oh, I’m not the only one in this place you understand me, struggling. You see [laughs] I’m not like
saying oh maybe I something but it's like when we tell the stories maybe in the shop or the restaurants or
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African restaurants you eat and everything and barber saloon you know and it’s like, you know, it gives
one umm [pause] that um [pause] a belonging you know, that um you know, okay I’m in this country you
know, but we’re all together you know and we understand the situation that doesn’t make me feel like
oh, I forgot back home now I started being depressed but you know it’s just me no, it’s like oh there’s so
many of us, you know, even at church we meet and you know [laughs]
Michael: Sorry just one more thing right here I mean this is like a community you know, when I come to
work I meet people like W and J, and I feel like we are brothers you know, we look after each other, take
advice from each other support each other through our common goals we all come here for a better life
you know, to try make something so I feel connected to them, all the people here, it’s like a family, a
good family. We help each other.
Tom: Each one-teach one [laugh]
Michael: Say that again?
Tom: Each one- teach one.
Michael: Each one- teach one. That’s a good one, yeah.
Interviewer: So that was the last question. Thank you all for coming.
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Appendix 17: Transcript for the Drug and Alcohol users Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer 1: First question nice and easy, we would like to ask you, what does health or being healthy
mean to you? [pause] Anyone? It’s quite an open question.
David: I think for me, I look at it as extending my life, that’s how I look at it now, that’s how I think of it
now, extending my life, my years
George: Having a better quality of life, that’s what it means to me as well as what [David] said
David: And I’ve got children as well, that’s important as well. It plays a part in how I’m going to be with
my children and grandchildren one day
Interviewer 2: Anyone else?
Kate: I’d say a better quality of life, and feeling hap err [pause] well [pause] not very healthy right now
but mental-wellbeing as well actually yeah
David: ‘Yeah, that’s important. I think that’s important mental well-being, feeling good, looking good and
also extending the years for yourself and family
Interviewer 2: Anyone else would like to talk a bit more on what being healthy or mentally healthy
means to you?
William: I feel like all they said covers it all really today to be honest really, you know what I mean?
David: But what about for you, your personal
William: My personal thing, yeah of course, you know what I mean. I mean I used to do a lot of running
and stuff like that, so yeah yeah. I have always kept quite fit. Healthy mind yeah healthy body isn’t it? So
yeah
Interviewer 1: J? Would you like to say something?
George: Um, only what I said before, it’s important to be healthy for your quality of life as well as the
length of your life and your well-being
Interviewer 1: Okay, so our next question will be how does stress, anxiety or depression (whether you
have it or not) affect your health? Does it have a direct effect on your health? Your physical health?
Stress
William: Well of course it can, can’t it?
David: Yeah, what are they?
Interviewer 1: Can you just give some examples?
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William: Not in my life, but obviously if you got stress, it can cause you to have a heart attack can’t it?
First and foremost you know, and if you got kids you don’t want to have a heart attack, ‘specially cause I
got two young kids under two years old so you know, being a mother of just one mum is going to be hard
work for her as well, my partner
Kate: In terms of direct effect though, are you asking how it affects me?
Interviewer 2: Yes
Kate: How does it affect [pause]
Interviewer 2: No you, yourself, so when you feel stress
Kate: You mean direct effects [Interviewer 2: Yes], well mine would be RSI (repetitive strain injury), carpal
tunnel syndrome that kind of thing, so I mean like immediate physical like muscle [pause]almost
debilitating muscle tension and that’s stress so yeah, that would be one thing
Interviewer 2: What about any other affects that you experience?
David: With me I get frustrated, I get extremely angry, um [pause]can get really disorientated, if it’s not, if
I get really stressed and it’s not going the way I want it to go, or I start panicking and it’s not [unclear]
William: For me, I suppose lose appetite, err [pause] not sleep properly, just being really snappy with
people
David: Yeah, yeah
Interviewer 1: How many of you actually [pause]
Kate: Sleep
Interviewer 1: Yeah
Kate: Sleep
Interviewer 1: Experienced sleep problems related to stress?
[General consensual agreement amongst group]
Interviewer 1: So just two, three – one, two, three, four, five, six
David: Yeah, everyone’
Interviewer 1: Everyone
Chris: Everyone
David: Um [pause] like stomach stuff [pause] cramps that can lead to feeling like what’s wrong? Sort of
what you were saying about being disorientated. Just not being so sure about what’s going on with your
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body, losing touch with your functions and like you know getting pain in your chest on occasion, sort of
yeah like chest pains even feel really really stressed
Don: I have ulcers on my stomach because of stress
[Inaudible discussion]
Chris: ‘That’s an extreme example
Kate: I mean you can also have, I can have the sort of adrenaline that kicks off I think from stress, which
then makes me override the stuff that is going on in my body. That’s thought just triggered – what you
said about not hearing what’s going on in your body. So I may not know, if I’m exhausted or [pause]
hungry, you know I just won’t even feel it ‘cause I just have adrenaline levels going crazy cause of stress
David: Do you find you smoke more?
Kate: I smoke more yeah, and I mean if we’re talking about - I don’t know if we’re talking about the drug
side of things, but – are we talking about the drug side of things?
Interviewer 2: Yeah, everything just talk freely
Kate: That’s definitely I think massively linked to anxiety and depression – 100% - for myself
Interviewer 2: What about everyone else? Drug and alcohol use do you feel that’s related to your stress
at all?
William: Well at the moment?
Interviewer 2: Just in general or in the past
David: at any point
William: Well obviously yeah, of course that’s why people get depressed isn’t it?
David: Okay, yeah but for you? What was it like for you?
William: Yeah exactly what she said yeah
David: I don’t know ‘cause you still have said
William: Well in the past, I took drugs yeah when I get depressed you know spent all your money I
suppose the usual. Spent all your money and you get depressed and then you don’t eat properly and you
don’t think properly for two three days until you get a bit of money again
David: So basically you have to survive the next however long till you get money?
William: Well it depends unless you go out and do crime and stuff like that
David: So stress again
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William: Yeah so stress on top of stress on top of stress. Um [pause] yeah
Interviewer 1: So what are the things that help you manage stress? Do you use any techniques? Do you
access any support?
Kate: Lifeline for a start [pause] massively
David: Anything specific?
Kate: Yoga [pause]anything specific in lifeline? Within lifeline?
David: Yeah
Kate: Structured day programme, support I get from my keyworker, support I get from my colleagues and
my other co-participants.
George: Group therapy
Kate: Everybody's amazing
George: Group therapy is very important [Kate: yeah] [pause]reducing stress [Kate: yeah absolutely], it
helps to talk about it with other people
Kate: Absolutely
Interviewer 1: Anything outside lifeline? Is there any you know
David: What did you do yesterday, John?
George: Swimming, I went swimming [John: exercise] [pause]I wouldn't be able to go swimming if it
wasn't for lifeline
John: Sorry
George: I wouldn't do that if it wasn't for lifeline probably because I couldn't afford it otherwise
William: Yeah so that's another stress not being able to actually afford these things
Kate: Yeah [pause]and there's also other activities also that we have been able to access through lifeline,
like we go for mosaic, I really like mosaic personally, I'm not into swimming but umm [pause] [unclear] I
rather go to mosaic it's something I want to do a lot more of - you know
David: Is anyone part of the choir here?
Kate: Choir?
Chris: No
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Kate: You know and umm like music, you know we got given free tickets from Hackney council actually
through lifeline. That was amazing, that something we wouldn't normally go for, that was really helpful. I
do yoga in my own time myself and cycling. Like cycle really fast between places just to
David: I think acupuncture - I've had acupuncture and we have acupuncture sometimes
Kate: Actually, lifeline have offered acupuncture, and that's helped me sleep a bit better, I was knocked
out properly after one session
Interviewer 1: Have you tried massage as well?
Kate: Yeah but then that's, it’s expensive
Interviewer 1: Yeah, there's actually a leaflet in your envelope where you can get a free massage
David: Oh yes in your
Kate: Okay! Yes, massage is great
William: I didn't get one though
[Inaudible discussion]
David: Should we refocus?
William: I think a major factor that I am getting from this group a lot of the things, growing up in Hackney
yeah and being an actual person. I find a lot of the time where people want to do things yeah, and it stops
you in my aspect yeah it’s money. Yeah that's the biggest factor with me because I tell you what, I'd be
super fit yeah if I had the money, believe in me yeah, I’d be super fit if I had the money but I haven't got
the money and a lot of these like, a lot of these keep fit places and a lot of these what I find yeah, I mean
I, me my cousin and [name] we joined a some energising place over there, we done one course yeah and
my wife was pregnant three times before and went and done one weights yeah and they try charge us
£500 yeah and my wife is pregnant yeah at the time we didn't know but we ended up finding out that she
was pregnant, I mean you know but we ended up - we didn't pay the money anyways but still money is a
factor and because all these sport things is now all geared up for money - to take your money
David: And that's the way you relief your stress through sports? That you're saying
William: Yeah, I'd be super fit if I had the money, because even all these outdoor pursuits it’s all money,
it’s all money you know
Interviewer 1: [Liam re-joins the group 11:14] I'm just going to remind you what we're talking about,
we're talking about what kind of techniques or support do deal with or cope with stress? [Liam: Okay]
So anything you do to help you deal with it?
Liam: : ‘Umm I like fishing [Mathew: me too] yeah I like fishing I find that that really helps calm me down
just, yeah just being at one with nurture really just my lake no noise just away from things
Interviewer 1: And is there any kind of support you access? Do you come to lifeline? You work here?
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Liam: I work here yeah
Interviewer 1: You work here [pause] but is there anything else like GPs? Or any other services
provided by the government that you would access if you felt stressed for example?
Liam: Umm [pause] I suppose yeah I would access probably my GP, umm yeah maybe [pause] probably
GP and then maybe a referral to some counselling or something like that
Mathew: I was just going to say that massage is definitely something [unclear]
Don: Acupuncture as well, I've had quite a lot of acupuncture and I've found that that really sort of
relaxes
Interviewer 1: And we also wanted to ask if there is some sort of support that you would like to access
but at the moment you can't because something is just [pause] maybe it's just too difficult to assess or
that it is not provided at moment or maybe if just too expensive? Is there anything?
Don: I can only just talk on the basis of working here and looking at some of my colleagues not all of them
but looking at for myself most important - is you know dealing with the stress of work is having someone
to talk to so whether its counselling or psychotherapy but the problem is, is that it's so expensive to have
that every week and I think as an organisation it would be good if that could be offered as part of a
package - I know its pricy but that would be nice if they could say you know ‘what if you get to a place
where you're quite stressed you know you can have six months worth of sessions’ or whatever you know
umm[pause]I know some people - I know myself I pay for it you know but it's not cheap. So you know
that's to kinda ease me off of what happens here, so that would be something if they could eject that,
and I think more staff would get involved with it.
Interviewer 2: Is there anything else?
Kate: Yeah, I’m really shocked that they don't actually ‘cause the kinda of work that you guys do. I'm a
service user here; I am partly where I am today because I had a breakdown following doing publicly
funded representation [unclear], psychotherapy took support for people to do the kind of work that
these guys do, and the kind of work I used to do. It’s too expensive otherwise you know, if you are at the
early stages of the career, like where I was at, I wouldn't have been able to afford therapy every week,
and it'll be people who are more senior now here who work here long enough who'll be able to have
enough to assess that if they can. But if you got kids and stuff, I don't see how you can get therapy once a
week. And the kind of work you do in social care and like at the Sharp End, government needs to support
those kind of people for doing that kind of work cause they provide help to the most vulnerable, and the
society is really in trouble if those kind of services aren’t provided, and those are the people who take the
most strain, who work in that sector, so if you could feed that back very strongly, please [all laugh]
Interviewer 1: Very very good summary
Interviewer 2: They do say that every psychiatrists needs their own psychiatrist to go back to
Kate: Well that’s the thing, that's why I’m really really shocked that lifeline doesn't do it, because I know
quite a lot of people in psychotherapy and yes they have a therapy session every week, and I thought that
this end of social care that they would be actually getting that kind of support. I know that publicly
funded lawyers aren't the most favoured of the government so we wouldn't be getting that kind of
support but yup that's what I thought.
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Interviewer 1: You've been quiet?
David: You mean the staff at lifeline?
Kate: Yeah I mean for the staff yeah for you guys who work with us
Liam: We can access a counselling service
Kate: You can?
Liam: We can, we can access a counselling service
Kate: Oh what was he just saying; all right I was getting really angry on behalf of that
David: We can, nah yeah we can but I think that it's only for a limited amount of time, I think
Kate: No you need more than three [unclear]
Liam: A maximum of six or
Kate: Six! Oh that's the same as what we get offered cause 'cause service users can get six counselling
sessions. Six counselling sessions is nothing, when you have a day in, day out stress like the kind you do
dealing with people like myself or anyone else in here, you know it’s like you need people who support
you
David: It's not just that we have our own things even as members of staff
Kate: Of course yeah
David: Even as members of staff we have our own things going on as well.
Interviewer 1: Okay, so we wanted to ask you as well, so again services you access
Charlotte: Umm [pause] I don't access services I guess I just deal with it myself
Interviewer 1: but why don't you access it then? What are the reasons?
Charlotte: Umm [pause] Possibly because of the cost [pause] yes, I mean sure I would like to access some
complementary therapies as such, but at the moment it costs is just [pause] too expensive, I can’t afford
it
Mathew: We're in a recession; we're in a recession
Kate: We're in a recession yeah, and the public sector bears the bruit of it.
Don: It's not like these guys are getting paid
Charlotte: There are low cost initiatives but unfortunately if you work full-time you cannot access them
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Interviewer 2: So you say time as well?
David: Time, yeah definitely [pause] I think there are days that I leave here, I’m not in the mood to go and
[unclear] wherever and then you get home, cause I live quite far from here so for me I suppose, yeah
accessibility and time.
Interviewer 2: Okay, so if all support were equally available to you and you could pick one, what would
it be and why?
Kate: Sorry could you repeat that question?
Interviewer 2: So if all services you mentioned like lifeline, some acupuncture were available to you
which one would you choose and why?
Kate: Well lifeline is [unclear], just to clarify for the audiotape
David: I pick massage, because I know I can feel the tension, I can feel the tension in my muscles at times
even when I know that I go to the gym and go into the sauna after, but I know I can sometimes I just need
just a little bit of care and attention, to feel like yeah somebody cares about me
Kate: And psychotherapy actually, ‘cause we get offered counselling through Lifeline, which is great but
it's limited it's limited duration and in some cases you need long term therapy, so I'm going to be
switching to finding money basically, to keep for long-term therapy myself and it'd be great if I had
enough to do that.
Interviewer 2: And of you were in charge of the borough budget what would you prioritise in terms of
services to help you deal with stress? So if you were in charge of the budget
William: Build more mountains in hackney so we can walk up and down them, go hiking
Interviewer 1: So it's not just the services in can be improving parks; it can be improving advertisement
of low cost therapies anything, anything related to umm [pause] health or mental health
William: Yeah I'd say making it more accessible to people who don't normally come and umm [pause]
yeah
Interviewer 2: So where would you put the budget? To do that?
George: I'd put it onto bus tickets, people on the low income, as they're a lot of things that I could do but
I can't get there and err [pause] Even things museums and whatever, it's free to into, but you still need a
fiver to get there and back and I have got a fiver in my budget to do that even once a week, you know
David: I think I agree with what George is saying there and I think from working her and other services
that I have worked in its always been a problem, like we've expected people to come into our service
whether it's court order or you know as part of their treatment and sometimes people just can't afford to
actually make these appointments. We’re asking people to make appointments but you their money goes
on loads of different things and luckily here we can provide bus tickets which doesn't happen anywhere,
I've never heard of it before to be honest but we do that. I mean yeah-even still we don't do that for
everyone, it's not available to everyone. But yeah, I mean big issue for a lot of people and sadly the prices
are going up [pause] traveling. And I think umm there are some people out there that are sort of out of
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touch because they don't have that issue of budgeting on £120 every two weeks. So they don't actually
for that worry so they can't comprehend right I have got to spend this on food, gas, electric, phone
whatever and might be a smoker and I need to get from A to B, how you gonna do that?
Interviewer 2: Is there anything else any would like to spend the budget on?
William: Sports. Are we talking about fitness and stuff like that?
Interviewer 2: Yeah we're talking about everything
William: Yeah I think the sports is like leisure centres should be free. Yeah like some of the leisure centres
like Hackney bath and stuff like that. They’ve got good facilities in there yeah I mean I've in Hackney all
my days, and I think they've got good facilities in there yeah, but the only thing is the cost. The cost is
very expensive you know what I mean like £4/£5 just to get in - that's the last time I've been there, it
might be a bit more now you know what I mean and I used to go to Hackney bath and I used to take all
the kids in the estate and stuff like that to Wolverstow, all over the place yeah and then I find yeah the
cost is obviously yeah if they made it cheaper you know, I know that they do do some certain passes or
something like that that you can get in for a quarter of the price or half price, but some people still ain't
got it. It's like me and my wife [name], just to go there is £8 you know. You're saying like bus passes
before you go out you talking 'bout £9, just to go out you know what I mean. Then it's the price of getting
in and out, and I’m not working at the moment so like before we go it's like £20/ £30 you what I mean,
that's like nearly a quarter of our money - my money anyway - you know it just always about money in
society these days you know and I think they should make it - I know Hackney is doing a lot more better what I noticed over the years 'cause I've been round Hackney all my life since I was eight years old and I
think yeah they're doing better but they should put funding into places where it's used a lot more which
is needed. So people who are on low incomes and it'd be a lot better-simple.
Interviewer 1: I noticed that you were about to say something?
Kate: I was going to say more cultural events like sort of, I don’t know going - again like going to see a
movie thinking about how much it's going to cost, you know cinema, maybe some free screenings or
something you know it's don't have to be like a upstate film but I know that things to do are great and
things to do tend to cost, you know pretty much, we've got the table tennis table on London fields that's
great but there could be another couple of those. Umm [pause] you know otherwise things do cost pretty
much everything, you could could go for a walk and that's pretty nice but other than that [pause] a few
just free cultural things, music and it makes people feel better. You know, I think it occupies time
William: That would be use for fitness as well, like you were saying with London fields, it you had a series
of things around the fields. Like [unclear] and someone sort of exercise in somewhere else then people
can just use for free that are there permanently
Interviewer 2: Okay moving onto the next set of questions about community. When we say community
we mean a group of people living in the same place or having particular characteristics in common, so
saying that now do you feel like you belong to a community would you say?
Kate: Yes
Don: Yes I would say yeah
Interviewer 2: and what makes you feel a part of a community or not part of a community?
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William: Obviously it's the people that make you feel part
Interviewer 2: How?
William: If you don't feel welcome why would you feel
David: How would they make you feel welcome? I'm just thinking I don't on the one side live
William: They could help you on the street isn't it?
David: On the one side I where I live I know my neighbours on the other side I don't,so things like that, I
don't know about anyone else
William: But that's what I’m saying you know like in today's society do you know your neighbour? You
know what I’m saying it like you know, it's all anti-social and that. I'm doing my thing here and you meet
people but err yeah, it's you know people meet people in it if you're a people person or you're not a
people person. It's as simple as that
Interviewer 1: Okay, could we ask what kind of community do you belong to?
William: Who me?
Interviewer 1: Yeah
William: What do you mean what kind of community
Interviewer 1: There's umm like by definition a group of people that live in the same place or have a
particular characteristic in common, so I was wondering whether it's more about the place you live in,
so the community you live in, or is it some sort of other groups outside?
William: I haven't really got a specific race or colour or [unclear] or whatever, I’m open-minded and
outgoing. I have been brought up living in Hackney, I got a lot of afro-Caribbean friends, I got a lot of
white friends, I got a lot of Jamaican friends, I got a lot of [pause]I got Indian friends that live over canning
- I’m staying in canning town, and I say hello to Indian people you know what I mean
George: Social inclusion, you got to feel included in the society
David: I mean for me wherever I live it's sort of a [pause] all the shops, and there'll usually be a
conversation I just trying to get out of, but yeah that's nice and umm [pause] yeah the neighbour that I do
know really well is err [pause]He's got cancer so it's kind of like you know that sort of neighbourly sort of
spirit like going to check that he's alright, you know 'are you ok today?' 'Do you need anything?' and stuff
like that, which I find, ‘cause I don’t live in London anymore [unclear]when you shut your door that's it.
Interviewer 2: Is anyone part of any groups or societies? Or anything else, which you could define as
like your community
Chris: I can't talk about it now
Interviewer 1: A few of you have been silent, so we wanted to ask you, what are the things that make
you not feel like part of a community? Or why don't you feel like you belong to part of a community?
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William: What do you mean like antisocial?
David: What makes you feel excluded?
Chris: It's very easy to feel sometimes to feel isolated and excluded, and that can be in my case for a long
while I have become socially isolated, not for any particular reason it just happened, but I suppose it's to
do with my own internal feelings as much as anything, but even so you can still feel part of a community
even though you're not going out and about. I read the local papers and this kind of thing you know.
Kate: I think Hackney is very multiple cultural, where I used to have a flat it was in West London and it’s
not as multi-cultural or if it is multi-cultural it's at the much higher social income bracket and there's a
difference somehow you know it's not as inclusive, you don't feel as much as a part of community, people
are getting on with their own lives and I’ve found Hackney to be very inclusive in that sense, inclusive
socially as well as culturally and and it's the first time I have felt part of a community in London actually is
in Hackney. It would be a real shame if some of the gentrification and other sights that are happening in
Hackney were to affect that. There's also a creative aspect in Hackney, which is really important and I
don't know what kind of zoning laws they're trying to bring in and make them able to [pause] they're
trying to let them be able to rented for private residential let so a lot of that creative spirit and fight that's
going on in Hackney might be affected by that, you know that sort of stuff is really short sighted really but
[pause] yeah, multi-cultural. If that isn't there then you can feel excluded.
Interviewer 1: How about you [Charlotte]?
Charlotte: For me I think it was about the location and also about the number of years living in Hackney
the same location, I think that's what makes me feel part of umm the community where I was living and
getting involved you know with things like mother and toddler groups, things that are happening, festival,
things happening in the summer, going to the library and kind of knowing what is happening. I think that
is kind of what makes me feel part of that the local community.
Kate: What is so specific about Hackney, things that will make you not feel part of a community, London
fields is like the centre of our local part of Hackney community, now, there have been various parties
there that's part of Hackney, now we've got in the last week a lot police going around the fields trying to
regulate it and clamp down and that to me that is part of what I meant about part of the gentrification
and the side-effect of that possibly. I don’t know whether they are trying to protect the the you know
high income groups of which I am one, by the way so I’m not kind of going 'oh you know blah blah blah'
umm you know and I’m part of the gentrification of Hackney actually, but whether the police are coming
in now and trying to stop the activities going on in there, that is exclusionary and that's excluding people
who London fields is part of their [pause] you know they’re are people there who you just hang out and
the police are coming round and being not very nice. That's not cool.
Charlotte: That's what is about people gathering together
Kate: Congregating together
William: Going down that road yeah, I’m for the people in Hackney yeah, and I've done you know I think
it's bad really ‘cause yeah ‘cause you like you know they make criminals out of you yeah because where
they got these community centres and you got that, you go in them they're shut up
David: What community centres?
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[Laughs]
William: They've only got [Brompton park] over the road there yeah, it's hardly open you know what I
mean? And when you do go there, what I’ve noticed in the past yeah and with morning side community
centre they have special days and it's only so many people who can go in - come on man. You know what
I mean you’re building these things for people for what?
David: But I suppose that starts earlier, I suppose like they don't have youth clubs really anymore do
they? I remember growing up myself they had youth clubs, adventure playgrounds, loads of stuff to do
William: They still got them now
Don: Yeah that got one over by the [unclear]
David: Sorry can I finish? So now as well as that I suppose umm [pause] parents can be partly to blame for
that, when we buy our kids computers and stuff like that
William: Yeah, I mean but don't get me wrong that's being antisocial yeah, but you know saying that
being an outdoorsy person I find like growing up in hackney, this is not right they're making criminal out
of you yeah and you got the police coming round saying you can't have this you can't have that, but you
got community centres there but you’re not allowed [pause] you're not letting your kids be kids you know
what I mean? Just 'cause your views change as you get older you forget when you was a kid you know
[pause]
Service User: People are frightened to let kids out these days [William: yeah exactly] [unclear]
Interviewer 2: And would you say that being part of a community has an impact on your health and
wellbeing
Don: Yes
David: I'd say so
Interviewer 1: In what way?
David: I'd say mental health, if you're not really speaking and interacting with people that can be quite
[George: Feeling included], yeah that can lead to depression [pause] and isolation and depression
Charlotte: I think one of the things that might affect the sense of community is the fact that there is lots
of people moving in and out constantly, it’s quite a transient area and I think it takes a while to kind of
feel part of something
David: I mean I sort of live in an area where the part of London that I grew up in people sort of ended
moving out to parts like Surrey, so it’s kind of like yeah I’ll bump into people that I haven’t seen from
school from just everything in any particular part of London that have all moved out to this sort of area,
and I expect like here it happens. People move out if you got a bigger family that have been here for years
maybe move to parts of Essex or even parts of umm [pause] Hertfordshire, yeah so that over time, I
suppose it's just like that whole workforce sort of moves out and a new workforce moves in
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William: I think that's quite good what you said there ‘cause a lot of people from Bethnal Green you know
I got family who live in Bethnal Green all over the place and I live in Bethnal Green and they all aspire to
go to Romford and Essex and Dagenham and all that, don’t ask me why. If they wanted to stay in
Hackney, they would stay in Hackney I think that's my honest opinion, I mean I’ve lived in Hackney all my
life I suppose I’ll probably die in Hackney. I was married hackney and I’ll probably die in Hackney, cause
once you're in Hackney it's very hard to get out. It's like the social housing once you're here and you're on
their housing they'll move you all over the place but I see all my friends, they'll move you Manor House
they'll move you to anywhere but you're still in Hackney. So it's very hard to get out of Hackney, you
know once you're in it, you're in it to win it. And it's the truth, it's the truth. That's what I find they move
you Stone Hill they move you here but you're still in Hackney. You think I'll only stay here for five years,
and then you're gonna get moved on, the same with Bethnal Green in Tower Hamlet it's very hard to get
into that borough unless you got a few pennies.
Interviewer 2: And what would you say are the key assets in the community, so when I say assets I
mean like the key resources, the places and buildings and services. What would you say are the key
assets? In the Hackney community?
George: Libraries
Charlotte: Leisure centres
David: Kings Hall
Charlotte: Libraries
Interviewer 2: Why do you say these places? [Pause] so you said libraries why do you say libraries?
Charlotte: Because it gives a lot of information about the events happening
David: The resources and information
William: To be honest, I don’t really - I've lived in Hackney all my life and once you go in them places and
you see that yeah dependent on how your attitude is, you want to aspire and you want to be somebody
good for your family, then you go to the library, you go to the community college, you can go all that. Me
personally, I don't access none of them hardly
David: Why is that?
William: Because I don't have the funds to go them places, I haven’t got the funds to go like I said to you
Chris: But libraries are free
William: Yeah but I’m saying like to go to the sport things, like to go to the things I'd like to do, and the
things that I would like to do for my family, is to get them out and about where I’ve been out and about
all my life. That's what I’m saying, I’d like to go to the gym, I'd like to go to the swimming, I went to the
swimming all my life, and took all the kids out on the whole estate to swimming but it's all about money
now, fiver a time is a joke
David: Did you do gym induction here?
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William: Nah, cause they never gave me the gym induction
David: Did you ask for it?
George: I've done it
William: The pass never came up, yeah
David: So maybe if you ask you can still have one, you can still ask?
William: But what I’m trying to say is, it's all about money, and that’s what it seems like, the haves and
the haves-not basically yeah, if you haven't got the money to go [pause] I might want to be an Olympic
swimmer but how am I going to do that if I can't go to the swimming pool and I ain't got the money?
Interviewer 2: You also mentioned London Fields
Kate: It's a free recreational area, it's a really nice recreational area, it's a central bit in between lots of
different bits, you often bump into people there, it's well lit at night actually.
George: Also you don't realise London Fields is also the hangout for several gangs, so it’s very much
borderline
Kate: I do know that
George: That's why there's so much trouble there
Kate: Yeah it depends on what you’re part of
George: It does but it’s very much there [Kate: yeah], without any doubt
Kate: Yeah I know, but it depends on what your part of, it depends how [pause] I mean [pause]You’re not
always gonna be affected by that depending on what you're involved
George: You got to be careful when you're there
David: Sorry this is Steven by the way, welcome Steven
Steven: Hi
David: Could we repeat the question quickly for Steven?
Interviewer 2: So we were just saying what are the key assets in the community so when we say assets
we mean like places, buildings and services, what would you say are the most important ones that you
hold value in?
David: In Hackney
Steven: I would say [pause]That's a good question umm [pause] the library
David: Why do you say the library bro?
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Steven: Why do I say the library? It's not a facility that I would use and umm [pause] but there are lots of
people who do use it and it's a place to go and meet somebody, if you find you're feeling isolated. If you
got the minerals to go and say hi, but not a lot of people got the minerals
Don: I think, it's just about in Hackney but I think in the coming years probably some of the Olympic
facilities are going to become more important
David: Oh yeah, I read about that this morning actually
Don: Yeah
Interviewer 2: Which one are you talking ‘bout specifically?
David: Queen Elizabeth park isn’t it?
Don: Yeah, included in the park itself there’s gonna be swimming there and I think the swimming
probably does about [unclear]
Interviewer 2: What’s there at the moment?
David: Oh God, lots of things. I read earlier
Kate: There’s live boxing that they’ve built which is gonna be like a leisure type thing right?
David: And they’ve got live broadcasting sort of wide screens and stuff like that. I read about it earlier
Liam: is that in Hackney?
Don: I think it’s just about Greenwich park which is all part of the Olympic points. The swimming, I think
the swimming pool is pretty much in Hackney actually. So its Hackney Wick
Kate:Is there any in Victoria park or is it all
Don: Technically it’s part of it [unclear; discussion about the location]
Interviewer 2: So from I’ve heard so far the key assets is: London fields so parks
Kate: library and park
Don: parks in general
Kate: Library and parks
Interviewer 2: parks, libraries, leisure centres. Is there anything else on the list that you would say is a
community asset?
Kate: the people
Interviewer 2: The people, okay.
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Charlotte: I think you’ve got this [unclear]
William: Pubs. But pubs is a very important part of Hackney and the area because you can socialise yeah,
in pubs. People in Hackney don’t go to the clubs you go to others in West end
David: Do you know anyone from socialising in the pubs then?
William: Yeah, yeah. Quite a few people
David: What sorry?
Don: Socialising in pubs in Hackney now.
[Unclear]
Chris: Bear in mind, is the coldest place on earth.
Kate: Coldest?
Chris: Yeah
David: What do you mean by that?
Chris: Everybody just if you see a smile in someone’s face you think they have an arterial motive.
David: That’s your experience
Kate: Yeah
William: It can be cold, yeah, obviously. People, it’s like in any area, you go to any area they don’t know
you obviously they’re not gonna be welcoming and nice but its where you go and you give a nice a smile
and people, it’s like me, when I first went to [states area] I did not know nobody, so it takes time so now
the neighbours they’re
David: Can I ask you if you made a conscious effort to get to know your neighbours?
William: No it’s not just conscious it’s just I [unclear]
David: I think these ladies wanna move on as well
Interviewer 2: so that was our last question, we would like to thank you all for taking part in it.
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Appendix 18: Transcript for the People with Learning and Physical Disabilities Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer 2: We will go round in a circle people should introduce themselves and say a bit about
themselves - any random fact, your name, age anything at all, so starting with you [Joe]
Joe: Hello can I help you? [Interviewer 2: Just tell us your name] Oh my name, my name is [name] and I
was born in Hackney, I lived in Hackney all my life. I am 44 years old. I’m not married, but I have got
girlfriends and baby mothers that’s what you call it. Otherwise-I’m happy go lucky, I’m a free agent, I’m a
London article you know what I mean, a British subject. I’m quite happy to attend focus today to
understand about anxiety and depression and this that and the other. Thank you very much for having
me guys.
Interviewer 2: Thank you Joe
Sarah: Hi, I’m [name] born in Stoke Newington [exact location], now I live in Clapton, in refurbishment
down by the marshes. I’ve been living in my flat for many years. Apart from Peter Bedford, I do
volunteering here, so I do costumes and also working with Joe, I’m part of the studio upstairs-drama
class, I help downstairs with studio upstairs
Brad: My name is [name] I’m 57 years old and I suffer from paranoid schizophrenia. I’m new to Peter
Bedford I’ve been coming for eight weeks now. I write very much. I’m also a poet I have a book coming
out soon.
Eva: My name is [name], I’m 43 and I live in Hackney. I come to Peter Bedford hopefully I’ll come back and
do voluntary work. I’ve got a small dog I walk it regular it’s good exercise it keeps me trim stops me from
putting weight on. So I enjoy my dog, it’s good company and it helps to cope with day to day living and I
suffer from paranoid schizophrenia.
Interviewer 2: Thank you for sharing with us.
Brad: Can I say something? I’ve got paranoid schizophrenia as well.
Emily: Hi I am [name] I am 33 years old. Just been a part of Peter Bedford for about two months. I have
minor depression. I start my caring for children course next week in Tottenham College, so I’m looking
forward to that and looking forward to start to build myself up to the person that I was before certain
situations happened last year.
Interviewer 2: Okay, thank you
Brad: That’s good, that’s good
Sarah: well done
[Peers clap for Emily]
Interviewer 2: Thank you for sharing with us.
Interviewer 1: So now we gonna start with the questions and the first question is: what does health or
being healthy mean to you? Anyone?
Eva: Walking. Walking. Walking.
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Hannah: Being able to cope
Interviewer 1: Anyone else?
Joe: Healthy to me, healthy means [long pause] being strong in a sense that you don’t have any
complaints or discourses about yourself, yeah your health is like running up stairs, running down stairs,
swim, you can play football. With me people say I have an athlete’s physique and they think that I am
quite fit and agile, I’m fit ‘cause I do run upstairs and run down stairs. I have 2 legs, 2 arms, my sight, my
hearing, my smell, my taste, my touch-makes me feel healthy.
Michelle: eating healthily
Joe: yeah, that’s another thing
Hannah: I don’t eat healthily [smiles]
Sarah: Naughty! Don’t say that, we here we do healthy programmes, you need to eat healthy - come
along to Clissold.
Michelle: I’ve got a sweet tooth [laughs]
Sarah: You can have a sweet tooth but you can do it healthily as well
Michelle: I do eat dinners as well-I have my veg’s.
Hannah: I can’t have sugar ‘cause I’m diabetic.
[discussion about artificial sugar between Sarah and Hannah]
Joe: Children too you should feed them with chopped bananas and weetabix, so they have a balanced
diet in the morning.
Interviewer 1: Can we continue with the questions? So some of you mentioned that one of the aspects
of health is mental health. So what does mental well-being mean to you?
Sarah: Can I say something? I’ve being working here at Peter Bedford for 3 years. When I first came I
wasn’t sure where I was going to be placed cause there were so many centres –they’ve got here, Clissold
where I do work, where they have the organic garden, and Isledon, I actually started at Isledon in
Finsbury Park and that’s where I learned a bit more about a healthy diet, I’ve always been involved in that
[unclear] vegetarian for 18 years and still do [unclear] But what I was shocked about when I came to Peter
Bedford was that mental health state of people’s wealth, healthy eating, and I realised how many people
here weren’t eating healthy, they were drinking and smoking and also eating a lot of fried stuff [Hannah: I
comfort eat] - that was one of the biggest problems and I was really taken back. It really got me
interested to get involved in the healthy eating programme. I think we’ve developed so much since then,
we’ve done really well [unclear] as well as the organic garden we grow everything in, you can grow and
take it out of the garden and we cook, that’s why I said this is very important, a lot of people don’t know
about it. Mental health is a really big issue. I only started to get to understand about mental health since
I’ve been involved with friends and [unclear] who have serious illnesses, what medication they’re on and
how people are not actually told-you don’t have to have that medication, you can actually eat your way
through a healthy way of living. So that has freaked me out since I got to know about it and I’m really
really passionate about doing things that’s gonna help somebody know themselves [unclear]
Interviewer 2: Thank you. Anyone else?
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Brad: I think the mind and the physical are connected, if the mind’s not right the physical is not right and
if the physical is not right the mind is not right. Very important to keep that balance
Sarah: How do we do that? That’s another step, you know, there’s a lot of steps
Interviewer 2: Emily, do you have anything to say?
Emily: I agree with what you [Brad] say as well. ‘cause I know when my mind is not [pause] right, my mind
is not settled my mind is all over the place at the moment so I’m trying to Iif I focus on one thing, like I
just said-a College that I start next week, then that gives me structure, ‘cause I haven’t been in
employment for a year and a half now, I was in full time work, so when I was working my mind was a little
bit motivated so when I wasn’t working I got involved in a bad crowd so from being involved in a bad
crowd my mind was a wreck, wasn’t eating so my body was a wreck. So now the College is giving me a
mind-set and a focus and I think that will then give me structure into, as you [Sarah] said like healthy
eating and then taking myself out of the equation of the bad crowd so then everything can kinda like fall
back into place. So I’m quite interested in talking to you [Sarah] after about that healthy eating stuff,
‘cause I definitely, I don’t eat unhealthy, but I know that I could be eating better and I think it will help my
energy and like my weight and it will go back to where it was before.
Interviewer 2: Thank you
Sarah: You got to be strong about it, if you’re going to hang about with certain people your mind’s got to
be set. Because the influences are strong as well especially now dealing with what’s happening in the
system it’s very hard to get out of it. I like the point you [Emily] brought up, I think it’s really interesting,
even though our body’s here, and I’ve been around with people with mental health problems who are on
medication, I often said to them ‘don’t think because I am not taking medication I don’t have anxieties of
my own’, sometimes you are worse off because you haven’t got anyone to turn to, you have to find that
time, find that space click and get on with it. And I do find with stress, I suppose for me I get out there
get out jogging or do something like that and really you know pushes my physical self. So I often say to
them ‘don’t think because I’m not on medication I’m not going through the same things, it’s just that it’s
in a different way’ [Emily agrees] and it’s good to have someone to talk to as well.
Interviewer 1: We also wanted to ask you how does stress, anxiety or depression affect your health?
Sarah: It does I mean definitely, if you get up and you’re not feeling good you’re feeling depressed or
whatever, you can just take a day to unpack
Hannah: Staying in bed
Eva: Not eating
Sarah: I’m not eating when I’ve got things on my mind, my adrenaline levels, my heart races really fast so
that’s dangerous. Well I overdid it, I’ll get into something-got too much work to do, too much of this or
that and just exhaust yourself.
Hannah: I don’t wanna talk to anyone, I shut myself away
Emily: [In response to Hannah’s statement] That’s me, I do that a lot. It’s not good, there might be a day
that I’ll stay up being in for 2 or 3 days, even though it’s hot and nice outside and then the next day I say
‘nah, I can’t do this anymore’, I get up, get washed, get dressed. I don’t know where I’m going, but I know
that I have to break out of it. If I don’t break out of it no one else will.
Sarah: Yeah, when I had my child he kept me on point, you know, when you’ve got children you got to get
up.
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Eva: Yeah, I’ve got to get up now, I got to get up and dressed in the morning and get my dog out
Sarah: See, that’s what I’m saying, something to motivate you, you have to do it.
Eva: Yeah, he’s motivating me to do stuff and to feed him
Interviewer 1: Thank you, our next question is: what helps you manage stress? So you [Eva] you
mentioned your dog, children. Is there anything else that helps you manage stress?
Hannah: Music
Interviewer 1: Music
Sarah: Movement I think it’s really good to move
Emily: Relaxation
Sarah: I think that’s key, I mean, I tell you now I write and I dance and I sing [unclear] I think that is one
the best thing ever for me that is, because I can get it all out on paper, I can get my stuff together, I can
express some of the things I’m feeling with my music and also with my dance as well. It’s such a good
way to relieve all those pressures. It really is.
Brad: Any creative expression
Sarah: Really does change the whole focus of how you feel, to actually know that you’ve got it there,
‘cause some people got it but they don’t realise [unclear]
Interviewer 2: Okay. When you are feeling stressed, anxious or depressed what support do you access
to help you cope with these feelings?
Eva: My GP and my mental health nurse
Sarah: My son, my brothers they’re the sort of family, I’ve got a good family there wouldn’t be a long
period of time before-someone is always there, it changes everything, I think that it’s very important.
Eva: well I speak to my GP and nurses but I can’t talk to my family and I can’t talk to my friends so I tell my
GP or I tell my nurse how I’m feeling, if I’m anxious or anything
Interviewer 2: is there any other support people access when there’re a bit stressed or
Emily: I do it myself, I don’t really have my family [Joe interrupts] I don’t have support like that. Me and
my mum don’t have a relationship, It’s a trust situation, I don’t trust people. Like I’ve got [unclear] friends
but they are very judgemental. So I told them a little bit about let’s say my drug situation and then when
I’m around them, they go ‘you’ve lost weight’ [Joe: patronising] It’s kind of patronising and in a way like
the words that they use, they don’t have to use when I’m around
Joe: They don’t consider how you feel in that sense, they say anything they want to say [Emily: and not
really thinking about the consequences] They don’t know it hurts, it affects you when they say things like
that. They should consider what they’re saying before they actually open their mouths and say, that’s
right
Emily: That’s right, maybe one person who’s been through the kind of situation I have that I could talk to,
but no, it’s quite [pause] so I depend on myself really
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Joe: Because I’m so used to being paranoid or depressed. I’ve been through that phase so many times
over and over again. When it boils down to one thing, I get bored of it now, I’ve been through it over and
over again I get bored with it now. They say medication keeps you well yet it keeps you from
experiencing. Otherwise that that, I’ve been through depression and anxiety so many times before, you
know what I mean it’s water under the bridge [Sarah: I’m so glad you said that] I can’t be wasting time
hanging about thinking on how I’m gonna react if I get depressed or how I’m gonna react if I suffer from
anxiety and things like that. I’ve been through these things so many times before, experienced so many
times before that now it does nothing to me, you know what, I’m better off without depression and
anxiety. I don’t need to be paranoid, I don’t need to be depressed, I don’t have to suffer from anxiety or
stress. Some people might wake up in the morning, they might not wake up feeling depressed, some
people might wake up in the morning they feel alright and they can be at work, because they suffer from
these sorts of like one time experiences, they at work around 12 o’clock at work they start feeling a bit
depressed. It happens to me all the time, it happens to me all the time. I’m accepting that now, I wanna
feel better than that, I wanna feel better, rather than saying I’m feeling depressed, I’d rather think to
myself ‘I’m on top of the world’, instead of feeling paranoid I rather think that yeah I’m at the right frame
of mind, you know what I mean, I’m alright, I’m good . Maybe to me that’s what life is all about, If people
can learn to realise that you know what I mean that it’s not just a convulsion of energy coming together,
it’s about you trying to remain positive, your instincts your feelings your emotions are positive that’s what
brings you across.
Interviewer 2: Brad you mentioned you had counselling?
Brad: I’ve had extensive therapy and it’s always helped. What I was telling my friend I have extreme
anxiety [unclear] every time I feel frightened I come here.
Interviewer 2: Aw, thank you for coming!
Sarah: It’s funny what you have just said that you do get a fear about certain things [unclear] it’s
interesting what Joe said, I mean I don’t know, I can only speak for myself but I’m a firm believer in
prayer-I do a lot of praying and fasting and I know it counteract so many things, in fact its works 100 per
cent. I’ve shifted so many things that I feel that’s been a part of my life, things that I’ve done, things that
happened. I’ve eradicated completely, it does really mean thinking in your mind and being honest with
yourself saying you know ‘this isn’t mine, doesn’t belong to me and I don’t want it’ and you really need to
fight that out of you. [unclear] So I think it’s important to always remember that. And it’s important to
have people say it to you, you know when you talk, someone to say ‘no, it’s not you’ ‘cause some people
claim a lot of things, and you know if you claim a lot of things, sometimes it becomes you, it automatically
fix into your being. So sometimes you need to be careful with what we say about ourselves and how we
treat ourselves as a person
Joe: And it’s good to have strong [struggles to find the right word] constructive criticism about the way
you feel about yourself, you have to eradicate yourself, pull yourself together, pick yourself up, pull
yourself together, eradicate yourself. And say you know what, I’ve got these things to do now, I need to
make my way forward and make my way across, I’ve got these things to do, I get up and go out there and
do them. And when they’re over and done with then I can say I’ve achieved, I’ve done my job.
Interviewer 2: And what would you say prevents you from accessing any services that are out there to
help you deal with your stress?
Sarah: I think it just depends, you know if you know about the service from word of mouth, it’s good to
know someone else who has been there and they can give you some idea of what that particular service
is like. ‘Cause I don’t automatically jump into things like that [snaps fingers] it all depends.
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Brad: [unclear] I can be out and about, I haven’t been out, I’ve been out three times in three years and
each time [interrupted] so that’s the physical thing that’s stopping me as well as my mental ability
[unclear]
Interviewer 2: So you’re saying it’s your own mobility that’s stopping you
Brad: No I think it’s in my mind, being on the bus [unclear] my mind is about
Interviewer 1: You [Emily] mentioned some trust issues, but I think it was more about your friends and
just close circle. Do you think you have the same thing with professional services as well, so you think
you can trust a counsellor?
Emily: Yeah, I go there once a week. That’s different, ‘cause they don’t know me so they can’t really judge
me to that extent and I can be as honest and open without them being judgemental in any way. But
people that have known me and kind of seen a change in me they don’t know about maybe hitting rock
bottom, but one of my other friends, I told him the situation and he actually applauded me for going from
the bottom and actually coming back up. But there are some people that are just really naïve to the world
and just thing that everything is just black and white, so through that and with me talking to certain
people who are kind of judgemental I’m kind of careful now with what I say and how I express myself. It’s
only people that I’ve known and an extensive amount of years or people that truly, you know care for me,
that I can express
Interviewer 2: And how did the counselling helped you?
Emily: She just pushed me a little bit more. I used to do dancing, so obviously building up confidence and
your self-esteem and stuff like that. I’ve missed it twice due to not wanting to leave the house but she still
said come anyway so I guess it’s that comfort of knowing that if I do still feel the same way okay I can still
go and talk to her. ‘Cause it’s nice to talk to somebody and just letting things off
[Friendly unrelated conversation between Joe and Emily]
Interviewer 1: Okay, so if you were in charge of the borough budget, what would you prioritise? So if
the government said ‘here’s the budget’
Eva: Day centres.
Interviewer 1: Day centres, why did you say that?
Eva: For more mental health people to access. There’s hardly any places for mental health people to
access.
Hannah: I’d say community space and they can help each other out
Sarah: Definitely community space, definitely agree with that
Eva: I find the places we live in, if someone finds you have a mental health problem they run you down,
they talk about you and run you down. There’s no why for mental health people to gather people who
have same or similar illnesses. There’s nowhere for mental health people to gather.
Sarah: I do believe you have to have space, but I do believe that you have to be able to mix in the
community, that’s where you get mixed messages. The thing is [interrupted] absolutely the wrong
concept of people, just sometimes you just need people to talk to, you need to get together
Hannah: But I think there’s less stigma than there used to be, there used to be loads of stigma
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Sarah: Yes, thank God. I’m gonna be honest with you, I never knew anything really about, going back a
few years ago, so when I saw people I was concerned ‘why are they on the street, why are they out’. I
didn’t realise that sometimes people just want to come and speak to you.
Eva: The thing is, if they find out you’ve got a mental health problem they pick on you, they chase you
around the street and torment you and they laugh at you.
Sarah: That’s why it has to be shared within a community, that’s why people need to be educated,
definitely. Because I guarantee if you go into schools and all these places you’ll find that someone in their
family has had something similar. They just need to be educated
Hannah: Lot of people are frightened, ignorant
Sarah: And I think one of the things they should do, if budgets given to us in the community, is definitely
have things for healthy eating programs, definitely have exercise because there are a lot of people who
are under that pressure tend to gain too much weight
Hannah: But you can, I gained a lot of weight through diabetes and then I lost 3 stones and then
afterwards I put it back on. I’m like a yo-yo all the time
Sarah: Yeah, because you have to stay focused on what you are eating– it’s hard if you do it on your own,
have no one to share that with, it’s a difficult step. I definitely think a lot of money is not allocated in the
right way. I also think we need to have holidays away you need to go away, you need to feel out of your
environment, you need to feel something different, we need a change of environment
Hannah: I can’t remember the last time I went on holiday. Being in London it’s such a rat race you need a
break from it for a few days. I can’t remember when I last went on holiday, I can’t remember when was
the last time I went to my brothers, but it’s downsizing. [unclear] You need a break from London, it’s so
busy, it’s such a rat race.
Sarah: I do like, I wouldn’t want to live outside London. I was born here so I’m used to that, but I like the
idea of going away from it for a little bit
Hannah: You need a break to get your thoughts together, break
Interviewer 1: Thank you. Now we have a few questions about community. By community we mean a
group of people living in the same area or having a particular characteristic in common. So would you
say you belong to one?
Sarah: Yes although they are trying very hard to dismantle it. The government want very much a cooperate world in London as obviously that’s where the money is. It amazes me because there was a time
you lived in London, a lot of the sort of co-operate lived outside in big houses, country houses. Now they
realise the money is here. They’re keeping the country houses and coming back in, pushing people out,
which I think it’s totally out of order, because I don’t know anybody outside London and if you do they’re
far out of London and I certainly wouldn’t just go and start a new life, I’ve lived here all my life. So I think
the government’s strategy isn’t a good one
Hannah: I wasn’t born here but I’ve lived here for 40 years
Sarah: Yeah, so you’re part of a community. I’m concerned about it, ‘cause I do see that its destroying
community spirit, moving people out
Hannah: they don’t care
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Sarah: Well, they will still have to go through the structure, structure’s gonna change again, it has to
Hannah: I don’t think so. I’d like to shoot him, I’d like to shoot that man, I’d like to let him have a slow
death [laughs]
Sarah: Don’t think he’s doing it to himself? [unclear] It’s really hard to come out of that feeling the
negative thing. I know they do things that create a lot of anger so I try to stay away from feeling that
disgusting feeling [Hannah: I had that yesterday] He needs to do things differently. Whatever anybody is
going through, he will get his own - it will come round - you have to let it go, just continue what you’re
doing, otherwise it affects you at the end of the day
Hannah: Yeah, I think so definitely
Sarah: I don’t know, it’s really difficult. ‘Cause I believe personally, one - love yourself, that’s a very hard
thing to do, love you first and do the things you want and in that way you can dish it out to someone else,
there’s a lot you carry around, I have to admit there’s a lot of people I don’t like, but I don’t like or dislike
what they’ve done and try not to have [Hannah: but we shouldn’t judge] it’s not even judging I’m just
thinking it’s just the fact that people do things even though they know they’re wrong, it carries a really
bad weight with you and a horrible feeling so I think we need to change that system. I mean it’s taken me
a while when I think about it, I wasn’t a person who whould have sat and talked through this now I mean I
was pretty much ‘if you mess with me you know what’s gonna happen’. I would stand my ground I
wouldn’t have it, what living in London and in Hackney you have to be pretty tough, you need to fight
your way through. As you get older and have children you have to fit into the system, you change the
way you view things.
Hannah: Change is a good thing as long as you change and don’t harm anybody. Treat people the way you
wanna be treated yourself
Sarah: That’s right. I mean, there’s still good people.
Hannah: A lot of good people
Joe: Good people yeah. They say that the good you do in life [unclear] that follows
Sarah: definitely, I believe that, you get rewarded. And if I don’t get that my child can get it
Joe: How do you say this verse- good things come to those who wish or good things comes to those who
wait?
Emily: Both. You don’t ask you don’t get.
Interviewer 1: So anyone else belong to a community?
Hannah: I don’t belong to a community. There’s a little shop where I live, and I sit and keep my friend
company and all the shop owners and all the customers they’re all sort of friends of mine, I don’t know if
that’s community. [Interviewer 2: yeah] I can’t stay in the house, I’ve got to go out. I’ve got to go out and
be with people, sometimes if I stay in my flat all the time, I get morbid and depressed. I got to go out,
‘cause staying in makes me feel worse. I don’t mind listening to music when I stay in, but otherwise I’ve
got to go out and get company, otherwise I get bored.
Interviewer 1: Is there something that makes you feel part or not part of a community? Because some
of you mentioned that you do belong to a community but then again, some of you dint say anything
Interviewer 2: yeah Eva is shaking her head [laughs]
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Interviewer 1: you don’t think you belong to a community? Why not?
Emily: ‘Cause I’ve moved around so many times [unclear] Where I come from is North London, Finsbury
Park, that’s where I grew up. But from there I was in Brixton, Camberwell, Lewisham, Hackney,
Tottenham and now I’m back in Hackney. So where ever I lay my hat is home to me. Even though I’m
here, that’s just where I live, it’s not my community. [Sarah: but how are you now?] I’m fine now, I’ve got
people that I know in the area but [pause] I belong, yeah okay, I don’t feel out of place, I don’t feel that I
don’t belong here, no one gives me bad looks or anything like that. But I know in the next 2 years I’ll be
moving again. So
Interviewer 1: You mentioned ‘my community’. How would you describe your community? Don’t know
if you have one, but just what you would like to have in a community?
Emily: Because I’ve always been through being homeless and gone from sofa to sofa and friends, my thing
with the government and community is I’m quite upset with how they deal with people with housing,
especially people that were born here [Sarah: that’s right] because I haven’t been in this system and
because I wasn’t abused or fostered and I have no kids, the council can’t help me, and I think that is really
bad for someone who comes from wherever with their 2.5 kids and can get housed straight away. So
community for me - I don’t know what that means for me to be honest, ‘cause I don’t believe in that or
whatever
Eva: See, I’m stuck where I am, where I’m living but I have no means I have no priority to move, but I
don’t want to live in my flat ‘cause everyone runs me down and talks about me and picks on me and takes
everything off me and then they slag me off. I just want to get out but the council won’t move me
Emily: can you swap, can you swap with somebody?
Hannah: Why do they pick on you?
Eva: I don’t know, ‘cause of my mental health
Hannah: ah, then I’ve been lucky in that way
Eva: If I want to move, I have to bid and the bidding is ridiculous how they do that. I would like to get out
of my area and make a fresh start where no one knows me
Emily: you’re lucky, you can bid. I can’t like for me to actually get on the housing list
Eva: but they won’t move me, ‘cause I’m not a priority. I’m not old, I’m not disabled.
Sarah: have you got one, two bedrooms?
Eva: I’ve got one bedroom, but the flat is really old so no one will exchange
Emily: you have more priority ‘cause of your mental state. Mine is so minor that it’s not even being
[unclear] or whatever, ‘cause I have no kids and stuff like that. So for me being put on a council list
[unclear] I’ve been put on to Peter Bedford, I’ve got 2 years for them to move me onto something more
permanent that’s what I mean, I’ll be moving again but I know once I move I ain’t moving again
Sarah: It’s such a hard thing, I really don’t know how it’s like. I mean I’ve been where I am now [unclear]
when they started that point system. Points? I had no idea what on earth they were talking about. I was
really shocked. Points! I was so shocked, I could not believe the system, I knew nothing about it and then
this bidding thing I was getting to know about it. The only reason why I think certain things [unclear] now
is because the government want to move people who have 3 bedrooms. I ain’t going nowhere
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Emily: if you don’t use that room you need to pay rent for it
Sarah: Fine, I pay it, I’ve got my son there, it’s a small box room and I’ve turned it into an office I will
never give that property to the council, under no circumstances. I lived there too long, too much history,
family come from abroad, friends come from abroad. Why should I give that up to somebody who’s
coming to the country knows nothing about [unclear] probably isn’t gonna look after it the place as well
as I have, I’ve done too much work, I am not giving it up. I will pay for it, that’s fine.
Emily: That’s where the stress comes from, the government is putting more stress on people giving
anxiety because you [Sarah]seem like a very strong person, someone like me may be thinking oh my gosh,
they’ll gonna try and take my place, what am I gonna do, they’re going to kick me out, where am I gonna
go
Sarah: You’ve got to know your rights. It took me time to understand the system. I realised when they’re
charging you that £14 for the room right, if you look at the archives down in Kings Cross it tells you quite
clearly it’s still against the law to charge for the extra room. If I had rented out that room as a sublet to a
person, I would have been out of my place. They would have taken me to court and evicted me. How’s
the government managed to do what they are doing, charging the extra, they mustn’t take me for a fool,
that’s why I had to bring it up to the council and spoke to them at a meeting, really and truly most people
don’t know how the system works, we don’t take time to do it. That council didn’t expect me to say that, I
said ‘I’m not like this, I’m very awake’ why are you charging for something that belongs to, why are you
charging an extra for an extra room, why? That is like sublet and you’re telling me it’s okay I can pay that
rent or I can give that to someone coming to my property [unclear]
Emily: But you can buy your place now
Sarah: Well, I’ve part rent and part [unclear] that’s why I got into so much trouble with Hackney Council
[unclear] And for anybody that’s in housing, there’s a thing called discretionary payment services. They
don’t put in in the papers, they don’t tell people. [unclear] then I found out from one of the staff they
have discretionary payment service you actually get help if you’ve been charged for your extra bedroom
[unclear] and got it [snaps fingers] just like that. Not without praying, I prayed and fasted and I got it. So it
shows you what they’re doing if you don’t know the system, it’s no good. What’s happening in mental
health [unclear] so where did you get the support
Emily: yeah, and then it adds up to more
Sarah: Don’t count on those [unclear] you know it’s exactly how it’s affecting people and knows how to
get people out of their properties, those who are with mental health or disability whatever. So that in
itself is not a conscious person, it’s not thinking and I just think it’s hard.
Interviewer 2: That you for sharing that with us. I also wanted to ask does being part of a community
have an impact on your health well-being? ‘Cause you [Eva] mentioned that it has a negative impact, so
maybe you could say a bit more about that? Is it just the flat or the house that you live in or is the
whole community?
Eva: The whole community.
Interviewer 1: The whole community
Eva: The whole community. I know they can tell I have a mental illness by looking at me. Sometimes my
mum goes to me ‘people can tell you’ve got a mental health problem’. I would say ‘how would they
know?’ and now I realise people must know and it does affect me. And If I go anywhere I quickly go
somewhere and get home. I don’t stay out, I just want to get home and get away from everyone.
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Hannah: I couldn’t tell. You can’t always tell.
Emily: If you got a disability you can see you have trouble with walking but with a mental health issue you
can’t tell, it’s not something you see
Hannah: Since I was 15 I’ve had Bipolar, I’m chronic now
Emily: My cousin got a bipolar
Hannah: I tend to manage it but sometimes it gets out of hand
Sarah: What is Bipolar? I would like to understand how it actually affects people
Emily: It affects people differently. Her’s [Emily’s cousin’s] came when she got pregnant we always
thought when she was younger she was troublesome, unbalanced but we thought it was because of the
may my uncle and her mom treated her. She got sectioned and when she got sectioned she thought her
mum and her sister were taking crack cocaine stealing from her. I think it has something to do with the
brain and how the brain sees certain things. But even the medication she was on I don’t feel it was
making her better, it kinda felt it was making her worse [unclear]
Hannah: It’s a chemical imbalance of the brain
Emily: With people with depression I don’t think they should be put on pills which make them more
depressed. Medication for mental health is not always the way to go forward. I think it makes your mind
worse than what it was before.
Eva: all the different medication
Sarah: People I know have had bipolar or still have bipolar but what has freaked me out is that I found the
effects it has on them scary. When I’ve gone to see them they were taking medication that were too
strong, they were shaking, and I was like what is going on? There is no way medication supposed to give
you that effect [Emily: No] I was like what is going on? I told them ‘you know what, you need to speak to
your doctor and get that medication reduced.’ But they said to me ‘what makes you think that?’ cause
you know you’re not, I said ‘yeah, but I’m looking at you I know you as a person so if I’ve seen that that’s
telling me something. Take it back to them and say you need to, and you know this can take a few times’
and they went to the doctor and they said ‘yeah, they’re too strong’ and I said ‘ why didn’t they look at
you before, they’ve seen you shaking.’ This got me into a rage, because I know, I can see it, this shouldn’t
be happening. What scares me, what else is it doing to the rest of your body?
Hannah: It balances you, it’s a chemical, not a drug. Medication doesn’t make you happy, you’re not
always happy when you’re high and when you’re low you feel terrible. When I’ve been low I’ve been
crawling on the floor. I’ve given myself 58 stitches [unclear] blood transfusion. I’ve never wanted to
commit suicide but I just always cried for help, I never thought oh I’m doing this thing, I never thought of
that, it was a cry for help to get my diagnosed so I wouldn’t have to suffer so much.
Interviewer 1: Thanks, So I’m gonna ask you the last question: what are the key assets in your
community? And by assets we mean anything you put value on, it can be a property, it can be a park,
anything in your area that is valuable to you
Eva: I like going to my local park [Sarah: yeah, definitely] Addison Park with my dog. Sitting over there
some days on my own to get away from all the traffic
Sarah: definitely the park but also knowing that you have the people, the neighbours that you can talk to
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Eva: None of my neighbours knock on my door, they don’t see me for weeks. People don’t knock you
door and see if you’re alright [Sarah: I do] When I had pneumonia last year, not one person knocked on
my door to see if I needed anything. They knew I had it, they knew I couldn’t get out. And I nearly died of
that pneumonia last year. And not one person knocked on my door to see if I needed anything and it was
my mum who’s disabled, who has chronic arthritis used to come and do my shopping.
Sarah: Do you have a local shop close to you?
Eva: I have a local shop close to me, but it was a struggle to get there when I had pneumonia. But they
won’t deliver to your flat.
Sarah: Okay, see I have that in a community, we have people that actually do that where we are so you
see every community is different ‘cause we have it. It sort of depends on where you are.
Hannah: Even with the ordinary people, not like me and you, but a lot of ordinary people
Sarah: what do you mean by ordinary? I’ll tell you something, you might be sitting in your house going
through what you’re going through as so called ‘ordinary’ person is drinking his life away as well. It’s just
that they’re not under any sort of medication or under sort of a particular banner. So you see it depends,
you know, ‘cause a lot of people are doing it [sitting at home] it’s just that it’s not known. These are
things that happen at home and nobody knows about it.
Interviewer 2: Is there anything else apart from certain people, are there any other assets in the
community?
Emily: Local gym
Hannah: Café
Joe: I like shopping for clothes, shopping centre. Wood Green shopping centre
Sarah: I think all the stuff is important, anything that’s available, assets where we are, it’s just that we
probably aren’t as taped into it, making sure you’re part of it. I think it’s a shame they don’t have an
outreach that goes round to people, you know, even if it’s just visiting or have some sort of community
base that we have. I mean I know they’ve have community visitors once every six weeks or month but
sometimes it’s not enough, to people to actually get involved. And also people are frightened as well,
they’re not used to new people coming into their area, which makes things a bit difficult as well, you’re
losing all the neighbours you had for years
Eva: When I had pneumonia the mental health worker would come in and they weren’t doing anything,
they were just sitting there –chatting. And one of my workers demand me to make coffee when I had this
pneumonia and he was telling me to hurry up to open the front door and I said to him ‘how can I hurry up
when I can hardly breathe and walk?’ but they are very demanding some mental health workers and
they’re not that helpful mental health workers. They should train mental health workers to understand
your disability as well.
Sarah: I’ll tell you one of my biggest dreams you know, ‘cause I’m actually going back to my music which I
take very seriously and I would really like to have enough money to open something on my own which
communicates to the community and actually get people who are unemployed to work alongside, I want
to give back to the community.
Interviewer 1: Thank you everyone, this is the end of our focus group!
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Appendix 19: Transcription for the Turkish/Kurdish Women Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer 1: So we can start. Yeah, I will ask you just to say something about yourselves, maybe your
hobbies, your name, what you are doing, anything you would like to share with us.
Stacy: My name is [name]. I am one of the volunteer therapists in Hands Inc., I start last week, err - I was
having lots of trouble in my life, and then that’s why I start err - learning these kind of therapies. I start
with reiki and then after that I learn many different techniques and I’m using it now but ‘specially it
helped me because I was in a depression and I was stuck in a house and err just you know - not social I
was like in really depression after I married because before I was so social and then I’m married and I just
have kids, I stuck in the house that made me really you know depressed. And then, but now about four
years now I’m getting better and better every day and I have done many studies and I went seminars,
workshops lots of things you know I started getting out.
Interviewer 1: Yeah, okay.
Interviewer 2: Thank you.
Interviewer 1: Yeah, something about you [Mary]? Your name? What you’re doing?
Mary: My name is [name]. I am, I live in Clapton. Um, I come in London ten/five years this year - July
ten/five years. Hmm I like speak English. I am born err this - last year’s coin. I like speak English I um
listening and concentration problem. Me very like it concentrate err, listening problem my teacher tell me
‘Mary good, good to speak English [Turkish Dialect]. Very talkative me – problem. Yes I am upset, err
school friend ‘talking, talking Mary’. I am upset, cry, you understand you me.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 1: Could you please speak in English? [Everyone laughs]
Mary: Yeah, err – [Turkish Dialect]
Stacy: She [Mary] talks too much, ‘specially in our community – church community. They say you know
‘Mary you are speaking too much’, and she is just saying that if you were in my position [Turkish Dialect
spoken between Stacy and Mary], you do the same, but she is really upset about you know when other
people judge her.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: And they never say sorry
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Judging and you know
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
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Stacy: Like they’re behave – they’re, they’re err saying she’s – One of the ladies she just said to her you
know ‘you’re abnormal, you’re mad’, that kind of things and she just really upset about it.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Because this person makes her really crazy about it, she’s really mad about this.
Interviewer 1: Okay. Thank you
Lucy: My name is [name]. I come this country long time ago, 1975. 1975, I come this country (inaudible
discussion). I have got three children, two boys – one girl and I lost my husband - (Inaudible discussion) - I
lost my husband 1999, yeah now is um – I got sick in my leg, I got arthritis, nearly two years I’m suffering
arthritis. I stop my job and spend a lot of time at home and I cook and do this. Now I feel very sad inside
the house, I like to go outside and [pause]
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: Thank you
Interviewer 1: Thank you. So we also wanted to ask you what does health or being healthy mean to
you?
Stacy: Being healthy is when, you know, you enough for yourself and your family. Yeah ‘specially for
yourself and you enough for yourself emotionally and physically. That’s healthier and happier.
Lucy: The doctor sometimes too. Go outside and talk and need them – company – talk, talk
Interviewer 2: So you like having someone to talk to?
Lucy: Nobody to talk to
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 1: English please?
Lucy: Sorry
Mary: Sorry
Interviewer 1: What does health mean to you?
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Mary: Its special this physical err
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Mary: Physically and mentally
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[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 1: Okay and how does stress, anxiety or depression affect your health? When you’re feeling
stress how does it affect your physically health?
Mary: I am very divorce. My family not helping – my children not helping, children
Interviewer 1: Yeah, but how does stress affect your health? Because you mentioned when we were
doing the questionnaire that you do have stress, and you mentioned that for example sometimes you
have your heart racing because of stress - so what kind of other physical
Mary: – neck pain, foot
Interviewer 1: But do you think it’s because of stress?
Mary: Yes it is, my back
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
[Inaudible discussion]
Interviewer 2: Sorry, I was going to ask, would you [Stacy] mind just translating for us?
Stacy: Yes
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: It affects a lot, yeah
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Especially headache and then when she’s stressed she feels more tense
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 1: And what helps you manage stress? When you’re stressed like what do you do just to
release that energy – that negative energy?
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She talks - like when she sees someone talks
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: when she starts talking no-one listens because she talks too much, that’s why she doesn’t want to
go out and talk anymore because she thinks they don’t listen, she talks too much
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Lucy: Yeah sometimes nobody listens [laughs]
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Interviewer 2: What about you? How does stress affect you as well? So how do you manage stress?
Stacy: Um, how I manage stress? I do some healing for myself, ‘specially for if I get stress, I take more
time for myself and then I spend time with my son that really helps me you know - relax. I got family here,
my friends, I – before I wasn’t this social, but now when I am upset with something I talk with my friends
or my family.
Mary: My family very tight [inaudible], very not this don’t touch me – coin doctor - depression doctor. Me
no doctor coin depression, one half years not going depression. GP tell me, GP ‘go in garden’ – garden
cause of my back problem
Stacy: She’s going in garden to get relaxed.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Mary: But my back pain problem, no garden, with my allergy, tablet allergy – pollen allergy
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: What about you (Lucy)? What do you do to manage stress then?
Lucy: I like to talk for my friends, and my daughter she comes home, so I like to talk to my friends on the
telephone, and just my children come seven o’clock, ‘cause all day at home I go to garden and sometimes
I go outside.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].

Stacy: She [Mary] likes to go to garden but there is dog and she is really afraid of dog
Mary: Don’t touch me, don’t touch me
Stacy: Once they attacked her [Mary: very upset], you know when you’re more stressed dogs feels it
yeah. That’s why they attack.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Lucy: I do gardening
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: Okay, so next question is to do with service use – so when you feel yourself feeling
stressed, anxious or depressed, what support do you access to cope with these feelings?
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She [Mary] goes to Derman, that’s one community, they’re very very helpful
Interviewer 2: Okay, Derman, what about anyone else? Is there any services
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[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: So when you get stressed, do you see any GPs or any other services? Massages?
Lucy: No I don’t go GPs [inaudible discussion]
Interviewer 2: So why do you come to get massages?
Lucy: Because sometimes [inaudible discussion]
Interviewer 1: By the way, you mentioned that you don’t go to a GP, why is that? Why don’t you go
there?
Lucy: No I go sometimes – medicines, every two week/ every three months I take my medicine, medicine
– and to sometimes go when I not feeling well – I go GP.
Interviewer 1: Are you satisfied with this service?
Lucy: Sorry?
Interviewer 1: Are you satisfied with this service you get from this GP? Are you satisfied with your GP?
Lucy: I don’t know this one
Interviewer 2: Are you happy with your GP?
Lucy: Yeah
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Yeah, she [Mary] sees GP
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She wanted to see the psychotherapist, ‘cause she was seeing last year but this year GP says I
mean its better to do the gardening, and going out and this kind of things.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Lucy: Going park, but sometimes you don’t find anybody to go, children are busy.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Because she wants to talk to someone, she’s difficult to find someone to explain to her problem
and she’s like scared of like being alone.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: and her daughter has got problems as well
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[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: They both of them have problem
Interviewer 2: and what about you [Stacy], what services do you assess for yourself?
Stacy: Um I don’t access any services at this time.
Interviewer 1: Why not? Are you just healthy? Or
Stacy: I feel healthy
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Lucy: You don’t take any medicine?
Stacy: No
Lucy: That’s good
Interviewer 2: Okay and the next question is um, if you were in charge of the borough budget what
would you prioritise? So what service if the government gave you money, would you put the money
into?
Stacy: Okay, can I say something? [Interviewer 2: Yeah] I just saw one picture from the facebook and its
says one African proverb, it says ‘when you educate a man you educate individual, but when you educate
women you educate nation’, you know is so nice because when you change women and when you take
them out social, more healthy, it affects kids, husbands, society, all nation. I really believe that, that is so
true.
Interviewer 2: So helping women get out?
Stacy: Yes, get help, get more social, get work, they get out and work, those kind of things. I think women
needs more help because men can go out and easily socialise, they easily socialise but women and when
you are from a foreign country, and you got barrier of language all those kind of things – you stuck at
home. You do nothing, just stuck at home, not many services to you
Interviewer 2: Okay, and what about you [Mary]?
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She [Mary] says to help people with disability, all those kind of people first, then depression,
disability and those kind of people who needs more help.
Interviewer 2: But how would you help them?
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Like some sort of picture course, those kind of things
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Interviewer 2: So you said picture course, art programmes?
Stacy: Art programmes to help them feel better
Interviewer 1: and you [Lucy]?
Lucy: Same, I don’t like all the time at home, cooking and cleaning and washing and all those [pause] I
like to go outside, sometimes need outside to go.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: Music classes
Interviewer 1: Okay, our next question is just like a yes/no question, and then we are going to continue
with the rest of the questions. So would you say that you belong to a community?
Stacy: I do, yeah
Interviewer 1: And do you think you belong to a community? It can be either living in the same area, so
you neighbours – you belong there, or just like um people having a particular characteristic in common
Interviewer 2: So like social community?
Interviewer 1: Yeah like social
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She [Mary] has got an appointment soon
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: We’re nearly finished, okay so um [pause] and what makes you feel part of your
communities?
Interviewer 1: What makes you part of community?
Interviewer 2: So what is your community? And why do you feel part of that community?
Stacy: Why do I feel part of this community? [Interviewer 2: yeah] I don’t know, all I can say is, I tried to
be part of my Turkish/Kurdish community, and I go to their events, many things – I still feel part of that
community and like I don’t feel like I’m in English here, that’s because I live in London. No I’m still Kurdish
and I’m still, how can I say, my cultural thing is still for me.
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She’s [Mary] got a problem that’s why she has to leave
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
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Stacy: She’s [Mary] got to go
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Stacy: She [Mary] has allergies
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
Interviewer 2: Okay that’s fine. Thank you for coming
[Turkish Dialect spoken between Stacy and Mary].
[Mary leaves Focus Group: 24:23]
Interviewer 1: Okay, so we have two questions left, and err - okay so we wanted to ask you, does being
part of a community have an impact on your health and well-being? Do you think it has some sort of
effect on your health and well-being?
Stacy: I got my family here as well, so I when I have any problem, feeling good to know someone to take
care of you yeah. I think it really affects - yeah
Interviewer 1: So what about you [Lucy]? Does being a part of a community affect your health? Does it
make you feel better or
Lucy: I feel better
Interviewer 1: When you’re part of a community yeah? Okay and err last one is what are the key assets
in your community? and by assets we mean anything you put value on, it can be a building, it can be a
park, it can be people. So anything you put value on?
Stacy: In my community, what is value for me?
Interviewer 1: Yeah, is there building or is there a park
Interviewer 2: So we’re saying is there a building or services that you think are important in your
community that is key to improvement?
Stacy: Yeah, yeah, there is the Alevi cultural centre, that is really important I think and they are Kurdish.
You know them and Derman do lots of things for the community, and I really think that is a good job that
they are doing.
Interviewer 2: Okay, thank you. Do you [Lucy] think there are any buildings or services that is key to the
community? So you mentioned that you a Muslim, do you go to the mosque? Are you part of the
mosque community?
Lucy: I don’t go all the time.
Interviewer 2: So are you part of any communities?
Lucy: Any community it don’t matter. I like to mix
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Interviewer 1: So is there anything else that you would like to add about how stress affects you? Or any
problems your community face? Or services you are dissatisfied or satisfied with?
Stacy: Err, I can give you an example, when I was depressed I didn’t go to the GP because when my mum
had problem, when she went to the GP it was so difficult to get a psychotherapist so difficult to get
anything. It’s so difficult. I didn’t use GP; I didn’t go to GP, because I was feeling that there is no help. GP
has to um – you have to have really serious health problem [Lucy: yeah serious]. If it’s serious then they
do something, but in other times, it’s just waste of times. And then err when you are woman in our
community, it’s so difficult to go out. So difficult to go to do some sort of study, these are so difficult in
our community. Still difficult, young generation is okay, they are going, but you know maybe my
generation is still there stuck in the house
Interviewer 1: Even though you live in London?
Stacy: Yeah, it doesn’t matter, even you in London, your job when you a women – women job is in the
house, just cooking, cleaning, taking care of kids, that’s all. Your job is in the house, and still in London
same problem in my community still the same here.
Interviewer 1: Anything else you [Lucy] would like to add?
Lucy: No its okay, same one also. Cause I like to go out, but I can’t go out cause I can’t find anybody.
Interviewer 1: Okay, so I suppose that will be it. So thank you for coming.
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Appendix 20: Transcription for the Older People Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer: First of all, maybe you would like to say anything about yourselves, your age, occupation,
hobbies, anything?
Anna: Okay, I’m [name], I’m retired psychiatric nurse and I’m 67 years old and you know, I love Sharp End,
I love the zumba and the things they have here, especially yoga and things. And I’m enjoying the company
of the people that come here as well.
Lola: Well yeah, my name is [name] and I’m 59. I’m the mother of three sons, I’m married and I have lived
in London since 1976, coming from Ireland and that’s it really, that’s me.
Interviewer: Thank you. And you sir?
Ben: Yeah, I’m [name], I’m 72 in the end of this month um, I come to Sharp End I do yoga and pilates and I
find it great, it keeps me active and um, stretched.
Interviewer: Excellent. So I suppose we can start with the actual questions now. We have a few
questions about health and first of all we would like to know what does health or being healthy mean
to you?
Ben: Being active. Being able to be active and go about and do things.
Lola: Feeling on top of everything, feeling [pause] good, you know. Being able to move and [pause]
operate comfortably and happily.
Anna: Yeah and your mind you know and the social, your social skills are you know, improved because of
the interaction we have here [Sharp End] the different types of people.
Interviewer: And what about mental well-being, what does that mean to you?
Ben: Yeah, absolutely, yeah, you know have good mental health. I spent 30 years as a mental health social
worker so [pause] I have good mental health yeah. I think you know being active and doing things
improves your well-being and you know your mental health.
Interviewer: Do you have anything
Anna: Yes, it’s the same yeah, just keeping your mind occupied here and the interaction you have is a
good help for your mental being.
Interviewer: And Lola?
Lola: At peace with yourself and people around you.
Interviewer: And um, I’m not sure whether you’ve experienced a lot of stress, but let’s say [pause] I’m
sure you had stressful situations in the past, did you feel that it affected your health in some way, your
physical health?
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Lola: Ah well [pause] insomnia, um, concentration [pause] I tend to compensate by overeating [pause] or
if I’m really really stressed I can’t eat but I’m just mildly unhappy [pause] or unhappy.
Ben: No. I mean you know I had a stressful job for 30 years and um no, it never affected my health, I
mean I found it quite challenging and quite rewarding to do it but um, no. I think you know, when you get
older, things happen and your health, you do get things I mean I’ve got I think I’ve got more health
related problems now than I ever had when I was younger.
Anna: Physical yeah.
Ben: Yeah, physical, not mental, yeah.
Interviewer: And did you [Anna] have anything?
Anna: No, no, no. I think when’s you’re stressed because of the people you talk to and everything and
that can help you know, you could find find some coping mechanism to help yourself, yeah.
Interviewer: So talking ‘bout coping mechanisms, what helps you manage stress?
Anna: Well, just just being active, because that keeps your mind occupied and away from your own
problems.
Interviewer: What helps you [Ben] manage stress?
Ben: Well, I’ve been doing meditation and um, mindfulness and I find that yeah, yeah it’s great really you
know I think it’s great help, meditation.
Interviewer: Can I ask you where did you hear about this method? Was it work or
Ben: Um, well, when I was a mental health social worker I used to send my clients, used to go to the
Buddhist centre and do meditation and that what, that’s what started it. We used to go there and found
that it was really good for some people, not for everybody, but to do meditation, yeah.
Interviewer: How long have you been doing this?
Ben: Few years.
Interviewer: What about you Lola?
Lola: Um [pause] for years I did nothing about it, I just thought that was it, I didn’t really think about it.
But in probably in the last ten years I become aware that I didn’t think that I was a stress sort of person, I
was anxious, yet I always thought I was like on top of everything, very much in control and then I realised
- no I’m not that sort of person at all, I’m very [pause] I’m probably am depressed, I probably am, always
[pause] as long as everybody else is okay I’m fine you know. I’m sort of [pause] doing my duty as a mother
and husband, oh, mother and wife.
Interviewer: Thank you. And also, have you [Ben] accessed any support to deal with stress?
Ben: No.
[interruption]
Interviewer: Sorry, I wanted to ask you [Anna] if you were experiencing stress, anxiety, would you
access some kind of support, would you go to your GP or have you done that
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Anna: Yes, yes, you can, first of all, you need to go to your GP and if you need any referral for any mental
thing, because you know, they’re always asses you, you have the forms whether you’re depressed or
anything like that and that’s how you, you know, you have to go through right channels.
Interviewer: And is there anything else, I mean, you come here to Sharp End [Anna: Yeah] so I’m not
sure, maybe that kind of helps you with stress let’s say, if you have that
Anna: yeah.
Ben: The woman that was just here does reiki. We all have reiki don’t we, we all sort of you know, that’s
very good for stress, yeah.
Interviewer: What about you [Lola]?
Lola: No, not really. No. No. I always just got on with it and sort of spent my time sorting out other, like
my husband is a manic depressive, he has been all his life he suffers from um, terrible depression all his
life and so since I’ve met him I’ve been sort of, you know I’ve been with him for forty years actually. I’ve
been, it’s been my first introduction to mental health problems and I could not understand it at first,
because I never really encountered it in my family, but looking back, there probably was a certain amount
of depression but it was all sort of ‘You just get on with it, you don’t complain’ you know, you just ‘What
are you complaining about, you don’t have a broken toe or cancer or what have you’. Mental problems
always seemed to be ‘What?’ in my family. My husband’s family was similar, but they had definite
problems with mental health or you know, but it was all pushed under the carpet. So I spent my life really
looking after him, trying to help him beat his [pause] well, help him get the right help for his depression
because he never did get the right help. And it really started there. And [pause] then I think in lifetime
living with somebody with depression finally took its toll on me you know, because my oldest son
unfortunately has mental health problems as well. As a matter of fact, he’s diagnosed with autism, very
late 25 years old, but he’s also very anxious, well, that’s part of the symptoms of high functioning autism
and um [pause] he’s never worked or anything so he’s sort of relies on us a lot, still.
Interviewer: What about now, because you mentioned that you haven’t had anything, you didn’t
accept that you had stress for a certain amount of time and you mentioned that 10 years ago [Lola:
yeah] you accepted it. So, have you done anything about it?
Lola: No, not really. No, not really. I’ve never been [pause] about a year ago, I’ve got a younger son whose
12 actually, I had a baby at 47, and that was, it wasn’t planed obviously at that age, it was a bit of a
surprise to us and anyway, he’s completely fantastic child he’s perfect in every way um, but um, sorry I’ve
forgotten the question
Interviewer: I was just asking whether you do anything about stress right now
Lola: Oh yes, yeah. And I was busy with him for years obviously, I’ve actually sent him to boarding school
because it’s the best thing for him with my husband and his depression, my son and his problems. My
middle son left home couple of years ago and he’s fine, he’s getting on with his life um, he’s normal
[laughs] whatever that is. And um [pause] he has a good job he went through university and everything
and about a year ago I actually said ‘I don’t have to feel like this any longer, I’m going to the doctor and
I’m gonna ask, I want something, I want some sort of counselling.’ She completely just brought me out a
prescription and gave me a prescription for amitriptyline. Anyway, I went home I thought ‘Well, okay I’ll
try this anyway’. Oh, I just could not believe the effect it had on me, I just hated it. Then I broke out in a
complete rash ‘cause I’m obviously allergic to this stuff. Anyway, so I thought ‘This is ridiculous!’ and I
brought the tablets, the whole 6 moths supply, and I took the tablets back to the chemist and he said ‘I
can’t give you your money back’, I said ’that’s fine, I don’t what these things’ and I haven’t been to the
doctor since and I don’t want to honestly, a GP. It sort of got into my head now ‘they couldn’t care less’.
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They know what I’ve been through all my life with my husband and my son. Ah, she just gives me a
prescription for medication and all I wanted was to sort of talk to somebody try and you know so many
things happened over the years to sort of just have somebody listen to me. And that’s it really, so I have
in my mind now I don’t ever what to see a GP again.
Interviewer: So that is one of the reasons why you’re not trying to do anything about it right now, it’s
just that you had a bad experience?
Lola: Yeah. Well, I decided that I help myself so I saw the ad for the Sharp End and I come along here and I
started doing some classes here. I also volunteer. I have done for a number of years since I’ve been made
redundant two and a half years ago. I volunteer with the homeless shelter in the winter and I volunteer
with London’s air ambulance selling just, you know they have a shop, a little stall at the London hospital
and I do that once a week if I’m here in London and um, I also have a small consultancy job that I do just
from my past job. People often ask me in schools to come and do work for them. It’s very [unclear] you
know, I don’t really wanna go back to a full-time job again, well, I never worked full-time, I’ve always
worked like 25 hours a week. I don’t ever wanna do that again because I’m quite enjoying just floating
around really, and I worked hard all my life and I took redundancy and early retirement so I have my small
pension and [pause] I’m fine for money, that’s never been a problem but um [pause] it’s just that
obviously, my children and my husband.
Interviewer: You mentioned that you would like to see a counsellor, it’s just that you found it difficult
to get to one
Lola: Well, yeah. Well, the doctor, I just couldn’t believe knowing what I’ve been through and I’ve never
caused any [unclear] and I just went and I said ‘you know, I need to talk to somebody and she just gave
me a prescription for tablets that really wind me up, especially because a couple of years ago I went
through a period of insomnia and I was on diazepam for a little while to help me sleep and I always found
that very good if I got really anxious and at night, just take half or one or something, I was in total control,
it didn’t have any control over me and just when I would have these periods of anxiety, but it wouldn’t
last very long. It wasn’t always a huge problem, and I asked for a repeat prescription one time and she
wouldn’t give it to me she said ‘no, we’ve taken people off these tablets’ and I’m thinking ’but I don’t like
tardy tablets that would do me for 6 months’ and then she gives me amitriptyline which I know is a minor
mind altering drug and I’m just like ‘ what in a’ she’s not an expert; she should have just sent me to a you
know, a person who could help me not just give a prescription, you know ‘oh these are great’ and all the
rest which she said ‘these are great, these will really help you’. Anyway
Interviewer: That’s very good that you said that, because just form other people’s experience, what we
heard so far, if you need counselling for example, you go there you get a prescription and then you can
wait for like 6 months to get the thing. And eventually it’s just
Lola: Perhaps if I stuck with it and said ’look these don’t work’ but I was really angry, very disappointed in
her because I felt that she was [pause] and she was a really [pause] good, I would say she was a good
friend to me and she understood me, but I felt really angry with her and I don’t wanna see her ever again,
like I’ve just got this thing in me, I don’t wanna see her, that she gave me those tablets, that just don’t
write them out and just ‘there you go, take them’.
Interviewer: Thank you Lola. And also we were wondering, if people had the borough budget, where
would they spend it, talking ‘bout mental well-being and physical well-being [Anna: Oh right.] where
would you spend the funds?
Anna: Well I think now there’s mental is very important isn’t it because
Ben: What was the question again?
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Interviewer: If you were in charge of the borough budget, what would you prioritise?
Ben: Um
Anna: To separate mental and physical?
Interviewer: I’d say both mental and physical.
Ben: Physical, yeah you know sort of more of physical health stuff you know I mean ‘cause some of the
physical, I mean yoga it’s not really you know it’s a sort of, it’s really good for the mind as well you know,
very very relaxing and very good for the mind and that sort of I think that’s what I would prioritise, rather
than I don’t know, yeah I mean I’ll say physical exercise I think that’s the key to sort of keeping you
healthy you know, yeah you haven’t got that stuff weight plan on your mind and you know, the more
unhealthy you are the more you sit indoors and do nothing you know.
Lola: Covering all health aspects? [Interviewer: yeah] Well, I think if people are mentally well and [pause] I
think their physical health is [pause] because I witnessed first-hand with my husband, he struggled with
mental health this chronic depression that would hit him every couple of months, he’d be fine for three
months and then he’d have a month of complete darkness and struggling with suicidal and everything
and he actually eventually, in his mid 40s, got osteomyelitis and I believe it is from his years and years and
years of not being able to deal with all his, because he never got proper help for a man who’s got very
serious mental health problems and you know he contemplate suicide you know, lots of times and you
know me and his family were often very concerned about him. He had serious serious problems and it
was all with [pause] well he never really sought help very much and then he [pause] ah, because he sort
of buries all his, because it’s like shame, it’s like shame. So I realised that you know, I was suffering from
stress that I needed to learn some way of calming down or I was gonna be ill, ‘cause I saw what happened
to him. Sorry, I’m going off [pause] but I think if people are mentally well, their physical well-being is
really good too you know.
Interviewer: So with the money, would you focus on mental health?
Lola: When no, obviously there are very serious problems like you know, cancer and smoking and you
know and all that, but I do think people, if people’s feelings and mental health are well, that people cope
much better, they don’t get ill, they contribute more working days to the economy, they’re not [pause]
they’re better parents, they’re better, they can pass on better example you know. If the parents are well,
the kids will be well etc., etc. So I think mental health [unclear] person’s life they feel that they're not
alone really helps everybody and whole of society.
Interviewer: Thank you. Okay, and also we wanted to ask you: are you part of any community group?
And by community we mean a group of people living in the same place or having a particular
characteristic in common. So would you say you belong to a group?
Ben: Just a group of old age pensioners. I mean some people they go to church they belong to church
groups, I don’t.
Anna: I’m just starting to you know, to help the mental wards in Homerton but we haven’t started yet,
we’re still planning to help the rehabilitation over there.
Interviewer: And would you say that Sharp End is kind of a community?
Ben: Yeah, definitely. We know one another we all, you know, we all see each other every week I mean
most, some people come every day of the week here.
Interviewer: What about you Lola? Do you belong to a community?
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Lola: No.
Interviewer: Why not?
Lola: Ah [pause]well, a community is like a church isn't it?
Interviewer: It can be
Lola: Or [long pause] Well, I started coming here [The Sharp End] which I feel is like a little community,
The Sharp End and I'm enjoying that. Um [pause] I never really had time to think about stuff like that, I
was always busy, whereas now I have a bit more time on my hands I do see that being part of a group is
very important. I am isolated for my family you know I have a large family who live back in Ireland. But I
go there a lot you know I go there every six weeks to see my mother who's still alive and my brothers and
sisters. Um, we are a bit isolated here, myself and my husband, because we are Irish and we miss Ireland
a lot, but we do have you know we do go there a lot so we can't really complain on that front, because we
could go and live there if we wanted to, but it's just our boys are here, my son with autism, he doesn't
want to go back and he gets very stressed with change so we just move along basically. But I see that as a
community, you know my family in Ireland, people I know, people I grew up with; here we are definitely
isolated yeah, and we don't really fit in either [laughs] if you know what I mean.
Interviewer: But why? What makes you feel part/not part of a community? What are the reasons you
don't feel like
Lola: Well, we don't really tick any boxes. We don't really fit in in any particular group of people. Um,
firstly, you know being a parent again you know at 47, and being at the school gate when you're in your
50s and your friends moms are like 19 [both laugh] or in their 20s, not all but you know, it was difficult
having my younger son with all that. With my older boys 29 and 26 you know we had lots and lots of
moms in Hackney that we all hung out together, we supported one another. I didn't have that with
[youngest son's name] at all because people [pause] it couldn't quite work out you know. And it was hard
to make friends and sort of [pause] but that's not something that really bothers me to be honest you
know, I've never been a person with lots of friends, you know I have one or two very special friends and
you know I have a large family and I speak to them very regularly and all that you know [pause] so. I'm
not a very sociable person I’d definitely say that, I'm not very sociable. I'm not very good at just going into
groups you know.
Interviewer: What about you Ben, what makes you feel part or not part of a community?
Ben: What makes you feel part of it? [Interviewer: yeah] Just being in the groups, going to the groups,
meeting people like this, we socialise, we have lunch together and um, you know sit here and talk. But
you know mostly know each other from other groups during the week you know, I mean the fact that
we’re here most days of the week.
Interviewer: What other groups? You mean at Sharp End or [Ben: No, Sharp End.] Are there any other
groups in Hackney like this?
Anna: Church
Ben: I don’t know, I mean yeah, there’s a lot of people that go to the church lunching club and whatever
and that sort of thing, you know what I mean.
Interviewer: And what about you [Anna], what makes you feel part of a community?
Anna: Yeah well um I’m in church as well, quite active in church, I go to church every day I do the reading
every day
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Interviewer: So what makes you feel part of that? Is it the people or is it
Ben: Yeah.
Anna: Well yes, of course.
Ben: Yeah, the people and the atmosphere, yeah.
Interviewer: And do you think that being part of a community improves your health?
Anna: Yeah, yeah.
Ben: Yeah, definitely.
Interviewer: In what way?
Anna: Well um, socially you know [Ben: socialising], your self-esteem and um yeah.
Interviewer: Anything else?
Ben: I mean you know, I mean we had a meeting here yesterday and we all, we know all the people you
just, I don’t know, I don’t know what to say. But I think you know just being part of this community you
know.
Interviewer: Yeah, just being amongst people isn’t it
Ben: Yeah.
Interviewer: And also, what are the key assets in your community? And by assets we mean like
facilities, recourses
Ben: Yeah, this place [Sharp end]
Anna: There’s a lot of recourses in Hackney.
Ben: I mean this place is great, it has everything here you know, for what we do and yeah.
Interviewer: anything else? Do you go to any parks or any other buildings like libraries or even lunch
clubs, you mentioned lunch clubs
Ben: Yeah, I mean they do, I don’t. I mean yeah the pub, the pub. The pub if I want to socialise as well.
Interviewer: Anything else?
Ben: Well, I mean I’ve got a dog and I take my dog for a walk every morning and I meet loads of people I
go to Hackney Marshes, I walk on Hackney Marshes with my dog and I meet loads of people you know, a
lot of dog walkers and um and even that it’s very social you know what I mean, you know I know sort of
loads and loads of people from dog walking so yeah, different sort of thing you know, you talk to you talk
to people and you know, yeah, see people every day, yeah.
Interviewer: And Lola?
Lola: Oh yeah, yeah. Well you know the key assets [pause] ah, there are amazing facilities, you can do
anything you want to do really if you want to [unclear] living in Hackney or London. Yeah, there's London
Fields that I use a lot, Haggerston Park I use a lot, the canal down to Victoria Park 'cause I cycle and I walk
a lot. Um, my kids used, I've always used the park a lot so the park is very important. Um [pause] don’t
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use the library so much now with Kindle and all the electronic devices you know, you can get everything
in a touch of a button. Yeah I value, yeah, I do miss Ireland a lot and I've always done even though I lived
here for 40 years, because it's home, but um [pause] and the neighbours are really nice, people in
Hackney tend to be really really nice, you know people that you meet just every day, they're so mixed,
they're so [pause] but at the same time it’s all very, it’s just the passing you know, it's just that passing,
there’s nothing deeper or meaningful really.
Interviewer: Thank you. So lastly, what would you tell Hackney’s government what could be improved
especially since you are in a group of over 50s, anything that you think might be useful to tell them, for
example maybe there’s a lack of facilities maybe there’s like lack of care, is there anything you would
like to add?
Ben: Well yeah we here, we’ve got problems here now, funding for next year I mean like because things
are so tight, they’re cutting the funding we’re not gonna get any funding from Hackney Council this year
you know, they cut the funds
Interviewer: for Sharp End?
Ben: Yeah. And so we don’t know what’s gonna happen it’s this sort of um, what’s the word, you know
we don’t know, we don’t know what’s gonna happen in the future ‘cause of the government funding cuts.
So you know we don’t know after March next year, where we you know, will there be any money, there
probably will be somewhere, but we don’t know yet. So it’s all a bit you know
Interviewer: It’s unfortunate. Would you [Anna] say anything to them?
Anna: Um, no.
Ben: There should be more of it throughout the borough you know what I mean, there should be I’ve got I
mean in this borough you’ve got you can do various things, the sport centres are cheap, like you know but
yeah, it’s great, but is it gonna last, you know what I mean? Is it gonna carry on?
Interviewer: Thank you. Is there anything else you [Lola] would like to add?
Lola: Eh [pause] not really. Like what for example, do you have any ideas? 'Cause sometimes I need
prompting these days my memory goes blank [both laugh]
Interviewer: Any suggestions for the government, what they could do, or anything you would like to
tell them in person.
Lola: Yeah, yeah. I think maybe if people were made feel it was easier to ask for help when you need help
instead of trying to get along on your own and struggling, always, every day sometimes a battle you
know. Instead of 'Oh, I'm not going there because they just fobbed me off’ fobbing off thing [laughs] if
you're serious. It takes me so much courage and time to build up myself to go and ask for something, and
then when I ask for it [laughs] I’m fobbed off, I just go 'Oh, forget about it'. I’ll try and do it myself so,
that’s it really.
Interviewer: Thank you very much.
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Appendix 21: Transcription for the LGBT community Focus Group

(Introduction)
Interviewer: Okay, we can start now. I will now ask you to introduce yourselves; just something about
you-your hobbies, age, occupation
Harry: Do we say our names?
Interviewer: Um, just an imaginary name [All laugh]
Mia: Today I’m going to be [laughs]
Harry: Okay, my name is [name], that’s my real name and I enjoy um, wearing drag when I get the chance
and playing football and seeing friends and eating nice food.
Interviewer: Thank you
Mia: So my name is [name] ‘cause I like my name [all laugh] and I enjoy playing music – DJing and going
out to eat and watching Homeland and um doing things with my son and doing things spontaneously like
coming here today [all laugh]. That’s me coming out of my comfort zone, ‘cause I’ve never used to be that
good at being spontaneous but I’m working on it.
Interviewer: Thank you
Daisy: My name is [name] [all laugh] and what do I like doing? I love dancing I really really love dancing
and I write and just like doing creative things. So yeah, those are things that sustain me.
Interviewer: Thank you. Okay, so we gonna start with the first question: what does health or being
healthy mean to you? It’s quite an open question
Mia: Well, not being ill, sometimes I don’t realize how healthy I am until I get ill and then I think ‘Oh my
God, I’m really quite well’ because now I feel so sick [laughs]. So just generally just being able to get up
and get from A to B and get through the day without feeling any form of physical or emotional pain.
Interviewer: Thank you, Harry?
Harry: Um, I [pause] being healthy first thing that came to my mind was being independent and able to
take care of myself and to function in the world.
Interviewer: Thank you
Daisy: Yeah, I think for me yeah, it is about not feeling aches and pains and um, yeah not feeling limited
by my body or my own mental state of mind yeah.
Interviewer: And what does mental well-being mean to you?
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Harry: It means a lot to me and I’ve spent long periods feeling depressed and anxious and it took me quite
a long time to see that that wasn’t the way it needed to be or that’s not the way I was and I think I’ve
spent a lot of time telling myself I was being silly or something um, instead of sort of getting help.
Interviewer: Thank you
Daisy: Not being chained by my thoughts I think and not um [pause] being able to [pause] yeah, not being
chained down and kind of not allowing negative chatter to take too much space up really and keeping
that balance and putting myself in places where I can reaffirm myself instead of um, yeah allowing
negative chatter get the better of me.
Mia: Yeah, I think its bit of what everybody was saying really, but it’s really about focusing on the positive
and um trying to not pay too much attention to some negative that holds you back you know, to keep
driving yourself forward you have to sort of like and I think It’s also being able not just focus on the
positive but to be able to turn the negative on his head and turn it around and make good out of bad
situation. [Daisy: And learn from it as well.] Yeah, I think it’s like when you discover what it is that you’ve
done to stop yourself going into depression or feeling a bit down, feeling a bit low. It’s about trying to
remember that, making a mental note of it, so you could use it as a tool when you start to feel the
triggers affect you.
Interviewer: Thank you. Also we have a question on how does stress affect your health. Is there a direct
effect on your health?
Daisy: Stress triggers headaches, dryness in my mouth, lack of concentration you know, those are the kind
of triggers for me. Tell-tale signs [all laugh]. Swearing. Swearing. That’s my stress management – swearing
[laughs].
Mia: Yeah, definitely headaches, I suffer from headaches, I mean I suffer from migraines but I also suffer
from headaches when I’m a bit stressed out. How it affect me um well, to be honest, it affects my mood
because I realised that I get really angry with people who have really bad customer service [all laugh]
[Harry: That’s normal] over and above that I normally would. Some things I can let go, but if I’m stressed
out-no one’s getting in a way. I mean I need to see the manager, the manager now [laughs]
Harry: I tense up. I’ve got tense shoulders and neck and I get constipated when I get stressed which really
fucks me up.
Daisy: I think I would agree with that one as well actually, yeah.
Interviewer: I don’t wanna lead you, but other people mentioned that they have sleeping problems as
well when they’re stressed; do you think you can relate to that as well?
Mia: yeah.
Harry: Very much. I dream a lot as well so even if I’m sleeping a lot, often I wake up with very strong
dreams and impressions of dreams which can be quite disturbing.
Interviewer: Okay, and any other physical outcomes, is your diet affected by stress?
Mia: A diet? [Interviewer: yeah] Yeah, I comfort eat [laughs]
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Daisy: Oh yeah, loads of crap, yeah. Lots of fast crap.
Interviewer: Okay, and also what helps you manage stress? What are your coping mechanisms?
Daisy: Remembering to breathe out for me is key. Just to remember to breathe out and even if, for me
what helps me cope is to recognise ‘actually I’m stressed’, ‘cause once I can recognise it then it helps me
to manage it. And I have balloons in the office [all laugh]. Do you remember Harry? [Harry: Balloons?]
Yeah, I used to get the balloons and pop them really loud [laughs]. You never heard me up there.
Mia: I mean I talk to my son when I’m a bit stressed out and he will actually, ‘cause I’m not always aware
of it and then he might say oh you know, sit down and just relax or he’ll say oh, if I don’t talk about it he’ll
say ‘mom, I think you should go out’ he’s quite good, he’s quite insightful, I mean he’s been around me in
sort of like the work I do so he’s quite tuned in to you know things about stress and mental health and
stuff like that so yeah.
Interviewer: What about you Harry? What helps you manage stress?
Harry: Exercise. Dancing. And at times I, I’m not drinking at the moment, but at times I would go and have
a drink.
Mia: Exercise is a good one. Exercise helps me.
Interviewer: Also have you accessed any professional support to deal with stress or anxiety/depression,
if you ever had any of it
Mia: Yeah.
Interviewer: What was it?
Mia: I had counselling and I’ve had um alternative therapy you know like acupuncture, um exercise, um
I’ve been on a food program its sort of about what kind of foods to eat to make you feel healthier, feel
better, more interested and stuff like that. So it’s sort of a bit more holistic approach.
Interviewer: And you mentioned you [Daisy] accessed some sort of support, what was it?
Daisy: Art therapy. [Interviewer: and how did you find it?] How did I find it? What, in terms of physically
how I found it or how I got on with it? [Interviewer: Just did it help you?] Oh, absolutely. Yeah, because it
tapped into my creativity and there were no words needed and so particularly with my experience, in
background of the work that I’ve done, you learn how to not to say things if you don’t want to say things
[laughs] and I think what was good about it is just comes at you without any walls, you don’t get the
chance to put your walls up so I found it very very useful. This is years ago but I still meet up with some
friends and we do it informally sort of use art to kind of play with it really.
Interviewer: Thank you. And you Harry, have you tried anything?
Harry: Yeah, I see a therapist and I’m on mild antidepressants. Well, I hope they’re mild anyway [all laugh]
Interviewer: Also, we have a question about the budget. If you were in charge of the borough budget
what would you prioritise, where would you spend the money?
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Mia: Wow, that’s a really good question.
Interviewer: Concerning mental and physical health
Harry: I would I would I don’t know how you’d do it, but I would encourage the idea that um one to one
counselling or group counselling. It’s a good thing to do whether or not you are however you’re feeling, it
just a nice thing to do and it doesn’t you know, just try and get that over to people who are sceptical or
suspicious of the whole thing. And then to provide enough councillors to meet it.
Daisy: ‘Cause that gives people the chance to get used to the habit of talking really, doesn’t it? It’s a nice
idea.
Mia: I don’t know if I would like to be in that position [unclear] budget [laughs], but I think that the long
term goal would have to be somewhere within whatever it was that people could be able to perhaps um
you know, have tools that they can use without necessarily or you know, trying sort of like be more
independent and empower themselves and you know, to sort of minimise you know the effects that
certain things would have on them. So because at the end of the day the services not always gonna be
there so you need to be able to get something that you can take away and use to your advantage or use
independently so it has to be something that [Interviewer: Like a training course?] well, I don’t really have
the answer but I mean it has to be something that you that is long term that you can use. [Daisy:
Sustainable after you’ve done something] Absolutely, yeah. ‘Cause say for instance if I have something
that’s gonna take up huge bills or an individual has something that’s gonna take up huge bill budget they
then relapse. You want them to be able to not have to come back and use the same amount of that
budget again, there needs to be something what’s gonna be more cost effective. [Pause] But ideally
[laughs] what was an endless [unclear] the list goes on doesn’t it?
Daisy: I think for me it’s about giving people choice and it’s about not using the budget completely on
orthodox medicine, because it doesn’t work for everyone and I think a lot of people find they either get
stuck on it or they feel that they’ve exhausted all they can offer them and they go think ‘well, then what?’
So I think for me it’s about opening up peoples choices about how they manage their well-being and I
think for me again social prescribing is something that really a lot more of the budget needs to go
towards making it a real choice where people can choose to go off and maybe do a six week course ‘cause
it will help them rather than having to take medication that they can keep going back and back and back
to their GP for because they still have the same problem. So for me it’s about widening the net of choice
for people.
Interviewer: Okay, thank you. We have another set of questions concerning community; and by
community we mean a group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in
common. So would you consider yourselves belonging to some sort of community? Just yes or no
Mia: Yes
Daisy: Yes
Interviewer: Harry?
Harry: I don’t know.
Interviewer: Okay, what makes you feel part or not part of a community then? What makes you feel,
what would make you feel part of community?
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Mia: For me it’s about being a parent and it’s just the neighbourhood that I live in the common factor
within that there’s a lot of families along my road so they, there’s sort of community feel about it. It’s not
isolated, everyone’s friendly. If something happens there’s always a neighbour that one or the other will
be able to use as sort of support, so to me that yeah.
Daisy: I don’t think I belong to a community, I think I belong to several communities and you know we all
have different zones of people or things that we do like you know, I would say my family is a community
that I belong to. I would say the work that I do-there are communities within it. I’d say that you know my
friends are another community or some activity that I go off and do-that’s another community, so I think
communities are fluid thing for me, um yeah.
Interviewer: Do you think it affects your well-being?
Daisy: Oh my God yeah. I think support networks are what in a sense community groups offer, or
community that we belong to-they offer that. I’ve got a community of gay friends to me they’re
important because they reflect another part of who I am. Um so I think they are important, ‘cause any
kind of community that you’re a part of reflect a part of who you are.
Interviewer: And do you [Mia] have a similar experience about you know the impact on your wellbeing, do you think communities give you some sort of support?
Mia: yeah, definitely. It’s just knowing that you’re not living in isolation that you may have some common
issues that other people can relate to. It’s about when whether it’s good or bad there will be a coming
together um something that everyone contribute to and participate in. So you know knowing that, then
that gives you a sense of belonging a sense of well-being which you know yeah.
Harry: I’m kind of struggling with this at the moment. I think a lot of my ideas about community stem
from growing up in a village. And I kind of yearned for that sort of geographical community but as a
member of the gay community I must try to accept that it’s that people, some of my best friends in this
community, live five miles away or and we have to meet in Soho or something like that and um [pause] so
I do try to, also because I don’t own a property in London, I’m renting, I feel like that’s a bit out of my
control that the landlord could one day take my place away from me which might mean that I would have
to move to a different area and that would start all over again-getting to know the local people in the
area and I’m not really not sure where how much of that I’m [pause]
Interviewer: And how long have you been living in the same place?
Harry: So far I’ve been in the same area for three years and I’ve been [Daisy: God, as long as that?] yeah,
yeah [Daisy: God, I remember when you were moving] yeah but it’s a good one down there, I like it and it
took, it’s on a hill and that hill creates a sense of community and identity in the area. It’s a steep hill
[everyone loughs][Mia: Exercise] so that’s been nice, that has been nice.
Interviewer: What are the key assets around that area? Are there any parks or
Harry: Yeah, there’s a community centre which is, you can do as much volunteering there as you wanted
to, um there are workshops, there’s yoga and live drawing, there’s a nice café and there’s a couple of nice
parks and a couple of nice pubs. It does seem to be, people ask you know ‘oh, do you live on the hill?’ it’s
kind of a thing; a club [Daisy: oh] and that’s alright.
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Interviewer: What about you [Mia], any key assets in your community?
Mia: Ah [pause] yeah I like where I live ‘cause there’s lots of resources I think that you can use
[Interviewer: For example?] we’ve got the leisure centre, which is like ‘bout four minutes away from me,
about six minutes away we’ve got the park and then about ten minutes away we’ve got a nice [unclear]
places that you might wanna go and meet for lunch or for an evening meal and then sometimes and then
every year we have the festival along church street although [pause] was one this year? [Daisy: don’t
know, I was away] but there was one in Dalston, there’s always some kind of community event that’s
going on and um yeah, I think [pause] yeah and that’s it really. I’m sure there’s more I just can’t think off
the top of my head. But those are the main one’s that I use.
Interviewer: What about you [Daisy] what are the key assets in
Daisy: Oh the park the park the park. I mean [Interviewer: Can you name the park?] I can but I think I
want it to be a secret [everyone laughs] because otherwise too many people will come [Harry: totally
agree with you] I really feel like that about that park. Yeah, I think it’s one of Hackney’s best kept secrets
actually, although more and more people are coming, I’ve noticed this.[Mia: someone leaked it]
[everyone laughs] And I mean what I like about it I suppose I’m gonna give it away by saying what’s
around it is that you come into this park and you walk halfway in and you’ve then got the expanse of the
marshes and you go onto the marshes and within seconds you can be anywhere in England you don’t
even have to think that you’re in London let alone in Hackney and they have cows out there with horns
[everyone laughs] you know, they have horses there and I just love it, the swans you can go to the swans
and I’ll tell you the truth-I walk into that park and when I used to walk the dog I used to visit it more often
but I walk through that park and I think ‘My God, I live here’ I still you know I still feel like ‘Wow, I live
here’ I mean the other day I was walking down and I went to the apple tree and I picked an apple of the
apple tree you know and I had the apple from the apple tree and I can pick blackberries and you know
and I just think ‘Oh, I live here!’ I mean I don’t want to move because of that park really, it’s just that to
me is gold dust really and we are lucky in Hackney, we have loads of beautiful parks um and I mean they
are a bit too carried away with pruning it [laughs] but I mean to me that is the top asset for me of being in
that particular part of Hackney yeah.
Interviewer: Okay, that was actually the last question and um I just wanted to ask if you have anything
else to add, anything you would like to share or just some thoughts on stress, community, assets,
services
Mia: Well, the services [pause] seems to be getting smaller, really. So it’s quite interesting to come here
today to find out what this was about, because I do a bit of voluntary work for a mental health service
and they’ve got lots of little um sub-teams that do lots of different things. And each year one of the subteams services keeps disappearing. And um the ones that are left are the ones that you can evidence the
most, tick box the most and to show that it’s effective and is in use. I mean ones that are really important
but others are a bit more harder to evidence or the evidence has to be long-term; it’s not something that
you can get the evidence from straight away, they are the ones that seem to be disappearing and the
money keeps shrinking and you know all the service managers are under stress because they’ve got to go
and try and find funding from somewhere else so they completely refocused and tunnel visioned on
trying to find any way possible to let the service continue because it seems that they are the only ones
that realise how important the services are. So you know, it [pause] and then there’s people also um who
don’t know about the services and I don’t understand how they don’t know, I don’t know how I
understand because I the service that I do voluntary work at now and I was initially referred to by my
doctor. But it’s not for any particular you don’t have to be referred by your doctor, it’s open to the public
as well and I don’t know how I really didn’t know about it. And sometimes [unclear] training courses
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which are free to Hackney residents and I’m surprised sometimes at the low turnout of numbers that
attend, because it’s free. And there are a lot of people who can actually access it, I know some people
can’t because they’ve got other commitments so it’s just not gonna work because it’s either on the day or
they may be working [unclear]. But there are enough people in Hackney to follow room of a free training
service or something that they’re gonna benefit from. And then when the day comes and they’re not
there, they cut the budget because they say the service is not needed. So there’s something that’s not
right and there’s something that needs to be looked at differently to try and sort of like get a balance. I
don’t know what the answer is.
Interviewer: Anyone else?
Daisy: I’d like to yeah. I think there is something very important about choice. And informing people,
because I think people aren’t informed about what is out there and when there are so many cuts going on
I think it’s really hard for people to know whether something still exist. Um I also think there’s something
about most peoples first point of call would be their GPs and I think if I go to my GP to talk about my right
leg and then my GP refers me to, if I’m lucky, a physiotherapist and I haven’t had to wait ten years to get
there and then my left leg is now paining and my physiotherapist says ‘can’t talk to you about your left
leg’ I think ‘what’s that about?’ I think there’s they really got to look at a holistic approach to well-being
where everybody’s involved: community organisations, as well as the public health, as well as the local
authority, as well as everything else that’s out there and I think getting information out not just for a man
on the street who wants to run the service but the people who are running the services so there is a
holistic way of looking at people and not this kind of ‘I can only talk about your right leg today and you’ve
got two seconds to tell me about it.’ So I think a more holistic approach I think would make a hell of a lot
difference for lots of people.
Harry: I agree with what’s been said and I don’t know, I’ve always been fine, my GP has, I had many
different GPs and they’ve always been pretty good, I’m very satisfied with what I’ve have on the NHS. But
um also I really I don’t know too much about this area I think you [Interviewer] know much more about it.
I have really enjoyed doing this, I’m really glad I came. It’s been nice to talk about this and to share this.
Interviewer: Thank you
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Appendix 22: Hoaglin and colleagues (1986) outlier labelling rule
The upper and lower bounds for outliers were calculated using the following formulae (Hoaglin et al.
1986):
Upper bound =

Q3 + (2.2 * (Q3 - Q1))

Lower bound =

Q1 - (2.2 * (Q3 - Q1))

This technique identified outliers as exceeding the upper bound for the DASS-Anxiety (five data points)
and the DASS-Depression (six data points) subscales. In these cases the outliers were dealt with using the
windsorising technique, as opposed to trimming the data, to retain the power of the study that would
have been lost if these data points had been removed.
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Appendix 23: Test of Normality
The assumption of normality of all four scales (DASS-Anxiety, DASS-Depression, DASS-Stress and MSPSSTotal) and the continuous socio-demographic variables (household number, number of illness and
disabilities, and ratings of mental and physical well-being) were investigated using Z scores. Values of
skewness and kurtosis, along with their respective standard error (SE), were obtained from descriptive
statistics and converted to z-scores using the following formulae (Field, 2009):

Z-score values of greater than +/- 1.96 suggest that the data for a given measure is significantly differently
(at the p < .05 level) from a normal distribution. All variables were found to satisfy the assumption of
normality; the z-score values for skew and kurtosis across all continuous measures used in this study can
be seen in Appendix 24.
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Appendix 24: Z-score values for skew and kurtosis of all continuous measures

Skewness
Statistic

Std. Error

DASS - Stress

.832

.204

DASS - Depression

.960

.204

DASS - Anxiety

1.166

.204

PSSQ - Total
Household Number
Number of Illnesses and Disabilities

-.762
1.346
1.634

.208
.204
.201
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Appendix 25: Tests for the Assumptions of the Multiple Regression Analysis
Many of the assumptions of regression analysis described by Berry (1993; as cited in Field, 2009) were
met by the current study without additional analysis, including: use of appropriate variable types, nonzero variance in predictors, and independence (i.e. each value from the DASS-Stress, DASS-Anxiety and
DASS-Depression subscales comes from a different individual). The assumption of no multicollinearity
between predictor variables was satisfied using collinearity diagnostics, to which tolerance and VIF values
for each of the predictor values was found to be more than .2 (Menard, 1995) and less than 10 (Myers,
1990), respectively. To test the assumptions of homoscedasticity and linearity, independence of errors,
and normal distribution of error, a linear regression analysis was conducted using DASS-Stress, DASSAnxiety and DASS-Depression as the dependent variable. Inspection of scatter-plots (regression
standardised residuals versus regression standardized predicted value) confirmed that the data met the
assumptions of homoscedasticity and linearity. Values of the Durbin-Watson test confirmed
independence of errors, with values close to 2 for each of the three analyses indicating no serial
correlation. Inspection of histograms of standardised residuals, and normal probability plots, supported
the assumption of normality of residuals.
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